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C A P TAIN
FRACASSE

Introduction

IT
is perhaps too much to say, as does Spoelberch

de Lovenjoul, in his admirable " History of the

Works of Theophile Gautier," that this novel

engrossed the author during his whole life, but

it certainly did spread itself over a considerable number

of his years of literary labour. He conceived the no-

tion of writing it immediately after " Mademoiselle de

Maupin " appeared in print, and, in the opinion of the

above quoted critic, the hero is intended as a pendant

to the heroine of that most famous and most brilliant

story. Here again it is difficult to agree with the

learned bibliophile, for there is no very apparent resem-

blance between the amazingly bold and daringly experi-

mentative maiden and the dullish owner of and resident

in Poverty Hall.



CAPTAIN FRACASSE
Gautier was an adept at promise making, and at

promise evading also. Rather,— to be fair to him,

—

he often hoped to carry out projects that attracted him,

and rashly allowed himself to indulge in the pleasure

of the announcement of a forthcoming tale, novel,

essay on painting, or book of travels. Then other and

more imperious calls upon his time and his fertile pen

interfered, and the publication was delayed and delayed

until publishers and readers alike ceased to hope for

the gratification of their tastes. Of all his yet-to-be-

written books none, probably, was so long advertised

as " Captain Fracasse ;
" for Eugene Renduel, the pub-

lisher of " Mademoiselle de Maupin " and of " Les

Jeunes-France," included it in his catalogues as far

back as 1836. Two years later, and in 1839, it was

again announced as " forthcoming," but it did not turn

up for all that, and the public were kept wondering

what manner of tale it might be that took so long to

elaborate.

In point of fact, there seems to have been no single

line of the novel written at that time, nor, indeed, for

several years later. The Presse, to which Gautier had

become a contributor, had every reason to believe that

it would pull off the prize for accurate prophecy, and it
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joyously informed its readers that the long looked-for

work would appear in the Revue des Deux Mondes, with

which Gautier was then on good terms \ and that staid

periodical itself made a similar proclamation in March,

1846, two months after the prophecy in the Presse.

But a cloud no bigger than a man's hand came up on

the horizon, and ere long Gautier and the Revue des

Deux Mondes had quarrelled, thus entailing another

postponement of the mysterious tale.

This was all to the author's advantage, for no word

of the story was yet down on paper, though no doubt

much of the novel existed in his mind, and it needed

only a definite contract, binding him hard and fast to

complete the work in a given time, to induce him to

put it into definite and tangible form.

Two other periodicals were added to the collection

of hopefuls : the Revue de Paris and the Librairie

Nouvelle, the former announcing it for many months,

from October 1853 to March 1856, and the latter

also some time between these dates. But neither of

these was destined to present " Captain Fracasse " to

the expectant public, that piece of good fortune falling

to the Revue Nationale et Etrangere, founded and man-

aged by Charpentier.

5



CAPTAIN FRACASSE
Gautier had written the first chapter of the book,

" Poverty Hall," some time in 1854 or 1855, and had

handed the copy to the Revue de Paris, in fulfilment of

his pledge to that periodical, and it had been printed in

expectation of the remaining portions coming along.

But the Revue de Paris was suppressed, and then an

agreement was made between the publishers and Gau-

tier and Charpentier, under the terms of which the novel

was transferred to the Revue Nationale et Etrangere, in

which, in the issue of December 25, 1861, "Captain

Fracasse "at last made his bow to the public and never

left the stage until eighteen months later, when the final

chapters appeared on June 10, 1863.

At the end of that year it was republished in book

form, in two volumes, and has been frequently repub-

lished since then. In 1866 an edition, illustrated by

Gustave Dore, was brought out and met with consider-

able success.

Mme. Judith Gautier, the author's eldest daughter,

in an interesting preface written by her for a special

edition of her father's works, supplies a curious bit of

information concerning the mode of payment adopted

in this case. Gautier was paid for each page by itself,

the remuneration being twenty francs a page. Each
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page was stamped on the back with the word " Paid,"

so that there should be no mistake about the matter,

and the amount thus handed over to the writer was

subsequently deducted from the royalty due him.

" Captain Fracasse " is, on the whole, a more care-

fully wrought tale than most of those Gautier had pro-

duced, and for a very good reason : he was not so

much- hurried in the composition and could bestow

greater pains upon the style and the study of the char-

acters. For there are characters in the novel, and not

simply, as is too often the case in Romanticist litera-

ture, mere puppets and shadows. Sigognac himself,

the hero, is perhaps not very living, any more than

Isabella, but Blazius unquestionably does live, and

becomes associated in the mind with the cognate char-

acter in Alfred de Musset's " On ne badine pas avec

l'amour." And poor Captain Hector, the Swash-

buckler, is a striking figure also, and one not to be for-

gotten, while Zerbina, though occupying, like these other

two, a secondary position, manages to impress herself

on the imagination and the memory as she did on the

fancy and the roving heart of the Marquis de Bruyeres.

Lampourde, the hired bravo, the young Duke de Vallom-

breuse, Yolande herself, who merely flashes through the

7
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novel here and there, have something so human and

so true about them that, spite of the melodramatic

manner in which they are employed by their creator,

they strike one as above the average, very much above

the average, of Romanticist characters.

" Captain Fracasse " is a picaresque novel, to a cer-

tain extent ; it also is a cloak and sword tale, as might

be expected from a writer so enamoured of Spain as

was Gautierj it has reminiscences of Rabelais, particu-

larly in the luscious descriptions of good cheer and

deep drinking, with recollections of Scarron's " Roman

comique," and traces of the influence of Walter Scott

and the " Bride of Lammermoor." The influence

of the great Romanticist chief, Victor Hugo, is also

quite noticeable, and the theories and doctrines of the

famous Preface to " Cromwell " are here applied and

put into practice, especially in the free use of the so-

called " grotesque," by which Hugo and his followers

set so much store.

The time at which the action of the story is sup-

posed to take place has caused some discussion ; not

that it is of very great moment, but that Gautier has

not specified it clearly. There are, however, abun-

dant indications of the approximate period, in the de-
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scriptions of costume, in the use of language, and in

the enumeration of dramas then in vogue. But there

is a certain convenience, so far as the author himself is

concerned, in leaving the date somewhat vague. Suffice

it to say that the time is that of the reign of Louis

XIII, between 1630 and 1640, a period known to

have been a favourite with Gautier, in common with

nearly all his fellow-Romanticists.

The plot is not very complex; indeed, it is simple.

Two young people meet, fall in love, encounter just

enough adventures and incur just enough perils to

make the account of that love interesting, and then

they marry. There is of course a leading villain and a

subordinate one, with a group of tools that serve the

former and are invariably worsted in their encounters

with the hero. The heroine, on the other hand, falls

a prey to the leading villain in a manner calculated to

alarm the unpractised reader of novels as to her ulti-

mate fate, but she is of course gallantly rescued at the

proper psychological moment by her lover and his band

of faithful followers, while a recognition entirely in the

taste and spirit of the drama of that day occurs near

the end of the book and changes the aspect of the

heroine's fortunes. Finally the kindly fairy that has
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had somewhat to do with the working out of the

plot leads the hero to the precise spot where an

enormous treasure had once been buried by a clever

Gascon, who must have anticipated precisely such a

crisis in the affairs of his descendant.

There is an apparent determination, or intention, at

least, on the part of the author, to end everything well,

and not to keep the reader too long on the tenter-

hooks of suspense. Poetical justice is meted out to

the villains, the leading one becoming suddenly con-

verted by the strange recognition that takes place, and

turning into a perfectly delightful and useful character,

while the minor rascals expiate their sins on the gibbet,

and one of them thus gives opportunity for a dramatic

and effective scene. It must be owned that the novel

is romantic throughout ; it is a blossoming of the ideas

that the Romanticist writers entertained and upheld

;

it is of a simplicity of combination in many parts that

brings a smile to the lips of the blase reader of fiction

and makes him wonder how people in the sixties could

be simple-minded enough to call this high art, and could

be interested in it to the extent they were. And having

made all these sage and eminently sound reflections,

the blase reader discovers that he also has been caught

10
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by the charm of the book and has been carried away

by the easy, lightsome manner of the author.

The hero, Sigognac, is essentially of the Romanticist

brood, but with touches that came direct from Gautier's

own personality. He did not wish to make him quite

a Don Quixote, a Knight of the Doleful Countenance,

any more than he cared to make him an insufferable

Didier or an eccentric Hernani or an idiot like Ruy

Bias. There was to be something of the Quixote

about him, just enough of that touch of romance and

chivalry which for ever endears the Knight of La

Mancha to readers ; and something of the Hernani, for

Sigognac had to be the representative of an ancient and

illustrious race, fallen upon evil days, but maintaining

intact its high standard of honour and its wholly unprac-

tical notions; something of the passionate lover, too,

that Didier is, but withal a new and personal creation

of Gautier's own, and in this it is certain that he has

succeeded.

Sigognac recalls Eudore, in Chateaubriand's " Mar-

tyrs," for like that interesting young warrior and lover,

he is the last of his race. And strange and powerful

was the spell wrought upon the imagination of Roman-

ticists by that not uncommon condition : " the last of

1

1
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his race." The mere fact that a man had no relations

seemed to confer a distinction upon him that all the

virtues in the world could not have given him. To be

the last of one's race forcibly compelled attention and

respect, and demanded a hearing for the adventures of

the fortunate unfortunate. So Sigognac has the ironic

melancholy which befits so highly privileged a charac-

ter, and he is necessarily dressed in a way to win for

him the sympathy and admiration of all tender-hearted

females and callow youths ; for it is undeniable that a

man clad in well-worn, rusty garments extremely out

of the fashion, is far more worthy of gaining the love

of the fair and the admiration of youths in their salad

days than a personage decently clad in the latest mode.

Then he is not only ragged and sombre, but he is idle,

and that is an all-conquering charm. Out upon the

coarse fellow that will not sit down meekly under the

stroke of fate and be content to starve picturesquely be-

tween his cat and his dog, with his old retainer for a vis-

a-vis ! Such an one is unworthy to be sung by a poet or

chosen as a hero by a romancer. Sigognac duly fulfils

the mission of the woe-begone, hungry, out-at-elbows

gallant, and the more thoroughly that he has no will in

particular and drifts along with the current wherever it

12
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may take him. He redeems himself, however, in the

eyes of those who do not admire the good-for-nothing,

and determines that, whether noble or commoner, he

will not sponge upon the poor strolling players for a

living ; he manfully makes up his mind to sink his

prejudices and aristocratic objections to earning his

daily bread, and joins the company as a recruit. From

that moment he becomes infinitely more interesting and

his adventures are followed with great pleasure.

When he enters upon the practice of the profession

he has adopted and makes his first attempt at repre-

senting the braggart, cowardly Hector who is the hero

of the farce, his performance has suggested to Gautier

the sketch of a character destined to be made immortal

by a later writer, Alphonse Daudet. Bellombre's de-

scription of the personage, Captain Fracasse, whom

Sigognac is endeavouring to create, at once recalls that

most delightful and entertaining Tartarin de Tarascon,

who, like Fracasse, was at once a hero bold and a

coward of the whitest liver.

It was a happy thought, even if suggested by Scar-

ron's " Roman comique," that led Gautier to present

to his readers a company of strolling players in the early

part of the seventeenth century. The Italian players,

J 3
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first called to France by the Valois kings, favoured by

Henry IV and his successor, and expelled late in the

days of Louis XIV on account of their impertinent

allusion to the great Mme. de Maintenon, were instru-

mental in developing the French comic drama and

some of the best comic actors of that nation, Moliere

among others, who studied the performances of the cele-

brated Scaramouch greatly to his own profit. While

the monopoly of the higher class of plays granted to

the Brotherhood of the Passion in Paris prevented

independent companies from performing in the capital

save by leave of that very grasping corporation, there

was no such restriction in the provinces, and there

more than one troupe travelled to and fro, performing

comedies, farces, and tragedies, to the great delight of

the country folk and of the nobles in their castles and

mansions.

It is the life of these wandering players that Gautier

has admirably retraced in " Captain Fracasse," and the

names of the members of the company of which Sigo-

gnac becomes a member, are the typical appellations

of the characters then most in favour with the public.

The various towns in Italy had furnished characters

that were known by the name of the profession or

14
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business of the original : the Doctor, the Pedant, the

Merchant ; and the soldier, constantly met with in

those turbulent days, when war was almost the normal

condition of society and pursued by great and small

alike, was necessarily an important figure on the stage.

Spain and Italy between them gave birth to the "Mat-

amore," the type of the bragging, boastful trooper,

whose courage was not always up to the pitch of his

pretensions, .and whose mishaps proved a source of un-

ending delight to the audiences that crowded the im-

provised theatres of the day. Gautier has admirably

rendered this figure, so popular and so amusing, and he

excels in representing the class of people who wandered

round in the waggons and chariots one may even now

study in the etchings of the famous Callot.

He has had the art, also, of attaching the reader

to his characters. Sigognac himself, spite of his too

romantic appearance and super-excellence in all things,

interests us, and Isabella, sweet and pure amid sur-

roundings well calculated to corrupt a stronger nature

than hers, is winsome indeed. The old Pedant,

drunken rascal though he be, is a good old fellow,

and the Tyrant has something very attractive about

him. Of all, however, it is the Swashbuckler, the

15
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Hector of the company, who most enlists sympathy

and kindly interest. The butt of all the jokes, the

clown of the troupe, there is a genuineness about the

man, an earnestness in the discharge of the functions

he has assumed that compel respect, and his sad end

does not leave the reader unmoved.

Here again Gautier has exhibited rare power. The

whole book is full of very striking, dramatic, effective

scenes. The arrival of the strollers at Poverty Hall,

itself so well described ; the brilliant performance at

Bruyeres; the blizzard and the death of the Swash-

buckler— a very strong bit of work ; the death of

the poor old horse, fighting to the last and gallantly

striving to do its duty ; the attack of Lampourde, the

hired bravo, and the exciting duel between him and

Sigognac ; the fight in the castle, when the company

seeks to rescue Isabella from the clutches of the Duke

of Vallombreuse ; the dramatic arrival of the Prince

his father, and, finally, the death of Agostino, are

passages of a very high order of merit.

Of course everything ends happily, and Sigognac and

Isabella marry and are happy ever after. And this

ending would seem to be the proper one for so roman-

tie a tale, in which neither reader nor author cares to

16
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delve too deep into the realities of life. But it is a

curious and interesting fact that this denouement is by

no means that which Gautier had originally settled

upon.

On July 3, 1878, the Figaro published a notice of

the comic opera which had been drawn from the novel.

The article was by Arnold Mortier, and in it he stated

that the " happy ever after " ending of the book was

not that which Gautier had first devised. Far from

ending brightly, the novel was to have come to a sad

close. Vallombreuse did not recover from the wound

inflicted upon him by Sigognac, who consequently

could no longer wed Isabella. He retired to his ruin-

ous castle, and there wasted away in the company of

Miraut, Beelzebub, and old Peter, whom death removed

one after another. Sigognac, forgotten by Isabella,

who married some other man, at last starved to death

in his ancestral home, forsaken and solitary. This

enabled Gautier to describe the awful wretchedness of

the place, and instead of Happiness Hall to present the

Tower of Famine. Mme. Judith Gautier, in the

preface referred to above, confirmed the statement.

But few will feel disposed to quarrel with the author

for having ended his novel happily, since, after all,

vol. 1 — 1 17



CAPTAIN FRACASSE
people, the reading public especially, are quite as fond

of the romanesque now as in the days of Romanticism,

as is proved by the vogue of the innumerable tales of

adventure, love, and war with which the market is

flooded nowadays.

The chapters entitled " My Private Menagerie,"

which follow at the end of this translation of " Captain

Fracasse," have no connection with that story. But

as they exhibit Gautier— who has dwelt affectionately

on the attachment of Miraut and Beelzebub to their

master— in the light of a lover of animals as well as

of art, they appeared to form a suitable appendix to his

best known and most widely read tale. They origi-

nally appeared in the Vogue Parisienne between January

8 and March 12, 1869, under the title Histoire de mes

betes, and were republished in book form the same year

under the title Menagerie intime.
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CAP TAIN
FRACASSE

I

POVERTY HALL

IN
the reign of Louis XIII there stood on the

slope of one of the bare hills that rise here and

there on the Landes, between Dax and Mont-de-

Marsan, a country-seat of the sort commonly

met with in Gascony, and which the peasantry call

chateaux.

The corners of the building were flanked by two

round towers with conical roofs ; and on the facade

two deeply cut grooves spoke of the anterior existence

of a drawbridge, reduced to a state of sinecure by the

filling up of the moat. The towers, with their pepper-

pot look-outs and their swallow-tailed vanes, gave the

manor house quite a feudal aspect, while the deep green

of a mantle of ivy that had covered one of them con-

21



CAPTAIN FRACASSE
trasted happily with the gray tones of the already old

stonework.

A wayfarer observing the place from a distance and

noting its pointed gables standing out against the sky,

above the broom and the heath, would have come

to the conclusion that it was a very suitable habitation

for a country nobleman ; but, had he drawn nearer, he

would have changed his mind. Intrusive mosses and

parasitical plants had reduced the way leading to the

dwelling from the road, to a narrow white path that

looked like a faded galloon upon a well-worn cloak.

Two ruts filled with rain water and inhabited by frogs

testified to the fact that carriages had once been in the

habit of driving that way, while the sense of security

exhibited bv the batrachians proved that they had long

been in possession and were certain of not being

disturbed.

Great yellow, leprous-looking patches stained the

brown and disjointed tiles on the roofs, the rotten

rafters having given way in places. The rusty vanes,

pointing each to a different quarter, could no longer

revolve; the dormer windows were closed with wooden

shutters, weather-worn and split. The barbicans of

the towers were filled up with stones ; of the twelve

22



POVERTY HALL
windows on the front, eight were boarded up with

planks ; the others were glazed with bottle glass that

shook in the lead setting at the least breath of wind.

The plastering between these windows having come

away in flakes, like the skin of an invalid, had laid

bare the disjointed bricks, and the dressed stones were

worn away by the pernicious influence of the moon. A

lintel of stone, the regular rugosities on which denoted

an old ornamentation damaged by time and want of

care, framed in a door above which showed a dilapidated

coat of arms which the cleverest herald could not have

made out, and the lambrequins of which curled fantas-

tically with many a break. The leaves of the door

still preserved, in their upper part, a few remains of

red paint and seemed to blush at their condition of

decay. Diamond-headed nails held together the split

planking and formed symmetrical designs broken in

places. One of the leaves only opened, and proved

sufficient for the accommodation of the dwellers,

evidently not numerous, in the place. Against the

jamb of the door rested a dismantled wheel, falling into

pieces, and plainly the last remnant of a carriage that

had passed away during the preceding reign. The tops

of the chimneys and the corners of the windows disap-

2 3



CAPTAIN FRACASSE
peared under the numbers of swallows' nests, and but

for a thin wisp of smoke that rose from a brick flue

and twisted like a tendril, as on the drawings of

houses sketched by schoolboys on the margin of their

text-books, it might have been thought the dwelling

was uninhabited. Yet meagre must have been the

fare being prepared on that hearth, for a trooper could

have produced more smoke with his pipe. This was

the single sign of life about the place, which resembled

a dying man whose breath alone shows he is stil' alive.

On pushing open the movable leaf which yielded

only under protest, and turned with evident bad temper

upon its creaking and rusty hinges, one entered under

a sort of groined vaulted archway, older than the rest

of the building, and divided by four round mouldings

of bluish granite, that met, at their point of intersec-

tion, in a projecting stone on which were seen, less

deteriorated, the arms carved on the outside : azure,

three storks or,— so far as could be made out in the

shadow of the archway. To the wall were fixed iron

extinguishers blackened by the torches, and iron rings

to which visitors' horses were formerly made fast, a

very unusual occurrence at this time, if one might

judge by the dust accumulated upon them.

24
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From this porch, in which two doors opened, the

one leading to the apartments on the ground-floor, the

other to a hall that might have been at one time

the guard-room — was entered a gloomy, bare, chilly

court enclosed by high walls that winter had rayed with

long black streaks. In the corners of the court, upon

the rubbish fallen from the broken cornices, grew net-

tles, wild oats, and hemlock, while the paving-stones

were set in grass.

At the back a flight of steps, with a stone balustrade

ornamented with balls surmounted by spikes, led to

a garden lying below the level of the court. The

broken and disjointed steps tipped under the feet or

were held together only by the filaments of mosses

and wall-plants. On the revetment wall of the

terrace grew stone-crop, wallflowers, and Jerusalem

artichokes.

As for the garden itself, it was quietly dropping back

into the condition of a thicket or a virgin forest. Save

one bed, in which a few cabbages with veined verdi-

grised leaves showed their round forms, and where the

presence of golden suns with black centres testified to

some sort of cultivation of the ground they starred,

nature was reasserting its rights over this uncared-for

25
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space, and was destroying the traces of man's work,

which it seems to love to destroy.

The greedy branches of the uncut trees spread in

every direction. The box, intended to mark the out-

lines of the borders and the walks, had grown into

shrubs, having been untouched by the shears for many

a long year. Seeds borne hither by the wind had taken

root here and there, and were shooting up, with the

vigorous robustness peculiar to weeds, in the places

formerly occupied by lovely flowers and rare plants.

Thorny-spurred brambles grew athwart the paths and

caught the passer-by to prevent his going farther and to

conceal from him the mystery of gloom and desolation.

Solitude does not like to be surprised in deshabille^ and

strews all manner of obstacles around herself.

If, however, careless of the scratches of the brambles

and the switching of the branches, one persisted in

following to the end the ancient walk that had be-

come denser and more obstructed than a trail in the

woods, a sort of rocaille niche, in imitation of a rustic

grot, was reached. To the plants formerly set in

the interstices of the rockery, such as iris, gladio-

lus, and dark-leaved ivy, others had been added,

willow-weeds, hart's-tongue, and wild vines, hanging

26



POVERTY HALL
beardlike and half-concealing a marble statue of some

mythological goddess, Flora or Pomona, which had no

doubt been very attractive in its day and must have

done honour to its maker, but was now flat-nosed as

Death, that feature having been broken off". Instead of

flowers the poor goddess carried rotten and venomous-

looking mushrooms in her basket, and seemed itself to

have been poisoned, its body, of yore so white, being

spotted with brown mossy stains. At its feet, under a

greenish curtain of water lentils, stagnated, in a stone

shell, a brown puddle, left there by the rains ; for the

lion's mouth, that could be made out still with some

trouble, no longer spouted water, as it had ceased to

receive any from the conduits that were either stopped

up or destroyed.

This grotesque cabinet, as such grottoes were then

called, betokened, ruined though it was, a certain

amount of comfort now vanished, and the possession of

artistic tastes by the former owners of the place. Had

the statue been properly cleaned and restored, it would

have been found to be in the Florentine style of the

Renaissance, in the manner of the Italian sculptors

who came to France in the train of Master Rosso,

the Primaticcio, which was probably the time when
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the now fallen family had reached the height of its

splendour.

The grotto was placed against a wall covered with

moss saltpetre, on which were still visible remains

of trellis-work, intended, no doubt, to mask the

wall, when it was built, with a curtain of leafy climb-

ing plants. The wall, scarcely seen through the wild

leafage of the trees that had grown unchecked, closed

the garden on this side, and beyond stretched the

moor, with its dull, low horizon dappled with heath.

Returning towards the mansion, the facade at the

back was seen, even more damaged and weather-worn

than the one just described, the last owners having en-

deavoured to preserve appearances at least, and having

concentrated their inadequate resources on that side.

In the stables, where twenty horses could have been

easily put up, a thin nag, the bones sticking out on its

quarters, was extracting from an empty manger a few

straws with its yellow, gumless teeth, and from time to

time turned toward the door its eye sunk within a socket

wherein the Montfaucon rats would not have found a

vestige of fat. At the door of the kennel, a single

dog, settled in its skin that was too large for it and on

which its relaxed muscles showed in flabby lines, was
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dozing, resting its muzzle upon the not very well stuffed

pillow formed by its paws. It appeared to be so thor-

oughly accustomed to the loneliness of the place as to

have entirely given up watching, and was not disturbed,

as is the custom of dogs, even when asleep, by the

faintest noise that made itself heard.

The dwelling was entered by a huge stair with a

wooden balustrade. There were but two landing-

places, for the building was two stories high only, of

stone up to the level of the first floor, and of brick and

timber above that. On the walls, grisaille paintings,

devoured by damp, had apparently been intended to

simulate, with the aid of chiar-oscuro and perspective,

the projections of richly ornamented architecture.

There could still be partially made out a row of Her-

cules ending in thermae, and supporting a cornice with

modules, from which sprang in a graceful curve an

arbour of festooned foliage of the vine, through which

could be seen a sky with the colour gone out of it, and

provided with unknown islands by the leaking in of

rain water. Between the Hercules, busts of Roman

emperors and other illustrious historical personages pom-

pously exhibited themselves in painted niches; but

everything was so faded, so destroyed, so shadowy as to
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be the phantom of painting rather than real painting, and

that it ought to be described with shadowy words, ordi-

nary vocables being too substantial for the purposes.

The echoes of the empty place seemed startled at repeat-

ing the sound of footsteps.

A green door, the serge of which had turned yellow,

and was only kept in place by a few nails from which

the gilding had vanished, led into a room that had pos-

sibly been the dining-room in the fabulous times when

people ate in that deserted house. A great beam di-

vided the ceiling into two compartments, crossed by

apparent rafters, the space between which had formerly

been covered with a coat of blue, now concealed by

the dust and cobwebs that no maid's brush ever sought

to disturb at that height. Above the antique chimney

spread the antlers of a stag of ten tines, and along the

walls grimaced on darkened canvases smoky portraits

representing warriors in armour, their helmets beside

them or held by a page, and staring at the beholder

with deep black eyes, the only living things in their

dead faces ; noblemen in velvet gowns, their heads

resting on ruffles stiff with starch, like heads of Saint

John the Baptist on silver salvers ; dowagers in old-

fashioned dresses, frightfully livid, and acquiring, in con-
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sequence of the decomposition of the pigments, the

look of strygae, lamias, and empusae. The very coarse-

ness of the work, done by country daubers, imparted to

the paintings an uncouth and grim aspect. Some had

no frames ; others had frames the gilt on which had

turned dull and rusty. In the corner of every one

appeared the arms of the family and the age of the per-

sonage represented. Nevertheless, whether the age was

advanced or not, there was not much apparent differ-

ence between these heads with yellowed lights, dark-

ened shadows, smoky varnish, and powdered with dust.

Two or three of these mouldy paintings, covered with

a bloom of mildew, had tones like those of decompos-

ing bodies, and proved that the last descendant of these

high-born warriors was absolutely indifferent to the fate

of the effigies of his noble ancestors.

At night, in the uncertain light of lamps, that mute

and immobile gallery must have been transformed into

a line of phantoms at once terrifying and absurd. No-

thing can be sadder than forgotten portraits in deserted

rooms; reproductions, themselves half effaced, of forms

long since turned to dust.

Yet, such as they were, these painted phantoms were

guests well suited to the desolate solitude of the place

;
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real inhabitants would have seemed too living in that

dead house.

In the centre of the room stood a table of blackened

pear-wood, the legs turned in spirals like Salomonic

pillars, and pierced with innumerable holes by worms

that had been undisturbed in the prosecution of their

silent work. The layer of fine gray dust that covered

the surface, and on which one could have written with

the finger, showed that the table was not often laid.

Two dressers or sideboards of the same material,

adorned with a few carvings and which had probably

been acquired, as well as the table, in happier days,

were placed opposite each other on either side of the

room; chipped china glasses that did not match, and

two or three small pieces of Palissy ware, representing

eels, fishes, crabs, and shells in enamel on a ground of

verdure, made a poor showing upon the empty shelves.

Five or six chairs, covered with velvet that might

once have been flame-coloured, but that time and wear

had turned yellowish-red, allowed the stuffing to escape

from the torn places in the cloth, and limped upon un-

even legs like crippled mercenaries returning home-

wards after the battle. It would have been imprudent

for any one not a spirit to sit down upon them, and no
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doubt the seats were called into use only when the

company of ancestors, emerging from their frames, sat

themselves down at the empty table during the long

winter nights that are so suitable for spectral banquets,

and while partaking of an imaginary supper conversed

with each other on the decadence of the family.

This hall led into another and smaller one, the walls

of which were covered with Flemish tapestries of the

kind called " greeneries." But the expression " tapes-

tries " is not intended here to suggest unaccustomed

luxury ; for in this case they were worn, threadbare, and

faded ; the stitching of the breadths had given way,

and these, gaping in many a place, hung together held

only by a few threads and the force of habit. The

discoloured trees were yellow on the one side and blue

on the other ; a heron, standing on one leg in the

rushes, was badly moth-eaten ; the Flemish farm, with

its well covered with hop-vines, was scarcely discerni-

ble, and the wan face of the huntsman, in pursuit of

wild duck, looked like the waxen visage of a dead

body the lips of which have been painted with vermil-

ion and the eyebrows darkened, for the original red

and black colouring had remained on those features

alone, the dye having apparently been of a faster shade.
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Draughts of air blew between the wall and the loose

hangings, making the tapestries flap in suspicious fash-

ion. Had Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, been talking

in that room, he would have drawn his sword and

pinked Polonius behind the arras crying, " A rat
!

"

Innumerable little noises, the imperceptible whispers

of solitude, making the silence more painfully felt,

troubled the ear and mind of visitors bold enough to

push so far. Mice gnawed hungrily a few bits of wool

at the bottom of the seamy side of the warp ; worms

bit at the wood of the beams with a muffled, file-

like sound, and the death-watch ticked in the pannel-

ling of the wainscotting. At times, just as if solitude,

feeling weary, were stretching its limbs, some piece of

furniture cracked unexpectedly, and made the listener

start nervously in spite of himself.

In one corner of the room stood a four-poster bed-

stead, with spindle pillars, hung round with brocatelle

curtains, gaping at every fold, the green and white

pattern on which had faded into a uniform yellowish

shade. No one would have dared to part these cur-

tains tor fear of finding a spectral form crouching in

the shadow, or, under the white sheet, a stiffened shape

with sharp nose, prominent cheekbones, hands folded,
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and feet arranged like those of a statue upon a tomb-

stone,— so quickly do the things that have been made

for man assume a supernatural air as soon as man has

abandoned them. But for the fact that the folds, in

their sinister and mysterious stiffness destroyed any

idea of love, it might have been thought that some

young princess under a spell was sleeping in it as

soundly as did the Sleeping Beauty in her enchanted

castle.

A table of black wood, inlaid with brass, now loose

;

a dulled and distorted mirror, the silvering of which

had run, as if weary of having no human face to

reflect ; an arm-chair upholstered in fine embroidery,

a work of patience and leisure due to some ancestress,

but in which could be made out only a few silver

threads amid the faded silk and wool, completed the

furniture of the room, which, at a pinch, might have

been lived in by a man who feared not ghosts nor

spectres.

These two rooms were lighted by the two windows

in the facade that had not been walled up. A faint,

greenish light filtered in through the ground-glass panes

that looked as though silvered outside, and that had not

been cleaned for a hundred years. Long curtains, worn
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on the folds and that would have torn apart had any

one tried to slide them along the rusty iron rods, deep-

ened the already dim twilight and added to the gloom

of the place.

On opening the door at the end of this room, one

entered into Cimmerian darkness, void, obscurity, and

the unknown. Little by little the eye became used to

the shadows, through which gleamed a few livid rays of

light that filtered through the chinks of the planks with

which the windows were boarded up, and then could

be made out a suite of rooms every one out of repair,

with uneven floors, strewn with broken window-glass,

walls either bare or hung with remnants of ragged, un-

ravelled tapestries, ceilings in which the laths showed

and through which the rain came, admirably fitted, in

a word, for the holding of the Sanhedrim of rats and

the States-general of bats. It would have been unsafe

to walk in some places, for the flooring rose and sank

under the foot, but no one ever ventured within this

Thebaid of darkness, dust, and cobwebs. A sickening

odour, a smell of mould and solitude, the dank, dark-

some chill peculiar to sombre places, struck one on the

very threshold, just as when one raises the stone cover-

ing a cellar and bends over the icy obscurity. And it

"16
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was indeed the dead body of the past that was slowly

crumbling into dust in those rooms wherein the present

never entered, and the years sunk in sleep that were

cradled as in hammocks in the gray cobwebs in the

corners.

The attics above were the refuge, during the daytime,

of feathery-eared, cat-headed, and shining-eyed owls, the

roof, broken in a score of places, allowing these amia-

ble birds to come and go freely, feeling as safe and

comfortable there as in the ruins of Monthlery or Cha-

teau Gaillard. Every night the dusty flock issued forth

with screams and hootings that would have terrified the

superstitious, and set forth to seek afar the food it could

not discover in this Tower of Hunger.

The ground-floor rooms were empty save for a few

bundles of straw, stalks of maize, and various small gar-

dening implements. In one there was a mattress filled

with leaves of Indian corn, with a cover of dark brown

stuff, that appeared to be the bed of the single servant

in the house.

As my reader is no doubt tired of traversing this

solitude, wretchedness, and loneliness, let me take him

to the only room in the deserted mansion in which

there was any appearance of life,— to the kitchen,
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from the chimney of which rose in the heavens that

li<fht white vapour mentioned in the description of the

exterior of the place.

The yellow flame of a meagre fire licked the back

of the fireplace, and occasionally reached the bottom

of an iron pipkin hanging on the crane, while its feeble

light touched with a red spark in the shadows the edges

of one or two stewpans on the wall. The daylight,

streaming down the great flue that rose to the roof

without a bend, fell softly in bluish tints upon the ashes,

making the fire look paler yet, so that the very flame

seemed to be frozen on that cold hearth. Had it not

been for the cover, the rain would have fallen into the

pot and the broth would have been diluted by the storm.

The water, slowly heated, had at last begun to boil, and

the pipkin wheezed in the silence like an asthmatic

patient. A few cabbage-leaves, thrown up by the boil-

ing, indicated that the cultivated part of the garden had

been laid under contribution for the making of this more

than Spartan broth.

An old thin, black cat, its fur resembling that of a

worn-out mufF, and showing in the bare places the

bluish skin beneath, was seated on its tail as near the

fire as it dared without singeing its whiskers, and stared
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at the pipkin with its green eyes, the pupils in the

form of an I, with an air of interested supervision. Its

ears had been cut close to the head, and its tail close

to the rump, making it look like one of those Jap-

anese monsters that are placed in cabinets among

other curiosities, or else like one of those fantastic

animals that witches, bound for the sabbath, intrust

with the care of skimming the pot in which they

are brewing their philters. That cat, quite alone in

the kitchen, seemed to be making soup for its own

personal use, and no doubt it had also set out upon the

oaken table the plate adorned with red and green

bouquets, the pewter goblet, polished, probably, with its

claws, so marked with streaks was it, and the earthen-

ware jug, on the paunch of which were to be seen,

coarsely done in blue, the same arms that figured on the

entrance porch, the keystone, and the portraits.

For whom was intended this modest repast served in

this deserted manor ? Possibly for the familiar spirit

of the house, the genius loci, the kobold faithful to the

home it had adopted ; and the black cat with the deeply

mysterious eyes was awaiting its coming in order to

wait upon it, a serviette under its arm.

The pipkin boiled on, and the cat remained motion-
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less at its post, like a sentinel whose relief has been for-

gotten. At last a step sounded outside, heavy and

slow, like that of an aged person. A slight cough

made itself heard, the latch creaked, and an old man,

half peasant, half servant, entered the kitchen.

On seeing the new-comer, the cat, apparently an old

friend, left the ashes on the hearth and rubbed itself in

friendly fashion against his legs, rounding its back,

putting out and drawing in its claws, and producing in

its throat that purring sound which is the highest sign of

satisfaction used by the feline race.

" All right, all right, Beelzebub," said the old man

bending down and passing his horny hand upon the

cat's back two or three times, as if he wished not to

be outdone in politeness by the animal ; " all right ! I

know that you are fond of me, and we are lonely

enough here, my poor master and I, not to be heedless

of the caresses of an animal that has no soul, but that

seems to understand us all the same."

This exchange of civilities over, the cat proceeded to

walk in front of the man, guiding him towards the

chimney, as if for the purpose of indicating the location

of the pipkin, upon which it gazed with a most pathetic

look of hungry desire ; for Beelzebub was growing old,
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its hearing was less sharp, its sight less keen, and its

paw less agile than of yore ; consequently its success

in stalking birds and mice had become markedly less

frequent. Thus it was that it kept its eyes upon the

broth of which it hoped to have a share, a hope that

made it lick its chops in anticipation.

Peter, such was the old servant's name, took a hand-

ful of brushwood and cast it upon the half-dead fire

;

the branches crackled and twisted, and soon the flame

flashed bright and clear from amidst a cloud of smoke,

sending out a delightful volley of sparks. It was just

as if salamanders had been enjoying themselves and

dancing sarabands in the flames. A poor consumptive

cricket, carried away by the warmth and the brightness,

even tried to accompany it with its chirp, but failed to

produce anything more than a hoarse sound.

Under the great mantel of the chimney, with its old

vandyked lambrequin of green serge, turned yellow by

the smoke, Peter sat down upon a wooden stool, with

Beelzebub by his side. The fire lighted up his face,

tanned to a darker colour than that of a native of the

Caribbees by age, sunshine, the open air, and the in-

clemencies of the weather. A few locks of white hair,

escaping from under his blue cap and plastered on his
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temples, brought out still more strongly the red brick

colour of his dark complexion, while his black eyebrows

contrasted with his snowy locks. He had the long

Basque face and hooked nose, like the beak of a bird

of prey. Long perpendicular wrinkles, resembling sabre-

cuts, furrowed his face from top to bottom.

A sort of livery coat with faded braiding, and of a

colour that a professional painter would have been

puzzled to define, half covered his chamois-leather

jacket, polished and blackened in places by the rubbing

of the cuirass, the result being that the yellow tone of

the leather had acquired greenish tints like those that

show on the breast of a very gamy partridge ; for Peter

had been a soldier, and his civilian dress was eked out

in parts by a few remnants of his military harness.

His not very full breeches showed the warp and woof

of the stuff' as plainly as if it had been embroidery can-

vas, and it was quite impossible to determine whether

they had originally been of cloth, petersham, or serge; the

nap had long since disappeared from these shining trews,

and never was eunuch's chin smoother than they. The

weaker places were darned by a hand evidently more

accustomed to handle a sword than a needle, and these

plainly visible mendings testified to the care taken by
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the owner of the garment to make it last as long as

possible. Like unto Nestor, these aged breeches had

seen three generations of men. There were serious

grounds for believing that they had once been red, but

this important point is not absolutely established.

The cord soles, fastened by blue lacings to the legs

of woollen stockings, which served Peter in the stead

of shoes, recalled Spanish alpargatas. No doubt this

coarse form of cothurn had been selected as more

economical than the bow-adorned shoe or the flapped

boot ; for rigorous, deliberate, and cleanly poverty was

manifest in the smallest details of the old man's attire,

and even in his attitude, that betrayed dejected resigna-

tion. Leaning against the inner wall of the chimney-

place, he clasped his knee with his big hands, red-

dened by purple tones like those of vine leaves at the

end of autumn, and formed a motionless pendant to

the cat, Beelzebub, that, curled up in the ashes in front

of him, watched with hungry and pitiful look, full of

deepest attention, the asthmatic boiling of the pot.

" Young master is very late returning to-day," mur-

mured Peter, as he noted through the yellowed and

smoky panes of the single kitchen-window the last

luminous glow of sunset fade and die away in the sky
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laden with heavy rain clouds. u What enjoyment can

he find in walking about the moors all alone ? It is

true that this place is so melancholy that it would be

difficult to feel more weary anywhere else."

A joyous and hoarse bark was now heard ; the horse

in its stable stamped and rattled upon the edge of its

manger the chain by which it was fastened ; the black

cat broke off making a bit of toilet by passing its wet

paw upon its chops and behind its cropped ears, and

walked towards the door like an affectionate and well-

bred animal that knows its duty and performs it.

The door opened ; Peter rose, respectfully removed

his cap, and the new-comer entered the room preceded

by the old dog of which I have spoken, and which

tried to leap up on him and fell back heavily, handi-

capped by age. Beelzebub did not exhibit towards

Miraut the antipathy its fellows generally entertain for

the canine race ; on the contrary it looked at the dog

in most friendly fashion, arching its back and rolling

its green eyes. It was plain that they were old friends

and often kept each other company in the solitary

mansion.

Baron de Sigognac, for it was the lord of the ruinous

castle who had just entered the kitchen, was a young
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fellow twenty-five or twenty-six years of age, though

at first sight he would have been thought older, so grave

and serious did he appear. The feeling of powerless-

ness, the consequence of poverty, had driven the bright-

ness from his features and dispelled the springtime

bloom that mantles youthful faces. His sunken eyes

were already circled with dark rings, and his hollow

cheeks brought out all the more strongly his prominent

cheekbones. His mustaches, instead of being gallantly

curled up, drooped low and seemed to weep on either

side of his sad mouth. His hair, carelessly dressed,

fell in black locks adown his pale face with a lack of

coquetry rare in a young man who might well have

passed for handsome, and testified to an absolute

hopelessness of being attractive. A habitual secret

sorrow had imprinted marks of grief upon a face

that a little happiness would have made charming,

and the resolution natural at his age seemed to have

yielded to an ill-fortune against which he had uselessly

struggled.

Although active and of robust rather than weak con-

stitution, the young Baron moved with apathetic slow-

ness, like a man who has given up hopes of life. His

gestures were sleepy and dead, his countenance inert,
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and it was plain that it was quite indifferent to him to

be there or elsewhere, at home or away.

On his head he wore an old gray felt hat, broken

and misshapen, and a great deal too large for him,

that fell down upon his eyes and compelled him, when

he wished to look at anything, to throw his head back.

A feather, the scanty web of which made it look like the

backbone of a fish, was fastened in the hat, evidently

with the intention of playing the part of a plume, but it

hung limp behind as if ashamed of itself. A collar

of old-fashioned lace, the open parts of which were

not the result of the lace-maker's skill, and the number

of which had been increased by age, fell upon a doublet

the loose folds of which betokened that it had been cut

for a taller and stouter man than the slightly built

Baron. The sleeves of his jerkin concealed his hands

after the fashion of the sleeves of a monk's frock, and

his wide-topped boots, adorned with iron spurs, came

up to his waist. This uncouth equipment had been

that of his late father, who had died a few years before,

and Sigognac was wearing out the paternal garments,

ready though they had been to be handed over to the

dealer in second-hand clothes at the time of their for-

mer owner's death. Thus accoutred in a dress that
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might have been quite in the fashion at the beginning

of the late reign, the young Baron looked both ridicu-

lous and pathetic, and might have been mistaken for

his own grandfather. Although he professed the most

filial veneration for his father's memory, and though

tears often came into his eyes as he put on the dear

relics, that seemed to preserve in their folds the gestures

and the attitudes of the deceased nobleman, it was not

quite from preference that young Sigognac arrayed him-

self in the paternal duds. The truth was he owned

no other clothes, and had been uncommonly glad to

discover this portion of his inheritance at the bottom

of an old trunk. His youth's garments had become

too small and too tight, and in his father's he was at

his ease at least. Then the peasantry, accustomed to

respect them when worn by the old Baron, did not

consider them ridiculous when worn by the son, and

saluted them just as deferentially. They noticed the

tears in the doublet as little as the cracks in the castle

walls. Poor though Sigognac was, he was still their

lord, and the decadence of the family did not strike

them as it did strangers, though it was really a rather

grotesque and melancholv sight to see the young Baron

go by in his old clothes, riding his old horse and
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accompanied by his old dog, like the knight in Albrecht

Diirer's engraving of " The Knight, Death, and the

Devil."

Sigognac silently sat down at the little table, after

having acknowledged with a kindly gesture of the hand

Peter's respectful greeting.

The latter took the pipkin from the crane, poured

its contents into a plate of ordinary earthenware, in

which there lay already a slice of bread, and placed the

whole before the Baron. It was the common sort of

soup made of rye bread, cabbage, and bacon, still eaten in

Gascony under the name of " garbure." He next drew

from the cupboard a block of " miassou " quivering

upon a serviette dusted with maize flour, and brought

it to the table upon the board on which it was placed.

This local dish, together with the "garbure," enriched

with a bit of bacon, borrowed no doubt, to judge from

its small size, from the bait of a mouse-trap, consti-

tuted the Baron's frugal meal. He ate with an absent-

minded air between Beelzebub and Miraut, both gazing

ecstatically upon him with heads up, one on each

side of his chair, waiting for some crumb of the feast

to fall to them. From time to time the Baron threw

to Miraut, who did not allow the morsel to reach the

~^8
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floor, a piece of bread that he had pointed at the bacon,

in order to give it at least the smell of meat, while the

skin became the cat's share, Beelzebub evincing its sat-

isfaction by growling low and stretching out one paw,

with every claw bare as if prepared to defend its prey.

The meagre repast ended, the Baron seemed to sink

into painful reflections or at least into a train of

thought that had nothing very pleasant about it. Mi-

raut rested his head on his master's knee and fixed upon

him eyes that age was dimming with a bluish film, but

which a spark of almost human intelligence strove

to pierce. He appeared to understand the Baron's

thoughts and to try to manifest his sympathy for him.

Beelzebub was purring loudly and uttering little plain-

tive cries in its efforts to attract the Baron's attention

to itself. Peter remained standing a little way off",

motionless as one of the tall granite statues that are to

be seen in cathedral porches, respecting his master's

reverie and waiting to receive his orders.

Meanwhile night had fallen, and deep shadows were

growing in the corners of the kitchen like swarms of

bats that cling with the claws of their membraneous

wings to the angles of the walls. The flickering fire,

revived by the gusts blowing down the chimney,

vol. i —
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coloured with quaint reflections the group collected

round the table in a sort of sad intimacy brought out

more strongly still by the melancholy solitude of the

mansion. Of a once rich and powerful family none

now remained save this lonely youth, wandering like a

shadow through the home inhabited by his ancestors ;

of the numerous retinue there was left only one domes-

tic, serving through devotion and who could have no

successor; of the pack of thirty hunting-dogs survived

but a single hound, almost blind and gray with age,

while a black cat represented the soul of the home.

The Baron signed to Peter that he would withdraw,

and Peter, bending down upon the hearth, lighted a

splinter of pine wood, smeared with resin, a sort of

cheap candle much used by the poorer peasantrv, and

started in front of his young lord, Miraut and Beelzebub

joining the procession. The smoky light of the torch

made the faded frescoes upon the walls of the staircase

sway to and fro, and imparted a semblance of life to

the darkened portraits in the dining-room, their black,

staring eyes appearing to cast a look of sorrowful pity

upon their descendant.

On reaching the fantastic bedroom I have described,

the old servant lighted a small single copper lamp, the
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wick, of which was curled up in the oil like a tape-worm

in a bottle of spirits in an apothecary's window, and

then withdrew, followed by Miraut. Beelzebub, who

enjoyed the privilege of admission at all times, settled

down in one of the arm-chairs ; the Baron sank down

upon another, overcome by solitude, lack of occupation,

and weariness.

Ghostly as the room looked in the daytime, it was

infinitely worse at night in the uncertain light of the

lamp ; the tapestries turned livid in tone, and the hunts-

man, on the background of sombre verdure, became,

thus lighted up, almost a real being. With his ar-

quebuse at the ready, he looked like a murderer lying

in wait for his victim, while his red lips contrasted still

more forcibly with the pallor of his face. They had

the appearance of a vampire's ensanguined mouth.

The lamp, owing to the damp, sputtered and cast an

intermittent light ; the wind moaned in the passages,

and strange and terrifying sounds made themselves

heard in the deserted rooms. The weather had turned

bad, and great drops of rain, driven by the gusts, lashed

the panes that trembled in their leaden settings. At

times the sash seemed to bend inwards and to be about

to blow open, as though some one were pressing against
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it outside. It was the knee of the storm pushing

against the frail obstacle. At other times, as if to add

a new note to the harmony, one of the owls roosting

under the roof uttered a wail like the cry of a child

being murdered, or, bothered by the light, dashed

heavily against the window panes.

The lord of this dismal dwelling, accustomed to

these lugubrious symphonies, paid no attention to them.

Beelzebub alone, with the restlessness natural to its

species, moved the roots of its cropped ears at every

sound and gazed fixedly into the dark corners as if it

perceived with its night-seeing eyes something invisible

to the human glance. This, with its diabolical name

and mien, would have terrified a man less brave than

the Baron, for it looked as though it had learned many

things in the course of its nocturnal rambles through

the uninhabited rooms and garrets of the castle, and

more than once at the end of a passage it must have

come across things that would have turned a man's hair

white with fear.

Sigognac took from a table a small volume, the faded

binding of which bore his family escutcheon stamped

upon it, and began to turn the leaves with a careless

hand. While his eyes carefully followed the lines, his

. -
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mind was elsewhere, or at least was not greatly fixed

upon Ronsard's amorous sonnets and odes, notwith-

standing their lovely rimes and their learned inventions

renewed from the Greeks. He soon threw down the

book and slowly began undoing his doublet, like a man

who does not feel sleepy and who is going to bed simply

because he does not know what to do with himself and

is going to try to drown weariness in sleep. Mourn-

fully indeed do the grains of sand drop in the hour-

glass on a dark and rainy night in a ruined castle amid

an ocean of heath with not a single living being for

thirty miles around.

And in truth the young Baron, sole survivor of the

Sigognac family, had abundant reasons to be melan-

choly. His ancestors had ruined themselves in various

ways, either by gaming, by making war, or by the

foolish desire to shine, so that each generation had

handed down to its successor a patrimony that decreased

steadily.

The fiefs, the farms, and the lands pertaining to the

domain had vanished one after another, and the last

Sigognac, after making incredible efforts to restore the

fortunes of the family— efforts that were necessarily

vain, for it is too late to stop the leaks when the vessel
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is sinking — had left to his son only the ruinous castle

and the few acres of sterile land that surrounded it ; all

the rest had had to be given up to Jews and creditors.

Thus it was that poverty had cradled the child in its

thin arms and given his lips suck from dried-up breasts.

When still quite young, he had lost his mother, who

had died of melancholy in the ruinous castle, thinking

of the misery that was later to weigh down upon her

son and to close every career to him. He had never

known the sweet caresses and the tender attentions

that are the lot of childhood even in the least fortunate

homes. His father's affection, which he nevertheless

regretted, had generally manifested itself in the shape

of kicks or orders to have him whipped. At this very

moment he was so utterly dull that he would have

welcomed one of those fatherly admonitions, the re-

membrance of which brought tears to his eyes ; for a

kick from one's father is after all a mark of human

relationship, and during the four years since the Baron

had been laid in the Sigognac family vault, the young

fellow had lived in the deepest solitude. His youthful

pride revolted at the thought of mingling with the

provincial nobility and in hunting-parties so long as he

lacked the train that became his rank.
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And indeed what would people have said on seeing

Baron de Sigognac dressed like an Hostiere tramp or

an apple-picker of Perche ? It was this reflection that

had kept him from offering his services as retainer to

some prince or other. The consequence was that

many believed the Sigognacs extinct, and forgetfulness,

which grows over the dead even more rapidly than

does the grass, was effacing the once rich and influen-

tial family, and very few persons were aware that there

still remained a representative of the impoverished race.

For some time past Beelzebub had seemed uneasy,

looking up as though scenting trouble, standing up to

the window and leaning its paws upon the panes, try-

ing to pierce the black obscurity of night and wrinkling

and working its nose. Soon Miraut's prolonged howl

rising in the silence confirmed the cat's pantomime.

Plainly something uncommon was occurring in the

vicinity of the usually quiet mansion. Miraut kept on

barking with all the energy left him by his chronic

state of hoarseness. The Baron, making ready for any

eventuality, buttoned up his doublet, which he had

begun to take off, and rose to his feet.

"What is the matter with Miraut, that he is making

such a noise ? Generally he snores like the Seven
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Sleepers' dog upon the straw in his kennel as soon

as the sun has set. Can there be a wolf prowling

round the walls ?
" said the young man to himself as

he buckled on a sword with heavy iron shell hilt that

he took down from the wall, and pulled the belt to

the last hole, for the leather strap cut for the old Baron

would have gone twice round the younger man's waist.

Three blows struck rather loudly on the castle gate

sounded at regular intervals, and awoke the mournful

echoes in the deserted rooms. Who could be com-

ing at such an hour to disturb the solitude of the

manor house and the silence of night ? Who could

be the ill-advised traveller knocking at a door that

had not opened to a guest for so long,— not that

the owner lacked for courtesy, but simply that no visi-

tors had ever come that way ? Who could possibly be

seeking for admission to this inn of wretchedness, to

this high court of fasting, to this hostel of poverty and

famine ?
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with vinous tones and striated with red lines, a thick-

lipped mouth like a drunkard's and a satyr's, a warty

chin on which grew a few hairs as hard and rough as

the bristles of a clothes-brush, combined to make up a

face fit to figure as a mask under the cornice of the

Pont-Neuf. A dash of kindliness and cleverness tem-

pered the somewhat unengaging aspect of the features,

and, besides, the wrinkles round the eyes and the

corners of the lips drawn up towards the ears be-

tokened an intention to smile pleasantly. This queer

face, showing above a ruff" of questionable cleanliness,

topped a body hung with a black smock-frock, that kept

bowing up and down with affected exaggeration of

politeness.

Having performed his salutations, the burlesque per-

sonage, forestalling the question about to be uttered by

the Baron's lips, spoke in a slightly emphatic and

declamatory tone :
—

" Deign to forgive me, noble sir, if I knock in per-

son at the postern of your fortress without having first

sent on a page or a dwarf to sound the horn, and that

at so late an hour. Necessity knows no law, and com-

pels the most polite among the well-bred to indulge in

laches of conduct."
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" What do you want ? " broke in the Baron rather

sharply, annoyed by the old rascal's verbiage.

" Hospitality for my comrades and myself, princes

and princesses, Leanders and Isabellas, doctors and

swashbucklers, who go from town to town on the car

Thespis ; the aforesaid car, drawn after the manner of

the ancients by oxen, being at this moment stuck in a

mud-hole not far from your residence."

" So far as I can understand you, you are travelling

play-actors and you have lost your way ?
"

" No one could better interpret my words," replied

the actor, "and all you say is gospel truth. May I

hope that your lordship will grant my request ?
"

" Although my home is in very bad repair and I

have nothing much to offer you, you will nevertheless

be somewhat better off within than outside in the

driving rain."

The Pedant, for such seemed to be the part taken

by him in the company, bowed by way of assent.

During the course of the conversation, Peter, awak-

ened by Miraut's barking, had risen and joined his

master under the porch. Informed of what had hap-

pened, he lit a lantern and the three men proceeded in

the direction of the mud-stuck cart.
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The Leander and the Swashbuckler were heaving on

the wheels, and the Tyrant was pricking the oxen with

his tragedy dagger. The women, wrapped up in their

cloaks, were bewailing their fate, wailing and shrieking.

The unexpected reinforcement, and especially Peter's

experience in such matters, soon enabled the heavy

chariot to get out of the bad spot, and once drawn on

firmer ground it ere long reached the mansion, rolled

in under the porch, and was drawn up in the court-yard.

The oxen were unyoked and put into the stable by

the side of the white nag ; the actresses jumped down

from the car and shook out their crushed dresses ; then,

preceded by Sigognac, they ascended to the dining-room,

which was the most habitable part of the dwelling.

Peter managed to discover in the wood-shed a faggot

and a few handfuls of brushwood, which he cast upon

the hearth and which blazed up merrily. Although it

was but the beginning of autumn, a fire was needed

to dry the wet clothing of the ladies ; besides, the

night was cool, and the wind whistled in through

the cracks of the wainscotting in the uninhabited

room.

Although their wandering life had accustomed the

players to accommodations of the most varied descrip-
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tion, they gazed with surprise upon this strange lodging,

apparently long since given over to ghosts by men, and

that awakened involuntarily thoughts of tragic stories

;

but, like well-bred people, they exhibited neither terror

nor surprise.

" I cannot give you more than plates and cutlery,"

said the young Baron. " My pantry does not hold

enough to afford supper to a mouse. I live alone in

this place •, I never have any guests, and you can see

for yourselves, without being told, that this is not the

abode of wealth."

" That does not matter," replied the Pedant ; " for

if on the stage we have to put up with chickens made

of boards, and bottles turned in the solid wood, we are

careful to provide more substantial viands for daily life.

Hollow meats and imaginary wine would ill suit our

stomachs, and in virtue of being the commissary of the

company, I always have in reserve a Bayonne ham, a

venison pasty, a loin of water-meadow veal, and a dozen

bottles of Cahors or Bordeaux wine."

« Well spoken, Pedant," exclaimed the Leander.

"Go and fetch the provender, and if his lordship will

allow us and also deigns to sup with us, let us set the

banquet-table right in this room. There is plenty of
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crockery in these sideboards, and the ladies can lay the

covers."

The Baron, quite taken aback by the adventure,

nodded in assent, whereupon the Isabella and the

Donna Serafina, who were both seated by the fireplace,

rose and set out the plates and dishes on the table,

which Peter had already dusted and on which he had

spread a well-worn but clean cloth.

The Pedant soon reappeared, carrying a basket in

either hand, and triumphantly placed in the centre of

the table a pasty fortress, with fair golden walls, the

interior of which contained a garrison of beccaficos

and partridges. He surrounded this gastronomical fort

with six bottles, by way of outworks that would

have to be carried before the place could be taken.

A smoked ox-tongue and a piece of ham made every-

thing symmetrical.

Beelzebub, having perched upon the top of one of

the sideboards, was following the extraordinary prepara-

tions with interest and was endeavouring to appro-

priate, by smelling them at least, the many exquisite

things outspread in such abundance. Its truffle-

coloured nose breathed in deeply the perfumed emana-

tions, its green eyes sparkled and rejoiced, and its chin
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was wet with the silvery saliva of desire. It would

have dearly loved to draw near the table and to take a

share of the Gargantua-like cheer, but that, apart from

the hermit sobriety of the household, it was frightened

by the sight of so many strange faces, so that its

poltroonery struggled against its gormandism.

The Swashbuckler, deeming the light of the lamp

insufficient, had fetched from the chariot two stage

candlesticks of wood covered with gilt paper and each

provided with a number of candles, an addition that

produced quite a splendid illumination. These candle-

sticks, in shape not unlike the seven-branched candle-

stick of Scripture, were usually placed upon the

hymeneal altar, in the last scene of plays with scenery,

or on the banquet-table, in Mairet's "Mariamne"

or Tristan's " Herodias."

Thanks to the blaze of these candles and of the

burning brushwood, the dead room had regained an

appearance of life. The pallid faces of the portraits

were slightly flushed, and if perchance the virtuous

dowagers, in their stiff collarettes and hoop-skirts,

looked rather prim at the sight of the youthful actresses

frolicking in the stern manor-house, the warriors and

Knights of Malta, on the other hand, appeared to smile
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upon them from out their frames and to enjoy being

present at the entertainment, save, however, two or

three old graybeards who obstinately sulked under their

yellow varnish, and preserved, in spite of all, the gruff

expression given them by the painter.

A warmer and brighter atmosphere filled the great hall,

in which one usually breathed but the mouldy dampness

of the grave. The dilapidated state of the tapestries and

furniture became less patent and the pale spectre of

poverty seemed to have left the castle for a brief

season.

Sigognac, whom the surprise had pained at first, now

allowed himself to be carried away by a novel sensation

of comfort. His imagination was pleasantly stirred by

the Isabella, Donna Serafina, and even by the maid,

these women appearing to him more in the light of

deities come down to earth than of mere mortals. As

a matter of fact, they were three very pretty women,

who would have made the pulses of far less innocent

fellows than the young Baron beat fast. The whole

thing seemed to him to be a dream, and he dreaded

awaking from it.

He gave his hand to Donna Serafina, whom he seated

on his right. Isabella sat down on his left, and the
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maid opposite ; the duenna sat by the Pedant, while

Leander and the Swashbuckler sat where they pleased.

The young lord of the place was then enabled to

study the faces of his guests at his leisure, for they were

brilliantly lighted and stood out strongly. He first

examined the ladies, of whom it may not be out of

place to give a slight sketch while the Pedant is mak-

ing a breach in the ramparts of the pasty.

The Serafina was a young woman some twenty-

four to twenty-five years of age, who, thanks to her

having to play the parts of leading coquettes, had ac-

quired the air of a woman of the world and the ways

of a high-born lady. Her face, of a slightly marked

oval, her somewhat aquiline nose, her prominent gray

eyes, her red lips, the lower one divided by a line like

Anne of Austria's, and looking like a cherry, com-

bined to form an engaging and aristocratic mien further

improved by the two masses of nut-brown hair that

flowed in waves on either side her cheeks, which

the excitement and the warmth flushed with rosy

tints. Two long locks, called " mustaches," each

bound with three bows of black ribbon, had capriciously

separated from the crimped curls and brought out their

vaporous grace in the same way as strong touches put
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on a painting at the last moment by an artist. Her felt

hat, with its round brim and its feathers, one of which

curled like a plume upon her shoulders, while the others

were cockled up in puffs, formed a cavalier head-dress.

A man's collar, trimmed with Alencon lace and

fastened with a black bow, like the mustaches, spread

out upon a green velvet dress with slashed sleeves,

trimmed with aiguillettes and frogs, while the open

front allowed the linen to puff out. A white silk

scarf, worn saltire-wise, gave a gallant and dashing look

to the costume.

In this dress Serafina had the mien of a Penthesilea

or a Marphisa, thoroughly suited to adventures and

comedies of cloak and sword. It is true that the gar-

ments were not absolutely new, that wear had caused

the velvet of the dress to become shiny in places, that

the Frisian linen was somewhat rumpled, and that the

lace would have looked rather yellow by daylight. On

closer inspection the embroidery on the scarf was seen

to be a bit rusty and told of pinchbeck ; several of the

aiguillettes had parted with their tips ; the worn braid-

ing of the frogs was full of loose ends in places ; the

drooping feathers flapped rather limply upon the brim

of the felt hat ; the lady's hair was somewhat out of
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curl, and a few bits of straw, picked up in the van,

mingled their poverty with its opulence. But these

minor blemishes did not prevent Donna Serafina from

having the port of a queen deprived of her kingdom.

If her dress was faded, her complexion was blooming,

and for the matter of that, her attire struck the young

Baron de Sigognac, quite unaccustomed to such splen-

dour, as the most dazzling thing in the world, for he

had hitherto seen only peasant women dressed in

coarse stuff skirts and capes of calamanco, and, besides,

he was too much taken with the beauty herself to pay

any attention to the defects in her dress.

The Isabella was younger than the Donna Serafina, as

became her part — she played the ingenues. Nor did

she carry so far the bravery of dress, limiting herself to

an elegant and bourgeoise simplicity, as became the

daughter of Cassandre. She had delicate, almost

childish features, lovely silky brown hair, long

lashes veiling her eyes, a small mouth the shape of

Cupid's bow, and an air of maidenly modesty that was

more natural than affected. A bodice of gray taffeta,

trimmed with black velvet and jet, came down in a

point over a skirt of the same colour ; a slightly starched

ruff rose behind her pretty neck, on which played some
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little stray curls, and round her neck she wore a string

of imitation pearls. While at the first glance she

attracted less attention than the Serafina, she retained it

longer; she did not dazzle, but she charmed, which

has an advantage of its own.

The Spanish expression, morena, applied to brunettes,

could perfectly be applied to the soubrette, for her com-

plexion was the golden tawny complexion of the gitana.

Her thick, curly hair was raven black, and her yellowish

brown eyes sparkled with diabolical mischievousness.

Her wide, bright red lips parted now and then to show

the gleam of white teeth that would have done honour

to a wolf cub. For the rest, she was thin and burned

up, as it were, with ardour and wit, but hers was that

youthful, healthy thinness one likes to see. She must

certainly have been as expert at receiving and passing on

a love-letter off the boards as she was on them, but the

woman who ventured to make use of this Dariolette

had to be uncommonly sure of her own attractions.

More than one love-epistle handed to her failed to be

delivered, and the forgetful gallant dallied in the

antechamber. She was one of those women whom

their own sex consider ugly, but whom men cannot

resist ; they seem to be compounded of salt, pimento,
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and cantharides, which does not prevent their being

cold as usurers when their interests are in question.

Her dress consisted of a fanciful blue and yellow cos-

tume, with a cap of imitation lace.

Dame Leonard, the heavy mother of the company,

was dressed wholly in black, like a Spanish duenna.

Her face, with its manifold chins, was framed in by a

taminy coif; her complexion was wan, and worn by

forty years' use of paint, while her unhealthy stoutness,

due to age rather than good health, had given it the

tone of yellow ivory and old wax. Her eyes, over

which fell flabby lids, had an expression of low cun-

ning, and formed a couple of black spots in her

bloodless face. In spite of her carefully removing

them with tweezers, a few hairs were beginning to

shade the corners of her mouth. Feminine charac-

teristics had almost disappeared from her face, the

wrinkles of which could have told many a tale,

had any one been curious enough to inquire. An act-

ress since her childhood, Dame Leonard knew all

about her profession, in which she had played every

part in succession, up to and including that of duenna,

always regretfully accepted by the coquetry of woman,

who will not believe in the ravages of time. Dame
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Leonard had talent, and old though she was knew how

to gain applause, even when side by side with young

and pretty women, who were quite amazed to find

it bestowed upon that old witch.

So much for the feminine part of the company.

The chief comic parts were represented in it, and if a

character was wanting some wandering actor or stage-

struck amateur was taken in for the nonce, quite

delighted to take a minor part and to have thus the

opportunity of getting closer to the Isabellas and the

Angelicas.

The male part was composed of the Pedant, already

described, and of whom it is unnecessary to speak fur-

ther, the Leander, the Scappino, the tragedy Tyrant,

and the Swashbuckler or Hector.

The Leander, or first lover, whose business it was to

make the most Hyrcanian tigresses more gentle than

lambs, to fool the Truffaldini, to push aside the Ergas-

tes and to pass triumphantly and superbly through the

play, was a fellow of some thirty years who looked

younger, thanks to the excessive care he took of his

appearance. It is no small matter to represent, before

female spectators, the lover, the mysterious and perfect

being which each one of them fashions according to her
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own sweet will after the pattern of the " Amadis " or

" Astrea." Therefore Master Leander nightly rubbed

his face with spermaceti and powdered it with talc ; his

eyebrows, the rebellious hairs in which he pulled out

with tweezers, looked like a line drawn with Indian ink,

and ended in fine points. His teeth, brushed to excess

and rubbed with electuary, shone like Eastern pearls in

his red gums, which he exhibited on every possible oc-

casion, forgetful of the Greek proverb that says nothing

is so foolish as a foolish laugh. His comrades affirmed

that even when ofTthe boards he rouged a little in order

to make his eyes brighter. His carefully curled hair hung

down his cheeks in shining spirals somewhat straight-

ened out by the rain ; a fact he took advantage of to curl

them again with his fingers, thus being enabled to show

off" a very white hand, on which sparkled a solitaire

stone much too large to be genuine. His turn-down

collar showed a round, white neck so closely shaven

that no vestige of beard was visible. A quantity of

fairly clean linen puffed out between the bottom of his

jacket and his breeches, quilled with a wealth of ribbons,

the care of which appeared to preoccupy him greatly.

Even when looking at the wall, he seemed to be dying

of love, and he could not call for wine without appar-
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ently fainting away. He punctuated his sentences

with sighs, and, even when speaking on most indifferent

matters, indulged in languishing looks, sentimental airs,

and graces fit to kill one with laughing, but the ladies

thought it all charming.

The Scappino had a foxy, cunning, satirical face; his

eyebrows were of the shape of circumflex accents, his

eyes restless and wide-awake, their yellow pupils quiv-

ering like a gold piece upon quicksilver ; crow's-feet of

sly wrinkles showed at each corner of his eyelids, full

of lies, trickery, and deceit. His thin, flexible lips were

constantly in motion, and smiling equivocally exhibited

sharp teeth of rather ferocious aspect. When he took

off his beretta, striped white and red, his closely cropped

hair revealed the contours of a head with curious bumps.

His hair was tawny and matted like a lion's and com-

pleted the air of noxious animal that marked his coun-

tenance. One felt tempted to look at the rascal's hand

to see whether it was not blistered by the handling of

the sweeps; for he looked quite as if he had spent some

fifteen years of his life on the ocean engaged in writing

his memoirs with a fifteen-foot pen. His falsetto voice,

now high, now low, sounded with sudden changes of

tone and queer squeaks, that startled and compelled
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laughter even if one did not feel like it. His motions

were unexpected and apparently due to the sudden re-

lease of a concealed spring; there was something illog-

ical and troublous about them, and they seemed to

serve the purpose of holding the attention of the person

addressed, rather than of expressing a thought or a

sentiment. They were like the pantomime of a fox

rapidly twisting and turning and indulging in in-

numerable tricks under a tree from the top of which

a fascinated turkey is watching it before letting itself

fall.

He wore a gray smock-frock over his striped cos-

tume, either because he had not had time to change

after the last performance, or because his scanty ward-

robe did not include both a complete mufti and stage

dress.

As for the Tyrant, he was a very kind-hearted fellow

whom nature, no doubt jocularly inclined, had endowed

with every external sign of ferocity. Never did a gentler

soul dwell within a grimmer frame ; heavy dark eye-

brows, two fingers in width and as black as if of mole-

skin, meeting over the nose, closely curling hair, thick

beard up to the eyes, and kept uncut in order to avoid

the trouble of wearing a false one when he played the
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part of Herod or Polyphontes, and a complexion the

colour of Cordova leather, composed for him a mien as

truculent and formidable as that painters love to bestow

upon executioners and their assistants in the represen-

tations of the flaying alive of Saint Bartholomew and

the beheading of Saint John the Baptist. A voice of

thunder that made the panes rattle and the glasses dance

on the table considerably helped to maintain the awe

inspired by his ogre-like appearance, which was further

set off by a black velvet doublet of most antique cut, so

that he always won a success due to terror when he bel-

lowed the lines of Gamier or Scudery. For the rest,

he had a noble corporation and most satisfactorily filled

the throne.

As for the Hector, he was thin, pale, black, and dried

up like a man hanged in summer ; his skin looked like

parchment clinging to bones ; he had a huge nose, the

shape of a bird-of-prey's beak, the thin edge of which

shone like horn, and which rose up between the two

halves of his shuttle-shaped face, made longer still by

a pointed beard. His two profiles, stuck one against

the other, found it very difficult to form a face between

them, and his eyes had to turn up in Chinese fashion

in order to find room in it. His half-shaven eyebrows
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curled up like black commas above his restless eyes;

his mustaches, of amazing length, were waxed and

pointed at each end by means of a cosmetic, and rose

in a semicircle towards the heavens they sought to

pierce; his ears, standing out from his head, were not

at all unlike the two handles of a jug, and offered them-

selves to slaps and pinches. All these extravagant

features, pertaining to caricature rather than to nature,

seemed to have been carved by some mad fancy on the

neck of a rebec, or to have been copied from some of

the Pantagruelic monsters and chimeras that show at

night on pastrycooks' lanterns. His hectoring grimaces

had at last become his customary expression, and even

when he left the theatre, he walked with long strides,

his head thrown back, his fist on his hip, and one hand

on the guard of his sword. The accoutrement of the

fellow consisted of a yellow jerkin, bulging out like a

cuirass, trimmed with green and slashed in Spanish

fashion along the ribs, a starched ruff, supported by

wire and cardboard, as vast as the Round Table, and

on which the twelve Peers might have eaten their

dinner, puffed trunk-hose fastened with points, white

Russia-leather boots, in which his skinny legs waggled

like flutes in their case when the piper takes them away,
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and a gigantic rapier which he never parted with, the

open-work iron shell hilt of which must have weighed

full fifty pounds. Over this costume he threw, for

additional bravery, a blanket, the bottom of which was

lifted by his rapier. Let me add, that I may omit

nothing, that his gray felt hat, pulled out into the shape

of a filter cone, was grotesquely adorned with a couple

of cock's-feathers.

The meal was a silent one at first, for great appe-

tites, like great loves, are wordless, but the pangs of

hunger once appeased, every tongue was loosed. The

young Baron, who probably had never had a full meal

since the day he was weaned, ate, or gobbled up the

food rather, with an ardour that would have prevented

any one supposing that he had already supped, and this

in spite of his earnest wish to appear love-lorn and

romantic to the Serafina and the Isabella. The Pedant,

who was amused by this juvenile appetite, piled up on

Sigognac's plate partridge-wings and slices of ham

that forthwith vanished like snowflakes falling upon a

red-hot shovel. Beelzebub, carried away by gormand-

ism, had made up its mind, notwithstanding its fears, to

abandon the safe position it held on the cornice of the

sideboard, having successfully reasoned out that it would
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be difficult for any one to pull its ears, since it had

none, and that nobody could indulge at its expense in

the coarse joke of tying a stewpan to its tail, in view

of the fact that its lack of a tail forbade that sort of

pleasantry, worthier of rascals than of well-bred people

such as seemed to be those seated round the table,

laden with food of unusual juiciness and perfume. It

had therefore turned the darkness to account and had

drawn near, crawling along the floor, and so completely

flattened out that its elbows showed above its body, like

a panther's watching a gazelle. Nobody had noticed

it, and having reached the Baron de Sigognac's chair, it

had stood up and, with the object of attracting its

master's attention, performed a guitar air upon his knee

with its claws. Sigognac, indulgent to the humble

friend that had starved so long in his service, made it

share his good fortune, and handed it under the table

bones and bits of meat that Beelzebub received with

frantic joy. Miraut also, having managed to enter into

the banqueting-hall by following close on Peter's foot-

steps, came in for more than one good mouthful.

The dead house seemed to have revived, filled as it

was with light, warmth, and noise. The actresses, who

had drunk a little wine, were chattering like parrots on
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a perch, and were exchanging compliments on their

respective successes. The Pedant and the Tyrant were

disputing about the relative superiority of the tragic and

the comic poem ; the one maintaining that it was more

difficult to make well-bred people laugh than it was to

frighten them by nursery tales of horror that had no

other merit than that they were old ; the other insisting

that the scurrility and buffoonery comic writers made

use of greatly lowered these authors. The Leander

had drawn a small mirror from his pocket, and was

gazing upon himself with as much satisfaction as Nar-

cissus of old gazed upon his features in the brook.

Contrary to custom, he was not in love with the Isa-

bella ; he aimed higher. He hoped, by his graces and

his gentlemanly ways, to catch the eye of some inflam-

mable dowager, whose four-horse coach would call for

him after the performance and convey him to some

mansion where the sensitive fair, in the most gallant of

negliges, would be awaiting him ready to share a most

delicious meal. Had the dream ever come true ? Le-

ander swore it had, but Scappino maintained it had not,

and this gave rise to endless disputes between the pair.

The wicked valet, as full of mischief as a monkey,

affirmed that the poor wretch in vain ogled the ladies,
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cast killing glances at the boxes, laughed so as to show

his complete set of teeth, turned out his leg, drew him-

self up, combed his wig and changed his linen for every

performance, even at the cost of having to do without

breakfast in order to pay the laundress' bill,— that he

had not once yet succeeded in inspiring the least desire

in the breast of any baroness, even of forty-five, with a

face full of pimples and with plainly evident mustaches.

Scappino, observing Leander occupied with his dream,

had cleverly brought up the question again, and the

angry lady-killer offered to fetch out of his luggage a

box filled with love-letters scented with musk and ben-

zoin, and addressed to him by innumerable ladies of

rank, countesses, marchionesses, and baronesses, every

one madly in love with him ; wherein the fop did not

boast quite untruthfully, for the fad of intriguing with

play-actors and performers was rather wide-spread

at that period of relaxed morals. Serafina declared

that had she happened to be one of these dames,

she would have Leander thrashed for his imper-

tinence and indiscrcetness, while Isabella playfully

threatened that if he did not show himself more modest,

she would not marry him at the end of the play. Si-

gognac, although a prey to the most distressing timidity,
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so that he could only stammer broken sentences, greatly

admired the Isabella, and his eyes spoke more eloquently

than his lips. The young girl had perceived the effect

she was producing upon the Baron, and replied to his

looks by languorous glances that drove the Hector to

despair, for he was secretly in love with the beauty,

though quite hopelessly so, in view of his grotesque

part. A cleverer and bolder man than Sigognac would

have pressed his advantage, but the poor Baron had had

no opportunity to learn court manners in his ruinous

mansion, and though he lacked neither wit nor culture,

he showed for the time to very poor effect.

The ten bottles had been religiously emptied, and the

Pedant overset the last, making the last drop shine on

his thumb-nail. The Swashbuckler understood the

meaning of the act, and went down to the court-yard

to fetch additional bottles. The Baron, though already

somewhat tipsy, could not refrain from draining a

bumper to the health of the ladies, and that finished

him.

The Pedant and the Tyrant drank like seasoned

topers who, if never entirely sober, are never, on the

other hand, quite drunk. The Hector was sober after

the Spanish fashion, and could easily have lived like the
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hidalgoes who make a dinner off three olives in their

pockets and sup off an air on the mandolin. There

was a reason for his frugality : he feared, if he ate and

' drank too freely, to lose the phenomenal leanness that

had proved his most trusty comic resource. If he

grew stout, his talent diminished, so that he lived only

on condition of starving; he was continually worried

about himself, and he kept watching his belt in order

to note whether, by any chance, he had grown bulkier

since the night before. A voluntary Tantalus, an ab-

stemious comedian, a martyr to leanness, a self-dissected

anatomy, he merely trifled with his food, and had he

applied his fasts to some pious purpose, would

have been in Paradise along with Saints Anthony

and Macarius.

The duenna was gorging herself with both solids

and liquids in amazing fashion, her flabby jowls and

chins quivering as they were set in motion by a pair

of jaws still well garnished with teeth. As for the

Serafina and the Isabella, having no fans at hand, they

were rivalling each other in yawning behind the diapha-

nous rampart of their pretty hands. Sigognac, though

somewhat overcome by the fumes of the wine, per-

ceived this and said to them :
—

vol. i— 6 8
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" Ladies, I can see that though your good breeding

leads you to struggle against slumber, you are desperately

inclined to go to sleep. I wish I could offer each of

you a properly tapestried room, with wide space on

either side the bed and a dressing-room, but my poor

house is falling in ruins, like my race, of which I am

the last representative. I beg you will take my cham-

ber, which is about the only one into which the rain

does not penetrate. You will have to settle yourselves

in it to the best of your ability, with Madam ; the bed

is roomy and the night will soon be past. These gen-

tlemen will have to remain here and to make shift with

the arm-chairs and chairs. Let me put you on your

guard against being frightened by the flapping of the

tapestry, the moaning of the wind in the chimney, and

the scampering of the mice. I can assure you that,

gloomy as the place is, it is not in the least haunted."

" I play the part of Bradamante, and I am no cow-

ard," said the Serafina laughingly. " I shall reassure

the timid Isabella, and as for our duenna, she is a bit

of a witch, and if the devil should turn up, she will be

a match for him."

Sigognac, taking up a light, showed the ladies to the

bedroom, which did indeed impress them as being rather
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a weird place, for the flickering flame of the lamp,

blown about by the draughts, caused strange shadows

to undulate upon the beams of the ceiling, while mon-

strous shapes seemed to be crouching in the dark

corners.

" What a capital setting for the fifth act of a

tragedy," said the Serafina, casting a glance around

her, while Isabella was unable to repress a shudder,

due partly to the cold, partly to fear, as she felt herself

caught in the dark and dank atmosphere.

The three ladies slipped, fully dressed, under the

blankets, Isabella placing herself between the Sera-

fina and the duenna, so that in the event of the hairy

paw of a phantom or a succubus emerging from under-

neath the bed, it should first touch one of her compan-

ions. The two braver women soon fell asleep, but the

timid young girl long kept her wide-open eyes upon

the unused door, as though she felt that beyond it lay

a whole world of ghosts and nocturnal horrors. The

door, however, did not open ; no spectre, clad in a

shroud and clanking its chains, issued from it, although

strange noises made themselves heard at times in the

deserted chambers ; and at last sleep filled timid Isa-

bella's eyes with its golden dust, and her regular

~^3~
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breathing soon sounded along with the louder respira-

tion of her companions.

The Pedant was sleeping soundly, his nose on the

table, opposite the Tyrant, who was snoring like an

organ-pipe and muttering, as he dreamed, fragmentary

lines. The Swashbuckler, his head resting on the

back of an arm-chair and his feet stretched out on

the andirons, had wrapped himself up in his gray cloak,

and looked like a herring done up in paper. Leander,

in order not to spoil the curl of his hair, was sleeping

stiffly with his head held up. Sigognac had settled him-

self in an arm-chair, but the events of the night had

so overexcited him that he could not manage to doze.

It is impossible for two young women to suddenly

break into a young man's life without upsetting it,

especially when the young man has up to that time

lived a dull, chaste, lonely life, and has been kept from

all the pleasures of his age by that harsh stepmother

called poverty.

It may be urged that it is quite improbable that a

young fellow should have reached the age of twenty

without having had a love affair, but Sigognac was proud

and remained at home since he could not go forth in a

style consonant with his rank and name. His relatives,

8^
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whose assistance he might have asked for without humili-

ation, were dead ; day by day he had sunk deeper into

solitude and forgetfulness. He had, it is true, in the

course of his solitary rambles, occasionally come across

Yolande de Foix, mounted on her white palfrey and

hunting the stag in company with her father and a

number of young noblemen. The dazzling vision

often recurred to him in his dreams ; but what relations

could there ever be between the beautiful and rich

heiress and himself, a poor ruined country noble, lack-

ing in this world's goods ? Far from courting her

notice, he had, whenever he met her, kept as far as

possible in the background, not caring to excite laugh-

ter by the sight of his wretched, battered felt hat,

his rat-eaten feathers, his worn and plainly too large

garments, and his quiet nag, fitter to carry a village

priest than a gentleman ; for there is nothing so painful

to a feeling heart as to appear ridiculous in the eyes

of the beloved one. He had therefore recalled, in order

to master his nascent passion, all the cold reasons

inspired by poverty. But whether he had succeeded

or not is what I cannot tell. He thought he had, at

least, and had repelled the thought of love as being

a mere chimera; he felt unhappy enough as it was,
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without adding to his pain the torments of a hopeless

passion.

The night passed without other incident than the

startling of Isabella by Beelzebub, that had curled itself

up on her bosom, after the manner of Smarra, and

refused to move, as it was very comfortable. As for

Sigognac, he could not close his eyes, either because he

was not used to sleeping out of his own bed or because

the presence of the young women had upset his brain.

I am rather of opinion that a vague plan was beginning

to take shape in his brain and kept him wakeful and

perplexed. The advent of the players seemed to him

a stroke of fate, an embassy sent by Fortune to invite

him to leave the feudal barracks in which he was wast-

ing the years of his youth and pining away uselessly.

Day was breaking and gray morn, filtering in

through the panes set in lead, made the yellow light of

the dying lamps look livid and ghastly. The faces of

the sleepers were strangely illumined by the double

gleams, that divided them into two distinct halves, like

mediaeval surcoats. The Leander had acquired the tone

of an old wax candle, and resembled the wax figures of

Saint John the Baptist that are adorned with silk wigs,

and from whose faces the rouge has fallen ofF in spite
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of the protection of the glass case. The Hector, his

eyes carefully closed, his cheek-bones prominent, his

maxillary muscles on the stretch, his nose as sharp as

if it had been pinched by Death's lean fingers, looked

like his own dead body. The Pedant's phiz was

marked with brilliant red patches and apoplectic spots j

the rubies on his nose had turned to amethysts, and the

bluish bloom of wine stained his lips. A few drops

of perspiration, rolling down through the ravines and

counterscarps of his forehead, had been caught in the

bushes of his gray eyebrows, and his flabby cheeks hung

loosely. His face, which when awake and vivified by

the mind, had a jovial look, was hideous when thus

sunk in drunken sleep, and as he lay bending over the

edge of the table, the Pedant looked like an old /Egipan

overcome by debauch and tumbled into the side of a

ditch after a bacchanalian orgy. The Tyrant with his

colourless face and his black beard kept up pretty well;

his face, half that of a kind-hearted Hercules and half

that of a benignant executioner, could scarcely change.

The maid also stood fairly well the indiscreet

glimpses of day ; she was not particularly dishevelled ;

only darker circles round her eyes and a few violet

tones on her cheeks betokened fatigue due to a bad
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night's rest. A lascivious sunbeam, shooting past the

empty bottles, the half-drained glasses, and the ravaged

dishes, caressed the chin and lips of the girl like a faun

teasing a sleeping nymph. The chaste dowagers on

the greenery-yallery tapestry did their best to blush under

their varnish at the sight of their solitude rudely dis-

turbed by this gipsy encampment, and the banquet-hall

had an air at once sinister and grotesque.

The maid was the first to wake to the kiss of morn
;

she rose, shook out her skirts in the way a bird shakes

out its feathers, passed her hand over her hair to smooth

it, and seeing that Baron de Sigognac was seated in his

arm-chair, his eye as bright as a basilisk's, she went

towards him and dropped him a pretty stage curtsey.

" I regret," said Sigognac, as he returned the maid's

salutation, " that the ruinous condition of this place,

better fitted to be a home for ghosts than for living

beings, has prevented my entertaining you in a more

suitable manner. I wish I could have had you resting

between sheets of Holland linen and under a counter-

pane of Indian damask, instead of having to let you

tire yourself out on that worm-eaten chair."

"There is no reason for regret, sir," replied the maid.

" But for you we should have spent the night in our
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caravan stuck in a mud-hole, shivering in the driving

rain, and the morning would have found us in a

parlous state indeed. Besides, this place for which

you profess contempt is a palace by the side of the

draughty barns where, one and all, tyrants and victims,

princes and princesses, Leanders and maids, we have

perforce to sleep on trusses of hay in the course of

our wandering players' life as we pass from town

to town."

While the Baron and the soubrette were engaged in

this exchange of civilities, the Pedant rolled to the floor

with a noise of breaking wood. His seat, unable

longer to support his weight, had given way under him,

and the corpulent old fellow, stretched out with his legs

in the air, was kicking about like a turtle turned over

on its back and uttering inarticulate duckings. In

falling he had instinctively caught at the table cloth,

and thus caused a smash of crockery that poured

over him. The noise awoke the whole company, and

the Tyrant, after having stretched out his arms and

rubbed his eyes, held out a helping hand to the poor old

buffoon and set him up on his pins again.

" That sort of accident would never happen to our

Hector," said the Herod, uttering a sort of deep-chested
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grunt that stood him in the way of a laugh. " He

could fall into a cobweb without injuring it."

" Quite true," replied the artist referred to, stretch-

ing out his long, spider-like limbs ; " for every one is

not so fortunate as to be a Polyphemus, a Cacus, a

mass of flesh and blood like you, or a wine-sack, a

walking hogshead like Blazius."

The noise had brought to their door the Isabella, the

Serafina and the duenna. The two younger women,

though somewhat fatigued and wan, were still charming

when seen by daylight. Sigognac thought he had never

seen anything so dazzling, notwithstanding the fact that

a somewhat particular observer might have objected to

certain details of their attire, the elegance of which had

somewhat lost its freshness and newness ; but what

signify a few faded ribbons, a few breadths of stuff*

showing worn and shiny, a few defects and incon-

gruities in dress, when the wearers of the costumes

are young and pretty ? Besides, the Baron's eyes,

accustomed to the sight of old, dusty, faded, and

ragged clothes, failed to note such trifles; the Sera-

fina and the Isabella appeared to him to be dressed

superbly, when he beheld them in the gloomy man-

sion where everything was decaying. As he looked
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at their graceful figures, he believed himself to be

dreaming.

The duenna enjoyed, in virtue of her age, the privi-

lege of unchanging ugliness, and nothing could alter her

wooden face, in which the features seemed to be carved,

and in which shone a couple of owl-like eyes. Sun-

light or candle-light made no difference to her.

At this moment Peter entered to put the room in

order, to replenish the fire, in which a few smouldering

sticks of wood were disappearing under a layer of ashes,

and to clear away the remains of the meal, so repug-

nant once hunger has been satisfied.

The fire shining on the hearth, and licking a back-

plate bearing the arms of the Sigognacs, little accus-

tomed to such caresses, collected the whole company

round the hearth and lighted it up with its brilliant

gleams. A brightly burning fire is always pleasant after

a night that, if not sleepless, has not been one of sound

sleep, and the discomfort exhibited on every face in the

form of grimaces or more or less plain marks, vanished

utterly, thanks to this beneficent influence. Isabella

held out to the flame the palms of her little hands,

flushed with rose, and her face illumined by the glow

lost its pallor. Donna Serafina, taller and more robust,
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stood behind her like an elder sister who, being less

fatigued, allows her junior to sit down. As for the

Swashbuckler, perched on one of his heron-like legs,

he was dreaming half-awake like a water-bird on the

edge of a pool, its beak in its ruff and one foot

drawn up under its body. Blazius, the Pedant, was

licking his lips and examining one bottle after another

to ascertain whether it held perchance a drop of

liquor.

The young Baron had drawn Peter aside to find out

whether it might be possible to obtain in the village a

few dozen eggs or some chickens to be killed for the

company's breakfast, and Peter had hastened off to

execute the commission, the players having expressed

their intention of making an early start in order to

make a long stage of it and to reach their sleeping-place

before it became late.

" I am much afraid that you will have but a poor

breakfast," said Sigognac to his guests, " and you will

have to put up with Pythagorean fare. Yet a poor

breakfast is better than none, and there is not a single

tavern or pot-house within twenty miles. You can see

from the condition of the castle that I am not rich, but

as my poverty is due to my ancestors having spent
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their means in righting for the King, I have no reason

to blush for it."

" No, indeed, sir," returned the Herod in his base

voice; " many a man who boasts of his wealth would

care little to say how he came by it. Contractors may

dress in cloth of gold, while noblemen have cloaks full

of holes, but honour shows through the rags."

" What I am surprised at," said Blazius, u is that an

accomplished gentleman, such as you appear to be, sir,

should be content to waste his youth in a retreat where

fortune cannot find him, however desirous it may be

of doing so. If it did happen to pass by this castle,

which may have been a very fine building two hundred

years ago, it would proceed on its way, believing the

place to be uninhabited. You ought to go to Paris,

sir, the eye and centre of the world, the meeting-place

of wits and brave men, the Eldorado and land of Canaan

of French Spaniards and of Christian Hebrews, the

blessed country illumined by the rays of the sun of the

Court. There you would not fail to have your merits

recognised and to make your way, either by attaching

yourself to some great noble or by performing some

distinguished action, an opportunity for which would

speedily present itself."
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The old man's words, in spite of their farrago and

the burlesque form in which they were couched,

—

involuntary reminiscences of the parts of pedants he

was accustomed to play,— did not lack sense. Sigo-

gnac felt this, and indeed, in the course of his long

rambles across the barrens, he had often said to himself

what Blazius had just given expression to.

But he had not the means to undertake so long a

trip, and he knew not where to turn to obtain them.

He was proud as well as brave, and feared a smile

more than a sword-thrust. Without being familiar

with fashions, he felt that he looked ridiculous in his

outworn garments, that had been old-fashioned years

before, and like those whom poverty makes timid, he

did not take into account his personal advantages, and

looked upon his condition from the unpleasant side

only. Possibly he might have obtained some assist-

ance from the former friends of his father by merely

cultivating them a little, but such an effort was beyond

his powers, and he would rather have starved to death,

seated on a chest by the side of his coat of arms and

chewing a tooth-pick like a Spanish don, than have

asked for aid or a loan. He was one of those men

who, when invited to partake of an excellent meal,
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pretend, though starving, to have dined rather than be

suspected of being hungry.

" I have often thought of doing so, but I have no

friends in Paris, and the descendants of those who

knew my family when it was rich and its members

filled offices at Court, would scarcely welcome a wan

and lean Sigognac swooping down upon them with

beak and talons to secure his share of the spoil. Be-

sides,— I do not see why I should be ashamed to say

it,— I have no equipage, and I could not present my-

self on a footing worthy of my name. I do not believe

that even if I put together all that I have and whatever

Peter may possess, I could manage to reach Paris."

" But you are not bound to enter the great city in

triumph, like a Roman Caesar on a car drawn by four

white steeds," answered Blazius. " If our lowly ox-

cart is not repugnant to your lordship's pride, come to

Paris with us, since we are bound thither. Many a

man now occupying an exalted station has entered the

capital on foot, carrying his bundle at the end of his

rapier and his shoes in his hand for fear of wearing

them out."

Sigognac blushed, half from shame, half from desire.

On the one hand his pride of race revolted at the
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thought of being under an obligation to a poor strolling

player, but, on the other, his natural kindness of heart

was touched by an offer made so cordially and which

gratified his secret wishes. He feared, besides, to

wound the actor's self-love by a refusal, and perhaps to

miss an opportunity that might not occur again. No

doubt there was something shocking in the thought of

the descendant of the Sigognacs travelling on the car

of Thespis pell-mell with nomadic players, that would

certainly cause the unicorns and the lions, langued

gules, on his coat of arms to neigh and roar, but after

all the young Baron had starved himself long enough

within his feudal mansion.

He wavered and hesitated to say " yes " or " no,"

weighing the two decisive monosyllables in the scales of

reflection, when Isabella, approaching him with a gra-

cious air, and standing before the Baron and Blazius,

spoke the following words, that put an end to the

young man's hesitation :
—

" Our poet, having come in for a legacy, has left us,

and you might take his place, sir, for I unwittingly

found, on opening a copy of Ronsard lying on the table

by your bed, a sonnet with many corrections that you

must surely have written. You could arrange our parts,
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make the necessary cuts and additions, and, at need, write

a piece on a subject suggested to you. It so happens

that I have an Italian plot in which there would be a

very pretty part for me, if any one would work it up."

As she said this, Isabella cast upon the Baron a

glance that was so sweet and so penetrating that he

could not resist it. Peter's arrival, with a huge omelet

and a fairly large ham, broke up the conversation.

The whole company sat down to table and fell to with

a good appetite. Sigognac himself merely tasted, out of

politeness, of the viands placed before him, for his usual

temperate habits did not fit in with meals so close to

each other; and besides, his mind was filled with other

matters.

The breakfast over, and while the ox-driver was

twisting the yoke-thongs round the horns of the oxen,

Isabella and Serafina expressed a wish to visit the gar-

den which they could see from the court-yard.

" I am afraid," said Sigognac as he offered them his

hand to aid them to descend the disjointed, moss-

covered steps, " that you may leave pieces of your

gowns on the brambles ; for though the proverb says

there is no rose without a thorn, there are, on the

other hand, many thorns without roses."
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The young Baron had uttered these words in the

tone of melancholy and irony customary with him

when he alluded to his poverty, but, as if the depre-

ciated garden had piqued itself on its capabilities, two

little wild roses, their five petals partially opened round

their yellow pistils, unexpectedly shone upon a pro-

jecting branch that barred the way of the young ladies.

Sigognac picked the roses and gallantly offered them to

Isabella and Serafina, saying :
—

" I did not think my flower beds had so much bloom

about them. It is weeds only that grow here, and the

only nosegays we can pick are made up of nettles and

hemlock. It is your presence that has caused these two

flowers to blossom here, like a smile upon a sorrowful

face, putting a touch of poetry upon the ruins."

Isabella carefully fastened the eglantine blossom in

the bosom of her dress, and cast upon the young man a

long glance of thanks that testified to the value the

humble gift possessed in her eyes. Serafina, biting the

stem of her flower, kept it between her lips, as if to

contrast their ruby colour with the pale rose flush of

the blossom.

In this way they proceeded as far as the mythologi-

cal statue which showed at the end of the walk, Sigo-
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gnac holding aside the branches that might have

swished in the ladies' faces as they passed along. The

younger girl gazed with tender interest at the unculti-

vated garden which was so thoroughly in harmony with

the ruinous castle. She thought of the sad hours

Sigognac must have spent in that home of dulness,

poverty and solitude, his brow pressed against the win-

dow-pane, his eyes fixed upon the deserted road, with

no other company than a black cat and a white dog.

Serafina's harder features expressed only cold contempt

concealed by politeness ; in her opinion, the young

nobleman was altogether too unkempt, even though she

did entertain a certain amount of respect for persons of

title.

" Here end my domains," said the Baron on reach-

ing the rock-work niche in which the statue of Pomona

was mouldering away. " Formerly the hills and the

plains, the fields and the moors, as far as the eye can

reach, belonged to my ancestors ; now I have just

enough left to enable me to await the time when the last

of the Sigognacs shall join his forefathers in the family

vault, our only possession."

" It is very early in the day for you to be so gloomy,"

said Isabella, touched by the reflection, which had oc-
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curred to her also, but assuming a playful air in order to

dispel the cloud of sadness that had gathered on Sigo-

gnac's brow. " Fortune is a woman, and though said to

be blind, she does sometimes from the top of her wheel

distinguish in the crowd a man of rank and merit
;

all one has to do is to put one's self in her way.

Come, make up your mind to accompany us, and in a

few years, perhaps, the towers of Sigognac, roofed with

new slates, restored and whitewashed, will look as proud

as they now look pitiful; besides," she added in a low

voice, so as not to be heard by Serafina, " it would

really pain me to leave you behind in this owl's-nest."

The sweet light that shone in Isabella's eyes over-

came the Baron's repugnance. The attraction of a

love-affair made up, in his view, for the possible humil-

iation involved in a trip undertaken under such condi-

tions. There was no loss of rank attached to the

following of an actress for love's sake, to the accom-

panying a players' van in the character of a suitor, for

the most accomplished cavalier would not hesitate to

do so. The quiver-bearing god is fond of compelling

gods and heroes to do the strangest things and to assume

the most extraordinary disguises ; Jupiter put on the

shape of a bull in order to seduce Europa; Hercules
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spun at the feet of Omphale; the wise Aristotle went

on all-fours, carrying his mistress on his back because

she wanted to ride on philosopherback (a curious kind

of mount !) ; every one of these performances being

contrary to divine and to human dignity. But was

Sigognac in love with Isabella ? He himself did not

attempt to fathom the riddle; he only felt that it would

be horribly dull for him to remain in the castle that

had been enlivened for a moment by the presence of a

young and lovely girl.

Consequently he soon made up his mind, and beg-

ging the players to wait a moment for him, he drew

Peter aside and confided his purpose to him. Although

the faithful servant suffered at the thought of parting

with his master, he clearly perceived the disadvantages

of a longer stay in Sigognac. He had watched with

sorrow the young man's youth wasting away in gloomy

idleness and indolent sadness, and while a company

of strolling players struck him as being an inappropriate

escort for a lord of Sigognac, he nevertheless preferred

this mode of trying his luck to the deep atony that for

two or three years past more particularly had mastered

the young Baron. It did not take him long to fill

a valise with the few belongings of his master, and to
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put into a leather purse the scanty pistoles scattered in

the drawers of the old cupboard, to which he took care

to add, without saying a word about it, his own poor

savings, a piece of devotion which the Baron possibly

did not notice. In addition to the various offices filled

by him in the castle, Peter had also to discharge the

functions of treasurer, a perfect sinecure.

The white nag was saddled, for Sigognac proposed

to ride in the players' van only when some six or eight

miles from the castle, to conceal his departure. In that

way, he would look as if he were accompanying his

guests on their road. Peter was to follow on foot and

bring the animal back to the stable.

The oxen were harnessed and were trying, in spite

of the heavy yoke that weighed down their heads, to

raise their wet black noses, from which dropped fila-

ments of silvery saliva. The sort of red and yellow

esparto tiaras that crowned their heads, and the white

linen rugs that were wrapped round them like shirts, in

order to protect them from the attacks of flies, gave

them a most majestic and Mithra-like look. Standing

in front of them, the driver, a tall young fellow, as

tanned and shy as a shepherd of the Roman Campagna,

leaned upon the pole of his goad in an attitude that
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recalled, unwittingly no doubt, that of Greek heroes on

antique bassi-relievi. Isabella and Serafina had taken

their seats on the front of the chariot in order to enjoy

the prospect ; the duenna, the Pedant, and the Leander

were at the back, more desirous of indulging in another

sleep than of viewing the moor landscape. Every-

body was ready ; the driver touched up the oxen ; the

animals bent their heads, strained on their bow-legs,

and started ; the chariot got under way, the woodwork

plained, the insufficiently greased axles creaked, and

the vault of the porch echoed the heavy tread of the

team. They were off.

During the- course of these preparations Beelzebub

and Miraut, grasping the fact that something unusual

was going on, kept coming and going with an air of

surprise and anxiety, racking their imperfect animal

brains in search of the explanation of the presence of

so many people in a usually deserted place. The dog

trotted aimlessly from Peter to his master with eager,

questioning glance, and growled at the strangers. The

cat, more reflective, cautiously smelt the wheels, exam-

ined the oxen from a safer distance, their bulk im-

pressing it greatly, and prudently springing backwards

when they unexpectedly turned their horns in its
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direction. Then it would sit down in front of the

old white nag, with which it was on confidential foot-

ing, and seemed to ask it questions. The good old

steed bent its head down towards the cat, that put up

its own, and as it wrinkled back its gray lips, on which

bristled some long hairs, for the purpose, no doubt,

of chewing a bit of fodder caught between its teeth, it

really looked as though it were conversing with its

feline friend. What was the nature of the communica-

tion ? Democritus, who claimed to translate the speech

of animals, alone could have understood it. How-

ever it may be, the fact remains that after this wordless

talk, the gist of which was conveyed by Beelzebub to

Miraut in a number of winks and a few plaintive cries,

the cat seemed to have got at the meaning of the com-

motion. When the Baron had mounted and had

picked up the reins, Miraut placed himself on the

right and Beelzebub on the left of the nag, and the

lord of Sigognac left his ancestral home between his

dog and his cat. It was plain that before venturing

forth in a way so unusual in its species the prudent cat

had guessed its master had come to some momentous

decision.

On the point of leaving his gloomy home, Sigognac
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felt himself filled with sorrow. He cast another long

look upon the walls black with mildew and green with

moss, every stone of which he knew ; upon the towers

with their rusty vanes that he had so often gazed upon

during long weary hours with a fixed, inattentive stare

;

at the windows of the desolate chambers he had so

often traversed as though he were a spectre haunting

an accursed castle, and almost afraid of the sound of

his own footsteps ; at the waste garden in which toads

hopped about on the damp ground and adders glided

between the brambles ; at the chapel with its fallen-in

roof and crumbling arches, the rubbish covering the

lichen-coated tombstones under which slept side by side

his father and his mother, the latter a gracious image,

dim as the remembrance of a dream, that he had

scarcely caught a glimpse of in his earliest childhood.

He thought also of the portraits in the gallery which

had kept him company in his solitude and smiled upon

him for twenty years with their fixed smiles; of the

duck-hunter on the tapestry ; of his four-poster bed,

the pillow of which he had so often wetted with his

tears. And all those things, old and mean, dull and

grim, dusty and drowsy, that had filled him with such

intense loathing and weariness, now appeared to him
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endowed with a charm he had failed to perceive. He

considered himself ungrateful towards the poor old dis-

mantled home that, after all, had sheltered him to the

best of its ability, and that had persisted, in spite of its

age, in keeping up in order that it should not crush him

in its fall, like some octogenarian servant that remains

standing on his shaky legs so long as the master is

there. Many a bitter sweetness, many a sad pleasure,

many a happy sorrow came crowding back into his

mind ; habit, life's pale, slow-footed companion, seated

on the well-known threshold, turned upon him its eyes

filled with hopeless tenderness as it repeated a refrain

of his childhood, a refrain of the nursery, in an irre-

sistibly low voice, and as he crossed the porch it seemed

to him that an invisible hand was plucking at his cloak

to make him turn back.

When he emerged from the gate, riding on ahead

of the chariot, a gust of wind wafted to him the fresh

scent of the heather washed by the rain, the sweet and

penetrating aroma of the native land. A distant bell

was tinkling, and its silvery vibrations were brought to

him on the wings of the same breeze that was convey-

ing the scent of the moors. It was too much for him,

and Sigognac, seized with profound home-sickness
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though he was but a few yards from his dwelling, made

a movement to turn back ; the old nag was already

turning its head in the direction indicated, with more

alertness than seemed compatible with its years

;

Miraut and Beelzebub simultaneously looked up, as if

aware of what was passing in their master's mind, and

staying their steps fixed upon him questioning eyes.

But the half-turn resulted in a very different way from

what might have been expected, for it caused Sigognac's

glance to meet that of Isabella, and the young girl's

was full of such caressing languor and of so plain

though mute a prayer that the Baron felt himself turn

pale and red in turns; he completely forgot the crev-

iced walls of his manor, the scent of the heather, the

tinkling of the bell, that nevertheless kept up its sor-

rowful call, abruptly slapped his horse with the bridle,

and drove it on with a vigorous pressure of the leg.

The struggle was over : Isabella had conquered.

The chariot followed the road I spoke of at the outset

of this tale, driving the terrified frogs from out the ruts

filled with the rain. When the main road was reached

and the oxen were enabled to draw the lumbering ve-

hicle to which they were harnessed at a better pace

upon dryer ground, Sigognac dropped back from the
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van to the rear-guard, not wishing to exhibit too much

attention towards Isabella, and also, perhaps, in order

to indulge more freely the thoughts that filled his mind.

The pepper-pot turrets of Sigognac were already

half-hidden behind the clumps of trees ; the Baron rose

in his stirrups to have a last look at them, and as he

glanced down on the ground, he saw Miraut and Beel-

zebub, whose doleful countenances expressed the

greatest grief that can be read on animals' faces.

Miraut, profiting by the stop involved in the contem-

plation of the towers of the old home braced his stiff-

ened muscles and tried to leap up to his master's face

in order to lick it a last time. Sigognac, guessing at

the poor beast's intention, seized it, just below his

boot-top, by the too loose scruff of the neck, dragged

it up to the pommel of the saddle, and kissed its nose,

black and rough like a truffle, without any attempt to

avoid the wet caress with which the grateful animal

covered his mustache. While this was going on, Beel-

zebub, more agile and aiding itself with its still sharp

claws, had escaladed on the other side Sigognac's boot

and thigh, and showing its crop-eared black head on the

level of the holsters was purring in formidable fashion

and rolling its great yellow eyes. It also was begging
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for a gesture of farewell. The young Baron stroked

the cat's head two or three times, as it arched its back

and cuddled close to enjoy the more the loving touch.

I hope my readers will not laugh at my hero, when I

tell them that the humble proofs of affection of these

creatures, that have no souls but are full of feeling,

filled him with deep emotion, and that two tears, com-

ing from his heart with a sob, fell upon the heads of

Miraut and Beelzebub, baptising them friends of their

master, in the human sense of the word.

The two animals followed Sigognac for a time

with their eyes; he had trotted off to rejoin the char-

iot ; and when they had lost sight of him where the

road curved they fraternally returned to the mansion.

The storm of the previous night had not left upon

the sandy soil of the moors the traces that denote

abundant rain in less sterile districts ; the landscape,

that had been merely refreshed, had a sort of rustic

beauty. The heather, cleansed of its dusty covering

by the rain, carpeted the slopes on either side the

road with clumps of violet blossoms; the reeds, green

once more, waved their golden blooms; the water

plants spread out on the refilled pools ; the pines

themselves shook their sombre foliage in less funereal
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fashion and gave out a balsamic scent ; wisps of blue

smoke rising gaily from a clump of chestnut trees in-

dicated the home of a farmer, while on the rolling

downs stretching as far as the eye could reach the

scattered sheep looked like spots as they grazed under

the guard of a shepherd dreaming away on top of

his stilts. On the verge of the horizon the distant

summits of the Pyrenees, half-blurred by the haze of

an autumn morning, showed like archipelagoes of

white clouds shaded with azure.

At times the road sank between two banks, the

fallen slopes of which were of sand white as ground

sandstone, while on their crests grew thick shrubs and

tangled plants that swished against the hood of the pass-

ing chariot. In some places the ground was so soft

that it had been necessary to strengthen the roadway by

putting down cross pine-trunks, that gave rise to bumps

and jolts which caused the actresses to shriek loudly.

In other places they had to cross shaky culverts over

pools of stagnant water or brooks that cut the road.

At every dangerous place Sigognac helped Isabella,

more timid or less lazy than Serafina and the duenna,

to descend from the van. As for the Tyrant and

Blazius, they were sleeping soundly, jolted between the
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boxes, after the fashion of men who had been through

a good deal worse than this. The Hector was walk-

ing by the side of the chariot in order to preserve, by

this exercise, his phenomenal leanness, of which he

was most careful. Seen from afar lifting up his

long legs, he would have been taken for a field spider

walking through the corn. He made such long strides

that he often had to stop and await the rest of the

company ; for having acquired in the performance of his

parts the habit of swinging the hips forward and stalk-

ing on like a pair of compasses, he could not get rid of

that gait, whether he were in town or in the country,

and invariably strode along.

Ox-carts do not progress very rapidly, especially on

the moors, where the wheels occasionally sink into the

sand up to the axles, and where the road can be dis-

tinguished from the surrounding wastes only by ruts a

foot or two deep. Therefore, although the stout

cattle, bending their muscular necks, were bravely haul-

ing in obedience to the driver's goad, they had not gone

more than six miles ere the sun was already high in the

heavens. It is true that these were local miles, as long

as a day of starvation, and very much like the miles

that, after the first fortnight, must have marked the love
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rests of the couples charged by Pantagruel to set up

milestones in his fair realm of Mirebalais. The peas-

ants met on the way, carrying a bundle of grass or of

sticks, were becoming less numerous, and the moor

spread out in its desert bareness as wild as a Spanish

despoblado or a South American pampa. Sigognac, con-

sidering there was no use in tiring out his old nag,

alighted, and threw the reins to the old servant, whose

face, in spite of many a layer of sunburn, was visibly

pale from deep emotion. The moment of parting had

come for master and man; a painful moment, for Peter

had seen Sigognac born, and he was the Baron's humble

friend rather than his servant.

" God be with your lordship," said Peter, bending

over the hand the Baron held out to him, " and may

He restore the fortunes of the Sigognacs. I am sorry

that He has not willed that I should accompany your

lordship."

"What could I have done with you, my poor Peter,

in the new life I am entering upon ? My means are

so small that I really could not throw upon fate the

burden of looking after two of us. In the castle you

will always manage to get along somehow ; our former

farmers will not allow their master's faithful friend to
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starve. Besides, the old home of the Sigognacs must

not be wholly deserted and handed over to owls and

serpents as though it were a hovel visited by Death and

haunted by ghosts. The soul of the old home lives

still in me, and as long as I live there shall be at its

gate a porter to prevent the children from practising

with their slings at our coat of arms as a target."

The servant nodded assent, for, like all old domestics

of noble families, he worshipped the manor house, and

Sigognac, in spite of its crevices, its state of disrepair,

and its wretchedness, seemed to him still one of the

finest residences in the world.

" And then," added the Baron with a smile, " who

would take care of Bayard, Miraut, and Beelzebub ?
"

" That is true, master," answered Peter, as he took

Bayard's bridle, while Sigognac was patting its neck by

way of caress and farewell.

On parting from its master the good steed neighed

repeatedly, and Sigognac long heard, fainter as the dis-

tance grew, the loving call of the grateful animal.

Left alone, he experienced the feeling people have

when they have taken ship, and their friends have left

them at the end of the jetty. That is perhaps the

saddest moment of the departure ; the world one has
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been living in is being left behind and one hastens to join

' the other travellers, so lonely and sad does one feel,

and so urgently do the eyes call for a human face to

look upon. Sigognac therefore quickened his steps to

catch up the chariot that rolled heavily along, the sand

creaking as the wheels furrowed it.

On seeing Sigognac walking by the van, Isabella

complained of being uncomfortable in her seat, and

asked to be allowed to get down, in order to stretch her

limbs, she said, but in reality with the kindly intention

of not leaving the young nobleman a prey to his melan-

choly thoughts and to distract him by her gay chatter.

The veil of sadness that covered Sigognac's face was

dispelled as a sunbeam dispels a cloud, when the

young girl asked for the support of his arm to walk for

a little distance on the road that here happened to be

smooth.

They were walking thus side by side, Isabella recit-

ing some passages from one of her parts that she was

not quite satisfied with and that she desired him to alter,

when the blast of a horn suddenly sounded on the right

of the road in a coppice. The branches parted before

the chests of the horses, and young Yolande de Foix

burst into the middle of the road in all the splendour
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of a huntswoman. The excitement of the chase had

mantled her cheeks with a deeper red, her breath came

quick, and her bosom rose and fell faster under the

velvet and gold of her bodice. A few tears in her long

skirt, a few scratches on the flanks of her horse proved

that the intrepid Amazon feared neither copse nor

thicket, and although the noble steed's ardour did not

require to be excited, and its veins, filled with generous

blood, stood out like whipcord upon its white, foam-

flecked neck, she was touching it up with a whip, the

pommel of which was formed of an amethyst engraved

with her arms. The horse was curveting and pranc-

ing, to the great admiration of three or four richly

dressed and splendidly mounted young noblemen, who

applauded the grace and boldness of the new Bradamante.

" Pray look," she said to the three swains who gal-

loped by her side, "pray look at Baron de Sigognac

escorting a gipsy !

"

And the group passed on in a cloud of dust with a

burst of laughter. Sigognac flushed with anger and

shame, and quickly put his hand on the hilt of his

sword ; but he was on foot, and it would have been

madness to run after people on horseback, to say noth-

ing of the fact that he could not call out Yolande. A
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tender, submissive glance from the actress soon made

him forget the insolent look of the noble lady.

The day passed without further incident, and at about

four in the afternoon the party reached the place where

they were to dine and sleep.

At Sigognac the evening proved gloomy ; the por-

traits looked grimmer and more sullen even than usual,

impossible though it seemed ; the stairs sounded more

sonorously and more emptily ; the rooms appeared to

have grown larger and barer ; in the long passages the

wind moaned weirdly, and the spiders, restless and

anxious, came down from the ceilings spinning long

threads ; the crevices in the wall yawned wide like jaws

distended by weariness. The ruinous old house seemed

to know its young master had gone, and to mourn over

his departure.

Under the mantel of the chimney Peter was sharing

his scanty meal with Miraut and Beelzebub, by the

smoky light of a resin torch, and in the stable Bayard

could be heard pulling at his chain and biting at his

crib.
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least disgust, a proof of a lack of delicacy in these

domestic wild boars.

In front of the doors stood a few pot-bellied, thin-

limbed, feverish-looking children, wearing shirts too

short in front or behind, or even a mere waist-band

laced with string, their condition of nudity embarrassing

them as little, apparently, as though they had been in-

habiting the Garden of Eden. Their eyes, ablaze with

curiosity, shone through their bushy, unkempt locks

like the eyes of night-birds through foliage. Fear and

desire contended with each other in the expression on

their faces ; they felt like running behind a hedge to hide,

but they were fascinated and compelled to remain where

they were by the sight of the chariot and its occupants.

Somewhat farther back, on the threshold of her cabin,

a thin woman, with wan complexion and sunken eyes,

cradled in her arms a starving babe, that kneaded with

its little hand, already tanned, a bosom whence milk

had ceased to flow, and the somewhat whiter tint of

which indicated that the poor wretch, degraded by

poverty, was still quite a young woman. She looked at

the players with a dull, brutish stare, seemingly incapable

of realising what it was she beheld. Crouching by the

side of her daughter, the grandmother, more bent and
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wrinkled than Hecuba, the spouse of Priam, King of

Ilion, was dreaming away, her chin between her knees

and her hands clasped round her legs, in the attitude of

some ancient Egyptian idol. The prominent knuckles,

the network of salient veins, and the muscles, taut-

ened like the strings of a guitar, made these poor hands

of hers resemble an anatomical preparation forgotten in

bygone times in a cupboard by a careless surgeon.

Her arms were mere sticks on which hung parchment-

like skin, with, at the joints, transverse wrinkles like

cuts made by a chopper. On her chin bristled long

tufts of hair ; a gray moss filled her ears; her eyebrows,

like wall-plants in front of a grotto, hung before the

cavernous orbits in which slumbered eyes half veiled by

the flabby pellicules of the lids. As for her mouth, it

had been swallowed up by the gums, and its place was

marked only by a star of concentric wrinkles.

On beholding this ancient scarecrow, the Pedant,

who was walking, exclaimed :
—

" Oh, what a horrible, disastrous, and damnable old

witch ! By comparison with her the Fates are spruce

and comely ; she is so sunk in senility, obsolescence,

and mildew that no fountain of youth could renew hers.

She must be the very Mother of Eternity in person.
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When she was born, if ever she came thus into the

world,— for her nativity must have preceded creation,

— Time was already white-bearded. Would that

Master Alcofribas Nasier had beheld her ere he drew the

picture of his Sybil of Panzoust or his beldame fanned

by a lion with a fox's tail ! Then would he have

known how many wrinkles, crevices, furrows, ditches,

and counterscarps a human ruin can contain, and given

us a masterly description of them. No doubt this hag was

beautiful in her youth, for it is the prettiest maidens

who turn into the most repulsive of old women. Take

the hint, young ladies," continued Blazius, turning to

the Isabella and the Serafina who had drawn near to

listen to him. " When I reflect that a mere three-

score years falling upon your springtime bloom would

turn you into as hideous, abominable, and appalling old

horrors as this mummy broken forth from its case, I

really feel grieved to the heart, and it makes me love

my own ugly mug the more, since it can in no wise be

thus transmuted into a tragical larva, its ugliness, on

the contrary, being comically improved by the lapse of

years."

Young women do not like being shown themselves,

even in the most distant future, becoming old and
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ugly, which is one and the same thing, so the two

actresses turned their backs on the Pedant with a dis-

dainful little shrug of the shoulders, like women used to

such impertinence from him. Approaching the chariot,

from which the trunks were being unloaded, they ap-

peared to give themselves over to the duty of seeing

that their property was not harmed ; the truth is they

could find nothing to reply to the Pedant, for Blazius,

by himself making fun of his own lack of comeliness,

had destroyed all chance of a retort. This was a trick

he often made use of in order to make others smart

without being made to suffer himself.

The dwelling in front of which the oxen had stopped,

with the instinct of animals that never forget a place

where they have found both food and litter, was one of

the largest in the place. It stood with a certain air

of assurance upon the side of the road, from which the

other cabins withdrew, ashamed of their uncared-for

condition, and concealing their nudity behind a clump

or two of bushes, like unfortunate, ungainly girls sur-

prised while bathing. Conscious of being the finest

house in the place, the inn seemed to court attention,

and its sign stuck out across the road as though to stop

travellers on foot or on horseback.
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This sign, projected beyond the facade by means of

a sort of iron gallows which, at a pinch, could have

served for the hanging of a man, consisted of a rusty

plate of sheet-iron that creaked upon its bar whenever

any breeze blew. A chance dauber had painted upon it

the orb of day, not with its golden face and locks, but

with a blue disk and blue rays, after the fashion of the

sun shadows, with which coats of arms are occasionally

diapered. Why had "The Blue Sun " been chosen as

the ensign of this hostelry ? There are so many

Golden Suns on the high-roads that one ceases to dis-

tinguish one from another, and, besides, a slight eccen-

tricity is not undesirable in an inn sign. Yet, plausible

as it looks, that was not the real motive ; the painter

who had worked up the image had blue only left, and

he would have had to make a trip to some large town

in order to procure other colours. He therefore pro-

claimed the superiority of blue over all other colours

and used this celestial shade to paint blue lions, blue

horses, and blue cocks upon the signs of the various

inns,— a performance that would have won him praise

in China, where the more unlike nature a painting is, the

more it is praised.

The Inn of the Blue Sun was roofed with tiles,
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some brown, some of a red-gold shade that betokened

recent repairs, and furnished a guarantee that the rooms

were rain-proof at least. The facade towards the road

was rough-cast with lime, so that the cracks in the wall

and the deterioration of the front were concealed, and

the building acquired a certain air of cleanliness. The

joists of the timber-work, arranged in the form of sal-

tire crosses and of lozenges, were set off by a coat of

red paint after the Basque fashion. It had been deemed

unnecessary to indulge in such luxury upon the other

sides, and the earthy tones of the clay showed out crude

and plain. Less rough or not so poor as the other

inhabitants of the hamlet, the owner of the inn had

conceded something to the refinements of civilisa-

tion : the sashes of the best room were glazed, a rare

thing at that time and in that part of the country

;

the other sashes were filled in with canvas or oiled

paper, stretched on frames, or were closed by shutters

painted the same sang-de-bceuf .red as the timbering on

the facade.

A shed attached to the house provided sufficient

shelter for the vehicles and the animals. Quantities

of hay projected through the bars of the racks as

through the teeth of a huge comb, while long troughs,
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hollowed out of old pine logs mounted on four legs,

held the least fetid water obtainable from the near-by

pools.

Master Chirriguirri was therefore justified in claim-

ing that there was not another inn within thirty miles

with such commodious buildings, so well stocked with

provender and victuals, so full of blazing fires, so rich

in soft and comfortable beds, so handsomely equipped

with linen and table and kitchen ware as the hostelry

of the Blue Sun ; wherein he deceived neither himself

nor any one else, the nearest inn being at least two

days' travel distant.

In spite of himself Baron de Sigognac was somewhat

ashamed at finding himself in the company of the

strolling players, and hesitated to cross the threshold,

for Blazius, the Tyrant, the Hector, and the Leander,

desiring to do him honour, were holding back to allow

him to pass, when the Isabella, divining the Baron's

natural shyness, advanced towards him with a little

resolute and pouting air.

" You ought to be ashamed, Baron, to be colder and

more reserved towards ladies than even Joseph or

Hippolytus. Will you not offer me your arm to enter

the inn ?
"
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Sigognac bowed and hastened to hold out his hand to

Isabella ; she rested the tips of her delicate fingers upon

the Baron's well-worn sleeve in such a way as to make

her light touch equivalent to an encouragement. Thus

supported, he regained his courage, and entered the inn

with a look of glory and triumph, little caring whether

the whole world saw him, for in the gentle realm of

France the man who escorts a pretty woman can never

be ridiculous and excites envy only.

Chirriguirri advanced to meet his guests and placed

his house at their disposal with a grandiloquence that

told of the nearness of Spain. A leather jacket, like

those worn by Maregates, fastened round the waist by

a belt with a brass buckle, set off his athletic torso, but

the end of his apron, tucked up at the corner, and a

big knife in a wooden sheath, modified his somewhat

grim aspect and tempered the ex-smuggler with a reas-

suring touch of the cook, just as his kindly smile coun-

teracted the unpleasant effect of a deep cicatrice that,

starting from the centre of the forehead, disappeared

under the close-cropped hair. This cicatrice, which

forcibly obtruded itself as Chirriguirri bowed, cap in

hand, was marked by a purplish colour and a depres-

sion of the flesh that had failed to fill up completely
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the repulsive hiatus. A man had to be solidly built for

his soul not to escape through such a cut, and Chirri-

guirri was indeed a stout fellow, whose soul, besides,

was probably in no hurry to find out for itself what

its fate in the next world was to be. Fussy and

timorous travellers would no doubt have considered

that the trade of innkeeper was uncommonly peace-

able for a landlord with such a mien, but, as I

have said, the Blue Sun was the only hostelry in

that desert.

The room into which Sigognac and the players entered

was far from being as splendid as Chirriguirri had de-

picted it. The flooring was merely beaten earth, and

in the centre a sort of platform, made of big stones,

answered for a hearth. An opening cut in the ceiling,

and crossed by an iron bar from which hung a chain

that hooked on to the pot-hanger, took the place of the

grate and the flue, so that the whole upper part of the

room was partially shrouded in a cloud of smoke that

travelled slowly out of the opening when it was not

driven downwards by the winds. The smoke had cov-

ered the rafters with a glaze of bitumen like that seen

on old pictures, which contrasted with the fresh lime-

wash on the walls.
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Round three sides only of the hearth,— in order to

allow the cook free access to the pots and pans,—
wooden settles were set as steadily as possible upon

the uneven floor that resembled the skin of a monstrous

orange, and were chocked up with bits of broken pots

or pieces of bricks. Here and there were a few stools

formed of a seat stuck on three legs, one of which

passed through and upheld a cross-board that might

be used by way of a back by people careless of

comfort, but which a sybarite would assuredly have

considered an instrument of torture. A sort of hutch,

set in a corner, completed the furniture, in which the

roughness of the work was matched only by the coarse-

ness of the materials. Splinters of pine, stuck in iron

holders, cast over the place a red, smoky light, the

sooty spirals mingling, when they reached a certain

height, with the clouds sent up from the hearth. Two

or three stewpans, hung along the wall like bucklers on

the topsides of a trireme,— if this comparison be not

too noble and heroic in this connection, — were faintly

lighted up by this illumination and gleamed with bloody

glister in the shadows. From the ceiling hung sin-

ister at the end of an iron hook a long flitch of bacon

that, seen in the smoke ascending from the hearth,
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looked alarmingly like the body of a man that had been

hanged.

No matter what the host might claim, the place was

gloomy indeed, and a solitary traveller might very well,

without being in the least a coward, be troubled with

unpleasant fancies, and dread finding on the bill of fare

a pasty of human flesh provided at the expense of a

lonely voyager. The company of players, however,

was too numerous for terrifying reflections of this

nature to occur to the worthy actors, whose wander-

ing life, besides, had inured them to the strangest

of lodgings.

When the players entered the room, there was doz-

ing, at the end of one of the settles, a small girl of

eight or nine years of age ; at least she looked no older,

being uncommonly thin and puny. Her shoulders

rested against the back of the bench ; she had let fall

upon her breast her head, from which hung long tan-

gled locks of hair that prevented her features from being

made out ; the muscles of her neck, as slender as that

of a plucked fowl, were drawn and appeared to have

some difficulty in preventing the mass of hair from fall-

ing to the ground. Her arms hung limp down her sides,

her hands were open, and her legs, too short to reach
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the ground, were hanging with one foot crossed over

the other. Those legs of hers, as slender as spindles,

had been turned a brick-red by the cold, the sun, and

the weather, while abundant scratches, some recent,

others healed, spoke of habitual rambles through copse

and bush. Her feet, small and delicately shaped, were

shod with gray dust only, probably the sole kind of

covering they had ever known.

As for her dress, it was of the simplest, consisting

of two garments : the one, a chemise of linen coarser

than any sail-cloth, the other, a loose gown of yellow

fustian, in Aragonese fashion, that had been cut out of

the least worn part of her mother's skirt. The vari-

coloured embroidered bird that usually embellishes

these skirts, had formed part of the breadth used in the

making of the little girl's gown, no doubt because the

threads of the wool had strengthened to a certain ex-

tent the much-worn stuff. The bird produced, in view

of the way it was placed, the most remarkable effect,

for the bill was on the waist and the claws on the edge

of the lower seam, while the body, rumpled and dis-

arranged by the folds, assumed the queerest positions

and looked like one of the chimerical fowls in mediaeval

natural history books or in old Byzantine mosaics.
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The Isabella, the Serafina, and the maid seated them-

selves on the bench, yet their united weights, joined to

that of the by no means heavy little girl, scarcely suf-

ficed to balance that of the duenna, who was seated at

the other end. The men found places on the other

settles, deferentially leaving an empty space between

themselves and Baron de Sigognac.

A few handfuls of brushwood had revived the fire,

and the crackling of the dry branches imparted a sense

of comfort to the travellers, who were somewhat stiff

after the fatigues of the day, and who, though they

were unaware of the fact, were feeling the influence

of the malaria prevalent in a district full of stagnant

waters which the clayey soil refused to absorb.

Chirriguirri approached them courteously and with as

much sweetness of aspect as he could impart to his

naturally grim countenance.

" What shall I serve to your lordships ? My house

is stocked with everything suitable for the gentry,

though it is a great pity that you did not arrive yester-

day, I must say. I had prepared a boar's head with

pistachios that smelt so delightfully, that was so admi-

rably spiced and so delicate to the taste that unfortu-

nately there is not so much left as would fill a tooth."
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" Most sad indeed," said the Pedant, licking his

chops with relish at the imaginary feast. " I prefer a

boar's head with pistachios to all other delicacies, and I

should willingly have made myself ill by eating over-

much of it."

" And what would you have said of the venison pasty

which the noblemen whom I entertained this morning

devoured to the last crust, after having sacked the in-

terior without giving the least quarter?
"

u I should have said it was excellent, Master Chirri-

guirri, and I should have duly praised the cook's incom-

parable merit. But of what avail is it to cruelly excite

our appetites by the account of fallacious dishes that

have been digested by this time, for I am sure you

spared neither pepper, pimento, nutmeg, nor other thirst-

exciters. Instead of these dead-and-gone dishes, the

merit of which is beyond question, but which can in

no wise sustain us, tell us what you have on your bill

of fare for the day, for the aorist is most unwelcome

in matters culinary and hunger at table loves the

present indicative. Away with the past ! It stands

for despair and fasting; the future, at least, allows

the stomach to indulge in pleasant anticipations. For

pity's sake, cease relating these vanished delicacies
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to poor devils who are jaded and hungry as a pack of

hounds."

" You are quite right, sir ; remembrances are not

very substantial," said Chirriguirri, with a gesture of

assent, " yet I cannot but keenly regret that I should

have allowed myself to run so short of provisions. My
pantry was chock-full yesterday, and I was stupid

enough to send off to the castle, not more than two

hours since, my last six pots of ducks' livers, splendid

livers at that, perfectly huge, regular morsels for a

king's table."

" What a wedding at Cana and what a Gamacho's

feast might be made of all the dishes you no longer

have and that have been devoured by more fortunate

guests ! But you have kept us long enough on tenter-

hooks. Come, confess, without further rhetoric, what

you have actually got, now that you have told us so

beautifully what you do not possess."

" Quite right, sir. Well, I have garbure, ham, and

stock-fish," answered the innkeeper, with an effort at a

modest blush, like a good housekeeper whose husband

has unexpectedly brought three or four friends to

dinner.

" In that case," shouted as one man the starving
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company, "bring on your stock-fish, your ham, and

your garbure."

u And such garbure as it is," went on Boniface, re-

covering his coolness and making his voice ring.

" Bread squares fried in the finest goose-dripping, curly-

headed cabbage of most ambrosial savour, that Milan

itself never equalled, and cooked in lard whiter than the

snows that crown Maladetta ! A soup, in a word, fit

to be served to the gods."

41 You make my mouth water, but serve the soup at

once, for I am absolutely faint with hunger," roared the

Tyrant, with the look of an ogre smelling fresh meat.

u Zagarriga, lay the table quickly in the best room,"

shouted Chirriguirri to a waiter who was probably imag-

inary, for, in spite of the urgent intonation of his master,

Zagarriga gave no sign of life.

" As for the ham, I trust your lordships will be

pleased with it ; it may rival the most exquisite Chan-

nel and Bayonne hams ; it has been pickled with rock-

salt, and with its streaks of pink and white is the most

appetising morsel you ever set eyes upon."

" We are as convinced of the fact as of the truth of

the Gospels," said the exasperated Pedant, " but produce

instanter that gastronomical wonder, else your inn will
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become the scene of acts of cannibalism equalling those

that have occurred on shipwrecked galleons and caravels.

We have not committed as many crimes as my lord

Tantalus that we should be tortured by the sight of van-

ishing food."

" Right you are, sir," returned Chirriguirri, calmly.

" Hallo there, the kitchen brigade ! Stir your stumps,

hump yourselves, hurry up ! These noble travellers

are desperately hungry and cannot wait."

But the kitchen brigade remained as unmoved as

Zagarriga, for the very good reason that it did not exist

and never had existed. The entire staff of the inn con-

sisted of a tall, pale-faced, dishevelled girl called Mion-

nette, but in Chirriguirri's opinion the imaginary servants

whom he constantly summoned gave an air to the inn,

made it appear full of people, imparted bustle to it and

justified the high prices he charged for the food sup-

plied to travellers. The Boniface of the Blue Sun had

so long called the imaginary servants by name that he

had ended in believing in their existence, and he was

almost surprised that they did not claim their wages,

grateful though he was to them for not doing so.

Inferring from the low clatter of dishes in the next

room that the table was not yet laid, the innkeeper, in
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order to gain time, entered upon a eulogy of the stock-

fish, a somewhat unfruitful theme that called for no

little eloquence. Fortunately for him, Chirriguirri was

accustomed to impart a novel savour to the most in-

sipid dishes by his spicy language.

" I dare say your lordships consider stock-fish a com-

mon sort of food, and your lordships are quite right, but

there is stock-fish and stock-fish. This cod was caught

on the Grand Banks by the boldest fisherman in the

Bay of Biscay. It is choice stock-fish, white, savoury,

toothsome, excellent when fried in Aix oil, and prefer-

able to salmon, tunny, and sword-fish. Our Holy Father

the Pope— may he grant us all indulgences — will

have no other in Lent, and he eats it also on Fridays

and Saturdays, and such other fast-days as happen

along when he is tired of scoter and teal. Peter

Lescorbat, from whom I get it, supplies His Holiness

also. Papal stock-fish, I can tell you, is not to

be despised, and your lordships are not likely to

turn your noses up at it, else you would not be good

Catholics."

" We are none of us inclined to heresy," returned

the Pedant, " and we shall all be delighted to devour

Papal stock-fish, but, by Bacchus, let that wonderful fish
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be kind enough to leap from the frying-pan into the

dish, or we shall melt away like ghosts and phantoms

at cock-crow."

" It would not be proper to eat fish before soup

;

from a culinary point of view it would be putting the

cart before the horse," answered Master Chirriguirri,

with supreme disdain, " and your lordships are too well

bred to indulge in such incongruities. Pray be patient

;

the garbure must boil just a little longer."

" By the Devil's horns and the Pope's nose," roared

the Tyrant, " I should be satisfied with Spartan broth

if it were only served up at once."

Baron de Sigognac said nothing and exhibited no

impatience. He had eaten the night before. In the

long days of starvation spent in his Tower of Hunger

he had long since trained himself to hermit-like absti-

nence, and the frequent recurrence of meals surprised his

sober stomach. Neither Isabella nor Serafina com-

plained, for a show of voracity ill beseems young ladies

who are supposed to live, like the bees, on dew and the

honey of flowers. The Swashbuckler appeared to be

delighted, for he had just drawn his belt tighter, and the

tongue of the buckle played freely in the hole. The

Leander yawned and showed his teeth, and the duenna
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had dozed off, three folds of flabby flesh showing under

her bent chin.

The little girl that had been asleep at the other end

of the settle had awakened and was sitting up. Her

face could now be seen, for she had pushed back her

hair, the colour of which seemed to have come off on

her forehead, so dark was it. Under the tan of her

face was visible a deep, waxen, mat pallor. The

cheeks, with their prominent cheek-bones, were totally

devoid of colour, and the blue, chapped lips were parted

by a sickly smile that showed pearly white teeth. Life

seemed to have concentrated itself in her eyes, which

the thinness of her face caused to appear of extraordi-

nary size, while the halo of broad dark circles around

them imparted to them a strange and feverish brilliancy.

The white of the eyes was almost blue, so strongly did

it contrast with the deep brown of the pupils, and so

thick and long were the eyelashes. At this moment

those peculiar eyes were filled with an expression of

childish admiration and ferocious covetousness, and

were fixed unchangingly upon the jewels worn by the

Isabella and the Serafina, though the little savage prob-

ably was not aware of their little worth. The flash

of the imitation gold braid, the deceitful glister of a
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necklace of Venetian pearls, dazzled her and threw her

into a kind of ecstasy. Plainly, she had never seen

anything so beautiful in her whole life ; her nostrils

worked, her cheeks flushed, and a sardonic smile,

interrupted from time to time by a sharp, rapid, and

feverish chattering of the teeth, played upon her pale

lips.

Fortunately none of the company paid any attention

to the poor little bundle of rags agitated by nervous

shivers ; had they done so, they would have been

startled by the fierce and sinister expression of the

child's livid features.

Unable to control her curiosity, she put her brown

delicate, cold hand, exactly like a monkey's paw, out

towards Isabella's dress, and her fingers felt the stuff

with marked pleasure and a sensation of voluptuous

excitement. The rumpled velvet, shining on every

seam, seemed to her the newest, richest, and softest

stuff in the world.

Light as the touch was, Isabella turned round, noted

the child's act, and smiled in motherly fashion upon her.

Feeling herself looked at, the girl suddenly resumed an

expression of childish stupidity, indicative only of idiotic

lack of sense, and this with a skilled mimicry that would
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have done honour to an actress, an expert in her art.

Then in a sing-song voice she said :
—

" It is like the cope of Our Lady on the altar."

After which she lowered her eyelashes, that reached

to her cheek-bones, leaned back on the seat, clasped her

hands together, and feigned to drop asleep as though

overcome by fatigue.

Mionnette, the tall, pale girl, entered with the news

that supper was ready, and the company passed into the

next room.

The players did their best to do honour to the bill of

fare, though it did not contain the promised delights,

and satisfied their hunger, and especially their thirst, by

repeated draughts from the wine-skin, almost flabby,

like a bagpipe from which the wind has been exhausted.

They were just about to rise from table, when

the barking of dogs and the sound of horses' hoofs was

heard in the vicinity of the inn. Three knocks struck

on the door with impatience and authority betokened

the arrival of a traveller who was not used to be kept

waiting. Mionnette sprang to the door, lifted the latch,

and there entered a cavalier, who almost drove the door

in her face, and who was preceded by a riot of dogs

that nearly upset the maid and scattered through the
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room, leaping and jumping, hunting for bones and

scraps on the plates that had been removed, and accom-

plishing in one minute with their tongues the wcrk of

three dish-washers.

A few smart cuts of the whip, administered to the

innocent and the guilty alike, calmed the tumult as by

enchantment. The dogs, panting and their tongues

lolling, took refuge under the settles, laid their heads

between their paws or curled themselves up, while the

horseman, clanking his spurs, entered the room where

the players were eating with the assurance of one who

feels at home wherever he may happen to be. Chirri-

guirri followed him, cap in hand, and, though not at all

timid, with an obsequious and almost frightened look.

The gentleman, standing on the threshold, touched

the brim of his beaver, and quietly glanced at the com-

pany of actors who were returning his salute. He

looked to be about thirty or thirty-five years of age ; his

flushed, jovial face, the rosy tones of which had been

turned a deeper red by the open air and exercise, was

framed in by golden curly hair. His prominent eyes

were blue and somewhat hard ; his nose, slightly turned

up, ended in a sharply cut facet ; a pair of small reddish

mustaches, waxed at the ends and curled up, twirled
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under his nose like commas, and the symmetry was

completed by a tuft in the form of an artichoke petal.

Between the mustaches and the tuft opened a mouth

the upper lip of which compensated by its thinness for

the excess of sensuality in the lower, that was full,

broad, red, and marked with perpendicular lines. The

chin curved up abruptly and caused the hair of the tuft

to stick out. The forehead which the cavalier bared

as he threw his beaver upon a stool was white and

smooth, being protected from the rays of the sun by the

hat, and proved that the nobleman, ere he left the court

for the country, must have had a very delicate com-

plexion. On the whole his was an agreeable face, in

which the jollity of the boon companion softened the

pride of the aristocrat.

His costume was proof that the Marquis, for such

was his rank, had not, though he lived in a distant

province, severed his connection with the most modish

tailors and mercers of the capital. A collar of point-

lace set off his neck and fell over a doublet of lemon-

yellow cloth embroidered with silver. The doublet

was very short and allowed a mass of fine linen to puff

out between it and the trunks. The sleeves of the

doublet, or of the bodice rather, allowed the shirt to
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show up to the elbows. The trunks, adorned with a

sort of puffed apron of straw-coloured ribbon, fell to a

little below the knee, where they were met by soft

leather boots armed with silver spurs. A blue cloak,

trimmed with silver lace, thrown upon one shoulder

and held there by a loop, completed a dress that was

somewhat too rich for the country and the time of

year, but which may be accounted for by the simple

fact that the Marquis had just been hunting with the

fair Yolande and had dressed himself out in his best

with the intention of maintaining his former reputation

as a dandy, for at the Cours-la-Reine he had won ad-

miration among the bloods and the exquisites.

" Soup for my dogs, a measure of oats for my horse,

bread and ham for myself, and a snack of some sort for

my man," said the Marquis, in hearty fashion, as he

sat down at the foot of the table, close bv the maid,

who, seeing a handsome nobleman so richly attired,

had let fly at him a most alluring glance and a com-

pelling smile.

Chirriguirri placed before the Marquis a pewter

plate and a tankard of the same metal ; the maid,

graceful as Hebe, poured him out a bumper which he

drained at a draught. After a few moments devoted
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to silently stilling the pangs of a hunter's hunger, the

fiercest of all, and equalling in its intensity the boulimia

of the Greeks, the Marquis let his glance wander round

the table, and among the players he noticed, seated by

Isabella's side, Baron de Sigognac, whom he knew by

sight and whom he had come across that day when the

hunt had dashed across in front of the oxen.

Isabella was smiling to the Baron, who was whis-

pering to her, with the sort of faint, languorous smile,

the caress of the soul, the mark of sympathy rather

than the expression of gaiety, which could not be mis-

taken by any one who had had much intercourse with

women, as was the case with the Marquis. He ceased

to wonder at Sigognac's presence in the company of

strolling players, and the contempt inspired in him by

the poor Baron's dilapidated attire was considerably

diminished. The idea of the young gentleman follow-

ing his love on the car of Thespis through all manner

of adventures, whether comic or tragic, struck him as

betokening a true lover's imagination and a determined

mind. He nodded to Sigognac to let him know he

had recognised him and that he fathomed his purpose,

but, like the well-bred man he was, he respected his

incognito and appeared to devote himself exclusively to
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the maid, to whom he was paying exaggerated compli-

ments, half true, half mocking, which she received in

similar fashion with bursts of laughter admirably adapted

to show in its entirety her splendid set of teeth.

The Marquis, desirous of pushing forward a love

affair that seemed to promise success, thought fit all of

a sudden to declare himself particularly fond of the

drama and a sound judge of acting. He complained

that in the provinces one lacked this pleasure so well-

fitted to exercise the intellect, to refine the language, to

increase politeness and to improve manners; then, ad-

dressing himself to the Tyrant, who appeared to be the

leader of the company, he asked him whether they had

any engagements that would prevent their giving a few

performances of the best plays in their repertory in the

chateau of Bruyeres, where it would be a simple matter

to erect a stage in the great hall or in the orangery.

The Tyrant, smiling in silly fashion in his big hairy

beard, replied that nothing was easier, and that his

troupe, one of the very best touring in the provinces,

was entirely at his lordship's service, from the King down

to the maid, added he, with a feigned air of innocence.

" Nothing could be better," answered the Marquis,

" and as regards terms there shall be no difficulty; you
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shall yourself fix the amount of remuneration, for one

should never bargain with Thalia, a Muse greatly in

favour with Apollo, and as highly considered at Court

as in the city and the provinces, seeing that in the latter

we are not quite so untutored as it is the fashion in

Paris to believe."

With these words the Marquis, after significantly

pressing the soubrette's knee with his own, without the

young person being in the least offended, rose from

table, pulled his beaver down over his eyes, waved a

good-bye to the company and went off" amid the baying

of his pack. He was riding on ahead in order to

prepare for the reception of the players at his chateau.

It was already late, and the start was to be made

very early the next morning, for Bruyeres was rather

far off, and though a barb is quite able to do easily its

ten or twelve miles along cross-roads, a heavily laden

chariot, drawn by tired oxen along a sandy high-road,

takes a good deal more time.

The women retired into a sort of garret in which

had been put bundles of straw ; the men remained in

the room, settling themselves as best they could upon

the benches and stools.
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IV

SCARECROW HIGHWAYMEN

LET me return now to the little girl I left

asleep on the bench, and so soundly that it

was plainly simulated. Her attitude rightly

strikes me as suspicious, and the fierce covetousness

that shone in her wild eyes as she glared upon

Isabella's necklace requires that her actions should be

watched.

Indeed, as soon as the players had left the room, she

carefully opened her dark eyes, looked search ingly into

every corner of the room, and when she had made

certain that there was no one there, she slipped from the

bench to the floor, stood up, threw back her hair by a

gesture that was habitual to her, and made for the door,

which she opened without more noise than if she had

been a phantom. She closed it with infinite pre-

caution, taking care the latch should not fall back

too suddenly, then slowly walked off to the corner

of a hedge, round which she disappeared.
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Feeling sure then that she could no longer be seen

from the house, she started on a run, leaping across

the ditches full of stagnant water, striding across the

fallen pines, and bounding over the moor like a doe

pursued by a pack of hounds. Her long hair lashed

her face like black serpents, and sometimes, falling

upon her forehead, blinded her. In such cases, with-

out diminishing her speed, she pushed it back behind

her ears with the palm of the hand, making a gesture of

saucy impatience, though her swift feet needed not the

help of sight, so well were they acquainted with the road.

The aspect of the place, so far as it could be made

out by the livid light of a clouded moon, was peculiarly

desolate and lugubrious. A few pines, looking like

spectres of murdered trees, thanks to the cut made in

the bark to allow the resin to flow, exhibited their

reddish wounds along a sandy road, which showed

white even in the darkness of night. Beyond, on

either side of the way, stretched the dark purple heath,

over which hung banks of grayish vapours to which

the beams of the orb of night imparted the air of a line

of phantoms, well calculated to strike terror into the

minds of superstitious people or of those unaccustomed

to the natural phenomena of the region.
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The child, no doubt used to these phantasms of the

desert, paid no attention to them and kept steadily on

her way. She at last reached a sort of hillock, topped

with a score or more of pines that formed a kind of

wood. With remarkable agility, and without any sign of

fatigue, she climbed the fairly steep slope and reached

the crest of the mound. Standing there, she cast her

eyes, apparently capable of piercing the darkness, around

her for some time, and seeing nothing but empty space,

she put two fingers in her mouth and whistled three

times in a way that a traveller, traversing the woods

at night, never hears without a secret shudder, even

though he believes it is the cry of timid owls or other

inoffensive creatures.

She paused between each whistle, else her call might

have been mistaken for the hooting of the orfrays,

the honev-buzzards, and the owls, so perfect was

the imitation. Soon a heap of leaves stirred, swelled

up, shook itself like an animal awakened out of

sleep, and a human form rose slowly before the little

lass.

" Is that you, Chiquita ?
" said the man. " What

is the news ? I did not expect you, and I was having

a sleep."
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The man roused by Chiquita'scall was a lusty fellow

of twenty-five or thirty years of age, of medium stature,

thin, muscular, and fit, to all appearance, for stratagems

and spoils of all sorts. He could turn smuggler of

goods or salt, poacher, thief, and cut-throat, following

one or the other of these honest pursuits, or all together,

as occasion called for them.

In the moonbeam that fell upon him from a rift in

the clouds, like the rays of a dark lantern, he stood out

clear against the dark background of the pines, and it

would have been possible, had any one been there, to

examine his mien and his dress, both characteristically

truculent. His face, of a coppery tan like that of a na-

tive of the Caribbees, brought out by contrast his bril-

liant hawk's eyes, and his particularly white teeth, the

very sharp canines being exactly like a young wolf's

fan<is. A handkerchief was bound round his brow like

a bandage upon a wound, and held in his thick, curly,

rebellious hair, that stuck up like a crest upon the top

of his head ; a blue vest faded by long use, and adorned

with buttons made of coins soldered to a metal stalk,

clothed his torso ; canvas breeches hung loosely on his

thighs and the fastenings of his alpargatas criss-crossed

round his legs that were as clean and muscular as a
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deer's. His costume was completed by a broad red

woollen sash that came up to his armpits from the hips,

and that was twisted several times round his waist. A
protuberance in front indicated that it served the rascal

as pantry and treasury, and if he had turned round there

would have been seen, projecting above and below the

sash on his back, a long Valencia navaja, one of the

fish-shaped knives, the blade of which is fastened by

twisting a copper ring, and that bears on its steel

as many red scores as the owner of the weapon

has murdered men. I do not know how many of

these scarlet grooves adorned Agostino's navaja,

but judging from the fellow's looks it might well

be supposed that they were numerous. Such was

the individual with whom Chiquita maintained secret

relations.

" Well, Chiquita," said Agostino, stroking in friendly

way the child's head with his rough hand, " what have

you seen at Chirriguirri's inn ?
"

" A chariot full of travellers has come," answered

the child. " Five big trunks were taken into the shed,

and they appeared to be heavy, for it took two men to

carry each."

" Huh !
" said Agostino., " travellers sometimes
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put stones into their trunks in order to win re-

spect from innkeepers. That sort of thing is not

unknown."

"But," retorted Chiquita, " the three young ladies in

the party have gold-braided dresses. One of them, the

prettiest, wears round her neck a string of big silvery

beads that shine in the light, and that are, oh 1 so lovely,

so beautiful !

"

" Pearls those are ; that 's good," muttered the ban-

dit. " Provided they are not imitation. The Murano

people are uncommonly clever, and gallants nowadays

are so lax in their morals."

" Dear Agostino," went on Chiquita, in pleading

tones, " if you cut the pretty lady's throat, you will give

me the necklace, will you not ?
"

" It would become you wonderfully, would n't it ?

Harmonise with your tousled head, your dust-cloth

chemise, and your canary-coloured skirt."

u I have kept watch so often for you, I have run so

often to warn you even when the mists were rising from

the ground and the dew wetted my poor bare feet.

Have I ever kept you waiting for food in your hiding-

places, even when I was shivering with fever and my

teeth chattered like the beak of a stork on the edge of a
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swamp, and when I could scarcely drag myself through

the thickets and the underbrush ?
"

"Yes, indeed," replied the brigand, " you are a brave

and faithful girl, but we have not got the necklace yet.

How many men did you count ?
"

" Oh, a lot of them ! One stout and strong with a

big beard on his face, an old one, two thin ones, one

that looks like a fox and another who looks like a gen-

tleman, though he has very mean clothes."

" Six men," said Agostino, thoughtfully, as he reck-

oned on his fingers. " Alas ! I should not have feared

that number in the old days, but I am the only one left

of my company. Are they armed, Chiquita ?
"

" The nobleman has his sword and the tall thin fel-

low has a rapier."

" No pistols ? No arquebuse ?
"

" Not that I saw," answered Chiquita, " unless they

were left in the chariot, but in that case Chirriguirri or

Mionnette would have let me know by a sign."

" Well, we shall risk making the attempt and prepare

an ambuscade," said Agostino, making up his mind.

" Five trunks, gold lace, and a pearl necklace ; I have

gone to work for less."

The brigand and the little girl entered the wood, and
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having reached its deepest part, they busied themselves

moving stones and armfuls of brushwood, and ere long

laid bare five or six planks covered with earth. Agos-

tino raised the boards, threw them to one side, and de-

scended into the black, gaping opening up to his waist.

Was it the entrance to the subterranean way or a

cavern, the customary retreat of the brigand ? Was it

his hiding-place for stolen goods ? Or the ossuary

where he interred the bodies of his victims ? The lat-

ter supposition would have seemed the most probable

to a spectator, had there been any other there than the

owls perched in the pine-trees.

Agostino bent down and seemed to be looking for

something at the bottom of the hole ; then he drew

himself up, holding in his arms a human form, stiff as a

dead body, which he unceremoniously cast upon the

edge of the excavation. Chiquita betrayed not the

least fear of the thing thus strangely exhumed, and

drew the body by the feet to some little distance from

the grave, exhibiting an amount of strength that no

one would have supposed she possessed, judging by her

slight frame. Agostino, pursuing his dreadful work,

drew from this Aceldama five more bodies, which the

girl placed by the side of the first, smiling the while
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like a young ghoul preparing to feast in a graveyard.

The open grave, the bandit dragging from their rest

the remains of his victims, the little maid helping at

the ghastly job, formed, under the dark shadows of

the pines, a sight well fitted to terrify the bravest of

men.

The bandit picked up one of the bodies, carried it to

the crest of the scarp, stuck it upright and kept it in

that position by driving into the ground the pole to

which it was lashed. Thus upheld, the dead body

looked, in the darkness, fairly like a living man.

" Alas ! to what am I reduced by misfortune and

evil days," said Agostino, with a deep groan. " Instead

of a company of stout fellows, handling knife and

arquebuse like picked soldiers, I have left only manni-

kins covered with rags, scarecrows for travellers, mere

dumb supernumeraries in my solitary exploits. This

one was Mataserpies, the valiant Spaniard, my bosom

friend, a delightful fellow who scored crosses on the

faces of the chuckle-heads as cleanly with his navaja

as with a brush dipped in red. A well-born gentleman,

to boot, and as proud as if he had sprung from the loins

of Jove himself, offering his arm to the ladies to assist

them to get down from their coach, and turning out
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the pockets of common folk in truly grand and regal

fashion. There are his cloak, his collar, and his

sombrero with the flame-coloured feather which I

piously stole from the executioner for relics, and with

which I have dressed this straw man that has taken the

place of my young hero, worthy of a better fate. Poor

Mataserpies, how it did annoy him to be hanged ; not

that he cared a rap about death itself, but as a noble-

man he claimed it was his right to have his head cut off".

Unfortunately he had not his genealogy in his pocket

and had perforce to die upright."

Returning to the excavation, Agostino picked up

another mannikin wearing a blue cap :
—

" And this one was Isquibaival, a wonder, a valiant

man, with his heart in his work ; he suffered from

excess of zeal at times and allowed himself to massacre

every one. It is a mistake to kill off customers, by

Jove ! But for the rest, not greedy of the spoils and

always satisfied with his share. He despised gold and

cared for blood only, the fine fellow. And how bravely

he bore himself under the blows dealt him by the execu-

tioner when he was broken on the wheel in the main

square at Orthez, ! Neither Regulus nor Saint Barthol-

omew bore up better under their sufferings. He was
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your father, Chiquita. Honour his memory and say a

prayer for the repose of his soul."

The little girl crossed herself and her lips moved as

if she were repeating sacred words.

The third scarecrow wore a morion and rattled as

Agostino lifted it up. An iron cuirass showed dull

upon his ragged buff jerkin, and targes rattled upon his

thighs. The bandit furbished up the armour on the

arms in order to make it shine.

" A flash of metal in the shadows occasionally

inspires a salutary terror. People think they have to

do with men-at-arms on a vacation. He was an old

trooper, he was : doing his job on the high-road as on

the field of battle, coolly, methodically, obediently. He

was taken from me by a pistoi-shot in the face ; an

irreparable loss ! But I shall avenge him."

The fourth phantom, draped in a ragged cloak, was,

like the others, honoured with a funeral eulogy. He

had died under torture, being too modest to own to

his great deeds and having refused with heroic con-

stancy to reveal the name of his accomplices to over-

inquisitive judges.

The fifth, representing Florizel of Bordeaux, obtained

no post-mortem discourse from Agostino, but merely
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an expression of regret tempered by hope. Florizel,

the deftest cloak-snatcher in the province, was not, like

the others, less lucky than himself, swinging in chains

from a gibbet, washed by the rain and eaten of the

crows; he was travelling in the King's gallevs on the

Oceanic and Mediterranean seas. He was merely a

cut-purse among brigands, a fox in a company of

wolves, but he was apt, and, with the training to be

gained in the school of the galleys, he might make his

mark : a man does not attain perfection all at once.

Agostino was impatiently awaiting the moment when

this dear chap would escape from the bagno and return

to him.

Stout and short, dressed in a smock-frock drawn in

at the waist with a belt, and wearing a broad-brimmed

hat, a sixth mannikin was planted somewhat in front

of the others as if in command of the squad.

"You deserve the place of honour," said Agostino

to the figure, " you patriarch of the high-road, Nes-

tor of cloak-snatchers, Ulysses of burglars, O great

Lavidalotte, my guide and my teacher, who received

me into the companv of the Knights of the Road and

transformed me from a wretched tvro into a prac-

tised bandit. You taught me slang, showed me how to
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disguise myself in a score of different ways, like the

late Proteus when people were hot-foot after him
; you

trained me to hurl a knife into a knot in a board at

thirty paces ; to snuff a candle with a pistol-shot ; to

pass through locks like the wind ; to wander invisible

about houses, just as if I had carried a dead man's

hand about with me ; to discover the best-concealed

hiding-places without having recourse to a hazel wand.

How much good doctrine I did learn from you, O
great man ! And how plainly you made me perceive,

by sound reasoning, that work was meant for fools.

Why did envious fate make you starve to death in this

cavern, every egress from which was watched, but into

which the minions of the law did not dare venture, for

no one, brave though he may be, cares to face the lion

in its den ; even when dying, it is capable of striking

down four or five men with paw or teeth. Come, then,

you whose unworthy successor I am, command worthily

this little company of bogies and scarecrows, these

mannikins representing the brave fellows who have

gone before, and who, though dead, will still, like the

Cid, strike terror into men. Your shades, O glorious

bandits, will suffice to strip those jackanapes."

Having finished his work, the bandit took his stand
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on the road in order to judge of the effect of the mas-

querade. The straw brigands looked really quite terri-

fying and fierce, and a fearful eye might well be misled

in the shades of night or in the dawn of morning, at

that weird hour, when old willows, with their stumpy

branches on the edge of the ditches, look like men

armed with cutlasses or shaking their fists.

"Agostino," said Chiquita, " you have forgotten to

arm the mannikins."

" True," replied the brigand. " What was I think-

ing of? Well, the greatest geniuses nod at times;

however, the matter can be speedily mended."

Whereupon he fastened to the ends of the inert arms

old arquebuse rests, rusty swords, and even mere sticks

placed like muskets at the ready. Thus armed, the

troop looked formidable enough as it stood along the

slope.

" As it is a long journey from the village to the place

where they will dine, they will no doubt start at three in

the morning, and by the time they have reached our

ambush, day will be breaking; the most favourable

moment, for we want neither too much light, nor too

much darkness for our fellows. Daylight would betray

them ; darkness would conceal them. Meanwhile, let
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us have a nap ; the creaking of the ungreased chariot

wheels that scares away wolves will awaken us, and as

we never sleep but with one eye open, like cats, we

shall soon be up."

Having thus spoken, Agostino stretched himself out

upon a bundle of heather ; Chiquita nestled close to

him in order to benefit by the Valencian capa de muestra

which he had thrown over himself by way of a blanket,

and to warm her poor little limbs shivering with fever.

Soon the warmth cradled her, her teeth ceased chattering,

and she went off into dreamland. I am bound to own that

her dreams were not filled with handsome rosy cherubs

wearing cravats of white wings and fluttering about, or

with lambs duly washed and soaped and adorned with

favours, or with caramel palaces with colonnades of

angelica ; on the contrary, Chiquita beheld in her visions

Isabella's head cut off, the pearl necklace between its

teeth, and endeavouring, by irregular and precipitate

leaps, to escape the child's outstretched hands. Chi-

quita was greatly agitated by this dream, and Agostino,

half awakened by her kicking, grunted as he snored :

" If you do not keep quiet, I '11 kick you down to

the foot of the slope, where you may squirm round with

the frogs."
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Chiquita, who was aware that Agostino was a man

of his word, took the hint and remained quite still.

Soon the sound of their regular breathing alone told of

the presence of human beings in that lonely place.

The brigand and his tiny accomplice were drinking

deep from the black cup of sleep, in the midst of the

moor, when at the Inn of the Blue Sun, the ox-driver,

striking his goad on the ground, warned the players

that it was time to set out.

They settled down as best they could in the chariot

on the trunks that formed all sorts of corners, and the

Tyrant compared himself to Polyphemus, lying on a

mountain-top, which did not prevent his very soon

snoring like an organ pipe. The women had smug-

gled themselves away at the back, under the canvas

top, where the folded scene-drops formed a sort of

mattress relatively soft. In spite of the horrible creak-

ing of the wheels that sobbed, miauled, hiccupped,

groaned, everybody soon sank into fitful slumber, filled

with incoherent and fantastic dreams in which the noises

made by the chariot were transformed into howls of

wild beasts or cries of murdered children.

Sigognac, disturbed by the novelty of the adventure

and the bustle of this Bohemian life, so different from
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the cloistered quiet of his ancestral manor, was walking

by the side of the vehicle. He was thinking of the

adorable grace of Isabella, whose beauty and modesty

spoke more of the high-born lady than of the wandering

player, and he was wondering how he could ever man-

age to make her love him, utterly unconscious of the

fact that she already did so, and that the dear girl,

touched to the very depths of her being, was only

waiting for him to ask for her heart to give it to him.

The timid Baron was arranging in his mind innumer-

able terrible and romantic incidents and proofs of devo-

tion such as are to be met with in books of chivalry,

in order to pave the way for the tremendous confession

at the very thought of which his heart failed him. Yet

that confession, which cost him so much, had already

been made in the plainest fashion by the fire of his

glance, the trembling of his voice, the sound of his

ill-repressed sighs, the somewhat awkward attentions

he paid to Isabella, and the absent-minded replies he

made to the players. Nor, although he had breathed

no word of love to the young lady herself, had she

failed to understand him.

The day was just breaking ; a narrow strip of faint

light was stretching along the plain, bringing out clearly,
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in spite of the distance, the black outlines of the sway-

ing heather and even the blades of grass. A few pools

of water, touched by the gleam, shone here and there

like the pieces of a broken mirror. Faint sounds made

themselves heard, and smoke was arising in the still air,

indicating the resumption of human activity in the midst

of the wilderness. Against the luminous band, now

turning to a rosy tint, showed a quaint figure, resem-

bling at a distance a pair of dividers held in an invisible

hand engaged in measuring the moor. It was a shep-

herd on his stilts, walking spider-like through the

swamps and the sand.

This was no new sight for Sigognac, and he paid

little attention to it, but though deeply sunk in reverie,

he could not help remarking a little shining point that

sparkled under the still deep shadow of the clump of

pines where I left Agostino and Chiquita. It could

not be aglow-worm ; the season when love makes these

creatures phosphorescent was many months past.

Could it be the eye of a one-eyed night-bird, for there

was but one luminous point ? Sigognac was not satis-

fied with this explanation ; to him it looked more like

the sputtering of a lighted linstock.

Meanwhile the chariot kept on its way, and as it
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drew nearer the pine clump, Sigognac thought he made

out on the crest a row of queer-looking beings placed

as if in ambush, their forms dimly visible in the rays of

the rising sun. As, however, they remained absolutely

motionless, he took them for old stumps of trees;

laughed internally at his own suspicion, and forbore

awaking the players, as he had at first thought of

doing.

The vehicle rolled on a little farther. The shining

point on which Sigognac still fixed his glance changed

its position ; a long stream of fire flashed through a

puff" of white smoke ; a loud explosion was heard, and

a ball flattened itself upon the yoke of the oxen, that

started violently aside, dragging the chariot with them,

but happily stopped on the edge of the ditch by a heap

of sand.

The report and the jolt woke up the whole company

with a start, and the young women began to scream.

The duenna alone, accustomed to adventures, kept

quiet and prudently slipped the two or three doubloons

she kept in her girdle between her stocking and the

sole of her shoe.

Standing at the head of the chariot from which the

players were endeavouring to emerge, Agostino, his
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Valencian cloak rolled round his arm, his navaja in his

hand, shouted in a voice of thunder :
—

"Your purses or your lives! Any resistance is use-

less j at the least sign of it my men will fire upon you !

"

While the bandit was thus uttering his highwayman's

ultimatum, the Baron, whose stout heart could not brook

the insolence of such a rascal, had quietly drawn his

sword and dashed upon him. Agostino parried the

Baron's lunges with his cloak and was watching for an

opportunity to use his navaja upon him. Resting the

handle of the weapon against the upper part of his arm

and balancing the latter with a sharp motion, he hurled

the blade against Sigognac's waist. Lucky was he to

be thin ; a slight side motion enabled him to avoid the

murderous point, and the weapon fell at a distance.

Agostino blanched, for he was now disarmed, and he

was well aware that his scarecrow troop could be of no

possible assistance to him. Nevertheless, trusting to

the effect of terror, he called out : " Fire, my

lads !
" The players, afraid of the musketry, retreated

and took refuge behind the chariot in which the

women were yelling like jays plucked alive. Sigognac

himself, brave as he was, could not help ducking

his head.
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Chiquita, who had followed the whole affair hidden

behind a bush, between the branches of which she

looked out, on seeing the perilous position of her friend,

crawled like an adder along the dusty road, picked up

the knife unnoticed by any one, and, springing up,

handed the navaja to the bandit. Proud and savage

was the expression that shone on the child's pale face
j

her dark eyes flashed, her face worked, and her half-

open lips revealed two rows of hungry teeth that

gleamed like those of a wild beast at bay. Her whole

small figure breathed indomitable hatred and revolt.

For the second time Agostino balanced his knife, and

Baron de Sigognac might have been stopped at the out-

set of his adventures but that an iron grip most oppor-

tunely caught the bandit's wrist. The hand, that

gripped like a vice when the screw is being turned,

crushed the muscles, bruised the bones, swelled the

veins, and drove the blood under the nails. In vain

did Agostino endeavour to free himself by the most des-

perate efforts ; he dared not turn round, for the Baron

would have pinked him in the back, and he was still

parrying his thrusts with his left arm, though he felt

that his captive hand would be torn from his arm with

the muscles if he persisted in trying to free it. The
__
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pain became so acute that his numbed fingers opened

and let fall the weapon.

It was the Tyrant, who, coming up behind Agostino,

had done Sigognac this yeoman service. Suddenly he

called out :—
" The devil ! Is that an adder biting me ? I felt

two sharp fangs strike into my leg."

Chiquita it was who was biting his calf like a dog to

compel him to turn round, but the Tyrant, without let-

ting go of Agostino, shook off the little girl and sent

her flying ten yards off on the road. The Hector,

bending his long grasshopper-like limbs, bent down,

picked up the knife, shut it, and slipped it into his

pocket.

In the mean time the sun was slowly rising above the

horizon ; a portion of its ruddy disk was showing above

the level of the moor, and in the clear light the manni-

kins were losing more and more their look of human

beings.

" Look here," said the Pedant, " it strikes me that

the arquebuses of these gentry have been hanging fire

on account of the night-damp. However it may be,

they are not very brave, for they are leaving their leader

in the lurch and standing as still as stocks."
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" And for a very good reason," replied the Hector,

as he scaled the bank ;
" they are straw figures dressed

in rags, armed with old iron, and admirably adapted to

scare away birds from cherry-trees and vineyards."

With six successive kicks he sent the six grotesque

figures flying into the middle of the road, where they

flattened out with the irresistibly comical gestures of

marionettes the strings of which have been let go.

Dislocated and spread out, the mannikins were a parody,

at once buffoon and sinister, of dead bodies left lying

on a battlefield.

" You may alight, ladies," said the Baron to the

actresses; "there is nothing to be afraid of; it was

only a painted peril."

Grieved at the failure of a trick that usually suc-

ceeded, so great is the cowardice of people and so

much does fear distort objects, Agostino hung his head

with a piteous look. Near him stood Chiquita, fright-

ened, haggard, and angry, like a night-bird surprised by

the daylight. The bandit dreaded lest the players,

who were numerous, should take it on themselves to

punish him or else to hand him over to the officers of

the law, but the joke of the mannikins had excited their

laughter and they were roaring over it in right good
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fashion. Now laughter does not incline to severity

;

it distinguishes man from the animal creation, and

according to Homer is the appanage of the immortal

and blessed gods who olympically laugh their fill during

the leisure hours of eternity.

So the Tyrant, of a kindly disposition at all times,

relaxed his grip, and while still keeping good hold of

the bandit, said to him in his big tragedy voice, the

inflections of which he at times used in familiar

speech :
—

" You rascal, you frightened these ladies, and deserve

therefore to be hanged with short shift, but if, as I

fancy, they are inclined to pardon you, for they are

merciful souls, I shall not take you to the sheriff. The

trade of purveyor to the gibbet is not to my taste, and

besides your stratagem was quite picaresque and

amusing. It is a very good trick for getting coin out

of your coward merchants. I appreciate it, being my-

self an actor conversant with tricks and subterfuges,

and your inventiveness induces me to be indulgent to

you. You are not a mere dull, low thief, and it would

be a pity to cut short so fine a career."

" Alas !
" returned Agostino, " I have no choice, and

I am more to be pitied than you are aware. All that
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is left of my company, once as numerous as your own,

is myself; the executioner has deprived me of my lead-

ing man, my heavy father, and my general utility man.

I must perforce perform my play alone on the stage of

the high road, changing my voice and dressing up

mannikins in order to make people believe I have a

numerous troop at my back. A melancholy fate, I

warrant you. Then scarcely a soul ever comes along

this way : it has acquired such a bad name, what with

its quagmires and its difficulties for foot passengers,

horses, and carriages. It comes from nowhere and

leads nowhere, but I cannot afford to buy the right to

a better one. Every road fairly travelled has its own

company. Idlers who work fancy a highwayman's life

is all roses ; there are plenty of thorns in it. I would

like well enough to be an honest man, but what would

be the use of presenting myself at city gates with such

a truculent mug as mine and so abominably ragged a

dress ? The dogs would bite me, and the officers

collar me, if I had a collar. And now my plan has

gone all to smash, a plan that was so well thought out,

so well carried out, and that was to provide me with

the means of buying a cape for poor little Chiquita. I

never have any luck ; I must have been born under an
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unpropitious star. Yesterday I had to draw my belt

tighter by way of dinner. Your most uncalled-for

courage takes the bread from my mouth, and since I

have failed to rob you, you might at least give me

alms."

" There is sense in that," answered the Tyrant.

" We have prevented your practising your trade, and

we do owe you some compensation. There, drink

our healths with these two pistoles."

Isabella drew from the chariot a piece of dress stuff

which she presented to Chiquita.

" Oh, it is the necklace of white beads that I would

like," said the child, with a look of intense desire.

The actress undid the ornament and fastened it

round the little girl's neck. Amazed and delighted,

Chiquita silently rolled the white grains between her

brown fingers, bending her head and trying to see the

necklace upon her poor thin bosom ; then she suddenly

looked up, threw back her hair, gazed at Isabella with

her blazing eyes, and said in a strange, deep tone :
—

" You are good ; I shall never kill you !

"

And leaping the ditch, she ran to a little mound on

top of which she sat down to examine her treasure.

Agostino bowed his thanks, picked up his damaged
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mannikins, carried them back to the pine grove and

buried them again until need for them should arise.

Then the chariot, which the ox-driver had abandoned

to its fate at the very first shot, leaving the travellers to

get out of the mess as best they could, started slowly,

the man having returned to his duty. The duenna

took the doubloons out of her shoes and quietly re-

turned them to the recesses of her pocket.

"You have behaved like a hero of romance," said

Isabella to Sigognac, u and under your protection one

travels in safety. How bravely you did charge that

bandit, believing him backed by a well-armed troop!"

" The danger was not very great ; it was scarcely a

skirmish," modestly returned the Baron. " For your

sake I would cut giants down to the belt, scatter a

whole array of Saracens, fight amid whirlwinds of

smoke and flame, orcas, cockatrices, and dragons
j

I would traverse enchanted forests, and descend into

the infernal regions like v^neas and without carrying a

golden bough. In the light of your lovely eyes all

would be easy for me, for your presence, nay, the mere

thought of you, fills me with superhuman strength."

The rhetoric was somewhat exaggerated, it may be,

and Asiatically hyperbolical, as Longinus might say,
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but it had the merit of sincerity. Isabella did not for

one moment doubt but that Sigognac would perform in

her honour all those doughty deeds, worthy of Amadis

of Gaul, Esplandion and Florimart of Hyrcania. And

she was right ; it was the most genuine feeling that

inspired the Baron, growing every moment more and

more in love with her, with such magniloquence.

Love can never find words strong enough to express

what it wants to say. Serafina, who had heard the

young man's words, could not help smiling, for every

young woman is prone to consider ridiculous protesta-

tions of love addressed to some one not herself, though

if these same declarations were to be switched off to

her, she would deem them most natural. For one brief

instant Serafina thought of trying the effect of her own

charms upon Sigognac and luring him away from her

friend, but the fancy was a passing one. Though not

absolutely selfish, Serafina said to herself that beauty was

a gem that should be set in gold. She possessed the

gem, but the gold was lacking, and the Baron was so

disastrously seedy that he could not possibly furnish the

setting or even the casket. So the seasoned coquette

kept back the glance she had made ready, saying to her-

self that that sort of flirtation might be good enough
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for an ingenue, but not for a leading lady, and therewith

she resumed her serene, careless look.

Silence fell upon the company in the chariot, and

sleep was beginning to cast its dust in the eyes of the

travellers, when the ox-driver said : —
" There is the chateau of Bruyeres !

"
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V
AT BRUYkRES CASTLE

THE castle of Bruyeres showed to great ad-

vantage upon that lovely morning. The

Marquis's domains were situated upon the

borders of the moor and lay wholly within the arable

district, the dying billows of the infertile white sand

breaking at the foot of the park walls. An air of

prosperity, which presented the strongest contrast

with the surrounding waste, struck pleasantly upon

the gaze the moment the estate was entered upon
;

it was like the isle of Macaria in the midst of a deso-

late sea.

A ha-ha fence, with a handsome stone revetment,

enclosed the property without masking the building.

In the moat shimmered the emerald checkering of

brilliant spring water, the purity of which was unblem-

ished by any aquatic growths and testified to the care

taken of it. It was spanned by a bridge of stone and

brick, of breadth sufficient to allow of two carriages
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driving abreast upon it, and it was protected by a bal-

ustraded parapet. At its inner end rose a magnificent

gate of wrought iron, a masterpiece of iron-work that

might have been fashioned by Vulcan himself. The

leaves of the gate were hung upon two quadrangular

metal pillars, wrought in open work, simulating an

order of architecture, and supporting an architrave above

which blossomed a mass of twisted scrolls whence

sprang foliage and flowers that curved in with antithet-

ical symmetry. In the centre of this ornamental med-

ley shone the Marquis's coat-of-arms : or, a fesse

embattled and counter-embattled gules, with two wild

men for supporters. On either side of the gate bristled

upon volutes resembling the flourishes of a caligraphist

on vellum, sharp-leaved iron spikes, intended to prevent

agile marauders from leaping from the bridge past the

sides of the gate into the grounds. A few gilded flowers

and ornaments mingling discreetly with the severity of

the metal, tempered the defensive aspect of the iron-

work and caused it to appear merely elegant. It was

an almost regal entrance gate, and when a serving-man,

wearing the Marquis's livery, had opened it, the oxen

dragging the chariot hesitated to enter, as though they

were dazzled by its magnificence and ashamed of their
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rusticity. They had to be prodded with the goad to

compel them to proceed, for the kindly animals were

not aware that the plough is the foster-mother of the

nobility.

And indeed through such gates ought to have passed

only coaches with gilded underbodies, boxes covered

with velvet hammer-cloths, windows with panes of

Venetian glass or shutters of Cordova leather ; but

comedy has its own privileges, and the car of Thespis

may enter where it pleases.

A sanded drive, as broad as the bridge itself, led to

the castle through a garden laid out in the latest fashion.

Carefully clipped boxwood borders outlined plots on

which, as on a piece of damask, were displayed scrolls

of verdure of perfect symmetry. The gardener's shears

did not allow one single leaf to protrude above the

others ; and nature, rebellious though it was, was com

pelled to become the humble servant of art. In the

centre of each of these compartments rose, in a gallant

mythological attitude, the statue of a goddess or of a

nymph in the Italianised Flemish style. The back-

ground of the verdant designs, that could not have been

more accurately traced on paper, was formed of sand

of various colours.
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In the middle of the garden a drive, of the same

width as the other, crossed it, not at right angles, but

ending in an open space the centre of which was formed

by a pond, with rockwork that served for pedestai to a

child Triton blowing a jet of liquid crystal out of its

shell.

The sides of the garden were bounded by palisaded

hedges, clipped close, and the foliage of which exhibited

the first golden tints of autumn. The trees, which it

was difficult to recognise as trees, had been skilfully

shaped into an arcaded portico, through the bays of

which distant views and prospects over the surround-

ing country formed a delight for the eyes.

Along the main drive, drawn up like a double row of

servants upon the passage of the guests, grew yews,

their sombre evergreen foliage clipped into the shape

of pyramids, balls, or firepots, alternating one with

another.

This display of splendour excited to the highest pitch

the wonder and admiration of the players, for seldom

indeed had they been privileged to enter so magnificent

a domain. Serafina, as she marked these evidences of

wealth, made up her mind to cut out the soubrette and

not to allow the Marquis to have a love affair with one
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beneath his condition. The finished coquette considered

that this Alcander was hers by right, for since when

have maids taken precedence of the mistress ? Mean-

time the soubrette, confident in the effect of her charms,

unacknowledged by her own sex but unhesitatingly

yielded to by men, already considered herself at home,

and not without reason. She reflected that the Mar-

quis had singled her out specially, and that his sudden

fondness for the drama was the result of the killing

glance she had flashed upon him. Isabella, free from

any ambitious views, had turned towards Sigognac, who,

through shamefacedness, had seated himself behind her

in the chariot, and she was endeavouring to dispel the

Baron's involuntary melancholy with one of her faint,

sweet smiles. She felt that the contrast between the lux-

urious Castle of Bruyeres and the poverty-stricken towers

of Sigognac must necessarily produce a painful impres-

sion upon the mind of the impoverished nobleman, whom

ill-fortune compelled to follow the adventurous life of

a chariot-load of strolling actors ; so her tender heart

sympathised with the grief of the worthy fellow who in

every way deserved a better fate.

The Tyrant was turning over in his mind, like mar-

bles in a bag, the number of pistoles he intended to
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claim in payment for the services of his company, and

with every revolution of the wheels he added another

cipher to the amount. Blazius, the Pedant, licking

with his Silenus tongue his lips ever parched with a

thirst that nothing could slake, was thinking with con-

cupiscence of the hogsheads, puncheons, and quarter

casks of wine of the finest brands which must undoubt-

edly be stored within the cellars of the mansion. The

Leander, while readjusting with a small tortoise-shell

comb the locks of his somewhat rumpled wig, asked

himself with a beating heart whether the fairy manor-

house held perchance a mistress fair. A weighty

question of a truth ; but the Marquis's haughty and

domineering port, jovial though his aspect was, tended

to moderate the liberties the actor was already per-

mitting himself, in imagination, to take.

Rebuilt during the course of the late reign, the

chateau of Bruyeres closed the prospect at the end of

the garden, along the almost entire breadth of which

it extended. The style of the architecture recalled that

of the mansions in the Place Royale in Paris. A main

building, with two wings projecting at right angles so

as to form a court of honour, made up a well-thought-

out design that was majestic without being dull. The
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red brick walls, connected at the angles by belting-

courses of stone, brought out the windows, also framed

in with beautifully dressed white stone, while lintels of

the same material marked the separation of the three

stories. The keystone of the window-frames repre-

sented a chubby-cheeked woman's face, with hair care-

fully dressed, and smiling with a good-tempered look

of welcome. The balcony rails were supported upon

swelling balusters. Through the clean, bright panes,

lighted up by the rays of the rising sun, was caught a

glimpse of long curtains made of rich stuffs.

By way of varying the lines of the main building,

the architect, one of Androuet de Cerceau's clever

pupils, had built out a sort of portico in a more ornate

style than the rest of the building, and had placed in

it the entrance door which was reached by a flight of

steps. Two pair of coupled pillars, of the rustic

order, with courses alternately square and round, such

as may be seen in the paintings of Peter Paul Rubens,

who was so frequently employed by Queen Mary de

Medici, upbore a cornice, ornamented, like the en-

trance-gate to the park, with the Marquis's escutcheon.

This cornice formed the platform of a broad balcony

with stone balustrade, upon which opened the principal
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window of the great drawing-room. Vermiculated and

channelled boss-work adorned the jambs and arch of

the doorway, which was closed by two oaken leaves

ingeniously carved and varnished, the iron-work of

which shone like silver or steel.

The high slate roofs, delicately imbricated and

bossed, showed against the clear sky in agreeably

correct lines, symmetrically broken by large groups

of chimneys, with trophies and other ornaments carved

upon each face. Large leaden ornaments, of pleasant

fulness, rose upon every gable of the purplish blue

roofs on which the sun shone in places. From the

chimney-tops, early as the hour was and notwithstand-

ing that the season did not necessarily call for fires,

rose little spirals of light smoke, denoting a happy, ac-

tive, and easy life. The kitchens were already busy in

this abbey of Theleme; riding upon robust horses, the

keepers were bringing in game for the day's meals;

the tenants were coming up with provisions which the

kitchen staff" was receiving, and footmen were travers-

ing the court bearing orders or on their way to carry

them out.

Pleasant indeed to the eye was this castle, the new

brick and stone walls of which seemed to have the
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colours with which health adorns a healthy counte-

nance. It gave the impression of increasing prosperity

in full development, but not of a sudden prosperity,

such as capricious Fortune, balanced upon its wheel,

enjoys bestowing upon her favourites of a day. Be-

neath the brand-new luxury one felt there was the

wealth of years.

Somewhat behind the mansion, on either side of the

wings, rose tall, wide-spreading aged trees, the tops of

which were already gilded, though the lower foliage

was still of a rich green. These trees grew in the

vast, shady, broad, lordly park that stretched afar, bear-

ing witness to the foresight and wealth of the owner's

ancestors. For while it is true that with money one

can run up buildings quickly, it is also true that no

money will hasten the growth of trees, the boughs of

which slowly increase like those of the genealogical

trees of the homes they cover and protect with their

shade.

The worthy Sigognac had certainly never felt the

venomous fangs of envy striking into his upright heart,

and injecting into it that green poison which speedily

finds its way into the veins and, borne with the blood

to the end of the smallest ducts, ends by corrupting the
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finest of characters j nevertheless he was unable to

wholly repress a sigh as he remembered that of yore

the Sigognacs took precedence over the Bruyeres, as

being of older nobility already well known at the time

of the first crusade. The clean, new, spruce mansion,

as white and rosy as a maiden's cheeks, adorned

with every refinement and luxury, seemed to be an

unwittingly cruel satire upon the poor, dilapidated,

tumble-down, ruinous manor, decaying in silence and

forgetfulness, a regular rats' hole, a nest for owls, a home

for spiders, that might at any moment crash down

upon the head of its unlucky master that had left it at

the eleventh hour to avoid being caught in the smash.

The many years of weariness and wretchedness that

Sigognac had spent in it passed before him in an attitude

of deep despair, their hair covered with ashes, wearing

dusty liveries, their arms hanging limp, their mouths

gaping with the yawn of dulness. Without feeling

jealous of the Marquis, he could not help thinking him

a very lucky man.

Sigognac was drawn from his moody thoughts by the

chariot stopping short in front of the entrance steps.

He threw off", as well as he could, his most unseason-

able reflections, dried a tear that was gathering in the
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corner of his eye, and calmly sprang down to assist

Isabella and the other actresses who were bothered by

their skirts ballooning up in the morning breeze.

The Marquis de Bruyeres, who had observed the

approach of the company from afar, was standing at

the top of the entrance-steps, dressed in a tan-coloured

jacket and breeches, gray silk hose, and white, square-

toed shoes ; the whole costume trimmed handsomely

with ribbons to match. He descended a few steps of

the horse-shoe stairs, like a well-bred host who does

not lay too much stress upon the quality of his guests,

though the presence of Sigognac justified this piece

of politeness. He stopped on the third step, consider-

ing it would not be dignified to go lower, and thence

made a friendly and protecting gesture to the players.

Just then the maid put out from under the hood her

roguish, mischievous face, that stood out against the

dark background brilliant with light, wit, and ardour

;

her eyes and her teeth flashed with equal brilliancy, as

she leaned half-way out of the chariot, leaning upon the

wooden cross-bar, exhibiting a glimpse of her bosom

through the parted folds of her neckerchief, and appar-

ently waiting to be helped out. Sigognac, who was

busy aiding Isabella, paid no attention to the feigned
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embarrassment of the sly minx, who cast upon the Mar-

quis a burning, beseeching glance.

The lord of Bruyeres heeded the appeal, descended

quickly the last few steps, and approached the vehicle

to fulfil his duties of cavalier, his hand outstretched, and

his toes turned out like a dancer's. With a swift,

coquettish, kittenish motion, the maid sprang to the side

of the chariot, hesitated for a second, pretended to lose

her balance, threw her arms around the Marquis's neck,

and alighted like a bird, scarcely marking the well-raked

ground with her little feet.

" Pardon me," she said to the Marquis, affecting a

confusion she was far from feeling. " I thought I was

going to fall and I clung to your neck as to a branch
;

when one is falling or drowning, one catches at any-

thing. Besides, a fall is a bad omen for an actress."

" Permit me to look upon this slight accident in the

light of a favour," answered the Marquis, much moved

at having felt against his breast the skilfully palpitating

bosom of the young woman.

Serafina, her head slightly turned, and her pupil well

in the outer corner of her eye, had observed the whole

scene almost through the back of her head, with the

jealous perspicacity of a rival whom nothing escapes, a
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power of vision fully equal to Argus's hundred eyes.

She could not refrain from biting her lips, Zerbina, such

was the soubrette's name, having by a bold and familiar

stroke made her way into the good graces of the Mar-

quis, and gaining, so to speak, the honours of the place

at the expense of the leading members of the company
;

a damnable piece of impudence, subversive of proper

stage precedence.

" Look at the forward slut, who must have a Mar-

quis to help her down," said Serafina to herself in a

style not consonant with the mannered and ultra-refined

tone she affected in her speech. But women, when

vexed, are very apt to make use of billingsgate, whether

they be duchesses or thorough-paced coquettes.

" John," said the Marquis to a valet who had ap-

proached at a sign from his master, " have the chariot

put up in the stable-yard, and the scenery and properties

it contains stored carefully in one of the outhouses.

See that the trunks of these ladies and gentlemen are

carried to the rooms selected by the majordomo, and

let my guests be provided with whatever they may need.

I desire that they be treated courteously and respectfully.

Off with you !

"

Having given these orders, the lord of Bruyeres
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slowly ascended the steps, not without flashing, ere he

disappeared within, a lascivious glance at Zerbina, who

smiled back at him in much too alluring a manner, in

the opinion of Serafina, wroth at the maid's impudence.

The ox-cart, accompanied by the Tyrant, the Pedant,

and Scappino, proceeded into a court at the back, and

with the assistance of the stable-men a public square, a

palace, and a forest, in the shape of three much-rubbed,

long drop-scenes, were speedily drawn from the box of

the vehicle, as well as candlesticks of antique form, in-

tended for use at nuptial ceremonies, a gilt wooden cup
5

a tin dagger, the blade of which slipped back into the

handle, skeins of red thread used to represent blood in

wounds, a poison vial, an urn for ashes, and other prop-

erties indispensable in tragic endings of plays.

A strolling actors' chariot holds a small world, and,

indeed, is not the stage a miniature world and the very

microcosm philosophers dream of finding? Does it

not contain within itself the totality of things and the

diverse conditions of man visibly represented by suitable

fictions? Are not the old worn-out costumes, covered

with dust, stained with oil and tallow, braided with

rusty imitation gold lace, the stars of orders of knight-

hood in rolled gold and Rhinestones, the antique
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swords with brass sheaths and blunted iron blades, the

helmets and diadems in Greek or Roman shapes, are

not these like the cast-off garments of mankind in which

the heroes of bygone ages dress themselves up to live

again for a moment in the glare of the footlights ?

These poor treasures, in which the poet is content to

dress up his fancies, and that suffice him, with the illu-

sion of the lighting and the prestige of the speech of

the gods to enchant the most difficult to please of

spectators, would no doubt have been looked at with

contempt by a narrow-minded and prosaic person.

The Marquis de Rruyeres' servants, true domestics

of a great house and as insolent as though themselves

aristocrats, reluctantly handled, with an air of disdain,

these stage rags they helped to store in the out-house,

arranging them as directed by the Tyrant, who was

the stage manager of the company. They considered

it rather degrading to be set to attend upon strolling

players, but the Marquis had spoken, and there was

nothing for it but to obey, for he ill brooked rebellion

and was as lavish of thrashings as an Eastern potentate.

With as respectful a mien as though he were ap-

proaching genuine kings and princesses, the majordomo

came, cap in hand, to take the orders of the comedians
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and to show them to their respective rooms. The

apartments intended for the visitors to Bruyeres were

situated in the left wing of the mansion. They were

reached by beautiful stairs of rubbed white stone, with

frequent landings and resting-places, and led into long

corridors, floored with black and white slabs in the form

of checker-work, lighted by windows at each end.

The various rooms opened into these halls, each room

being distinguished by the colour of the portiere, which

was also that of the hangings within, so as to enable the

guests to recognise their own chamber easily. There

was a Yellow Room, a Red Room, a Green Room, a

Blue Room, a Gray Room, a Tapestry Room, a Bo-

hemian leather Room, a Wainscotted Room, a Frescoed

Room, and such others as my reader chooses to invent,

for the longer enumeration of them would prove fas-

tidious and would come better from a house-decorator

than from a writer.

Every one of the rooms was handsomely furnished

and provided with luxuries as well as with conveniences.

The Tapestry Room, most amorously adorned with

voluptuous love scenes drawn from mythology, in the

form of rich hangings, was assigned to Zerbina the

maid ; Isabella was lodged in the Blue Room, the colour
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of which was becoming to her fair complexion ; the Red

had been set apart for Serafina, while the Brown Room

was given to the duenna, its sober and almost grim

aspect being considered suited to the age of the lady.

Sigognac was installed in the Bohemian leather Room,

not far from Isabella's, a delicate attention on the part

of the Marquis. This fine room was given to impor-

tant guests only, and the master of Bruyeres desired to

mark the fact that a man of rank was with the players,

and to prove to him that he respected his position as

well as his incognito. The other members of the

company, the Tyrant, the Pedant, the Hector, Scap-

pino, and Leander were assigned to the remaining

chambers.

When Sigognac entered the room allotted to him,

and in which his modest travelling equipage had been

placed, he mused upon the strangeness of his fortunes

and at the same time gazed in surprise upon the apart-

ment he was to occupy during his stay in the castle,

for never before had he been so well lodged. The

walls, as the name of the room indicated, were hung

with Bohemian leather goffered with fanciful flowers

and extravagant foliage ; the gilded ground brought

out the corollas, scrolls, and leaves ornamented with
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colours the metallic reflections of which shone like

spangles, forming hangings as rich as they were clean,

and that covered the walls from the cornice down to

the black oak wainscotting admirably divided into

panels, lozenges, and compartments.

The window-curtains were of red and yellow broca-

telle to match the ground of the hangings and the pre-

vailing colour in the design. The bedstead, the head

of which was placed against the wall and the foot of

which extended into the apartment, so as to leave space

on either side, was upholstered with the same stuff.

Square-backed chairs, with twisted legs, starred with

gilt-headed nails and trimmed with fringe, and arm-

chairs opening out their well-stuffed arms, were ranged

along the wainscotting in the expectation of visitors

and marked that close and friendly talk went on in the

chimney corner. The mantelpiece, of white Serancolin

marble, spotted with red, stood high, broad, and deep.

A fire, most pleasant upon that cool morning, was

blazing in seasonable fashion, lighting up with its

bright reflections the back-plate ornamented with the

Marquis's escutcheon. On the shelf, a small clock,

in the form of a pavilion the dome of which was formed

by the gong, marked the hours upon a dial of inlaid
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silver, openworked in the centre and allowing the works

within to be seen.

A table, with legs twisted like pillars of the Salomonic

order, and covered with a Turkish cloth, occupied the

centre of the room. In front of the window stood a

dressing-table with a bevelled Venetian mirror upon a

guipure cloth covered with the coquettish arsenal of

the toilet.

As he gazed in the clear mirror, richly set in a

framework of tortoise-shell and pewter, the poor Baron

could not help considering himself a most forlorn and

pitiable-looking object. The elegance of the room,

the newness and freshness of the objects that sur-

rounded him, rendered still more striking the ridicu-

lousness and poverty of a dress that had been old-

fashioned even in the days of the late King. Though

he was alone, the Baron's thin cheeks mantled with

a faint blush ; until then his poverty had struck him as

regrettable; now it looked grotesque, and for the first

time he was ashamed of it. Not a very philosophical

state of mind, no doubt, but quite excusable in a young

man.

Wishing to attire himself to somewhat better advan-

tage, Sigognac undid the parcel in which Peter had
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wrapped up the few habiliments his master owned. He

shook out the various vestments it contained, but found

nothing to satisfy him. Either the doublet was too

short or the trunk-hose was too long ; the elbows and

the knees, being more exposed to wear, were shiny and

threadbare; the seams gaped in many a place, the thread

showing prominently; and the poor clothes, discoloured

by sun, wind, and rain, had acquired such undecided hues

that a painter would have been puzzled to fit names to

them. Nor was the linen any better, repeated laundry-

ing having reduced it to a condition of extreme tenuity.

The shirts looked like the ghosts of such garments

rather than real shirts, and had the air of having been

cut out of the cobwebs in Sigognac Castle. To top

all, the rats, finding nothing to eat in the pantry, had

gnawed some of the least worn-out, and had adorned

them with as much openwork as a lace collar, a need-

less piece of ornamentation the poor Baron would

willingly have dispensed with.

Sigognac was so absorbed in his doleful inspection

that he failed to hear a very discreet knock at his door

which half opened and gave passage first to Master

Blazius' rubicund nose, and next to his obese form.

As he entered the room he made innumerable exag-
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gerated bows, servilely comic or comically servile,

denoting respect, half genuine, half feigned.

When the Pedant came up to Sigognac the latter

was holding up to the light, by the two sleeves, a shirt

traceried like the rose window in a cathedral, and shak-

ing his head with an air of pitiful discouragement.

" By Bacchus !
" said the Pedant, whose voice startled

the Baron taken unawares, " that is a brave and victo-

rious-looking shirt. One would swear it had been worn

by the great god Mars himself on the occasion of the

storming of some fortress, so gloriously riddled, per-

forated, and filled with holes is it by musketry, cross-

bow bolts, javelins, cloth-yard shafts, and other ballistic

weapons. Do not blush for it, Baron ; these holes are

mouths that tell of honour won, while the finest and

newest linen of Frisia or Holland, pleated in the latest

Court fashion, often covers the infamy of some newly

enriched, fraudulent, and simoniacal rascal. Many a

hero, famous in story, was poorly off for linen; Ulysses,

for instance, who, grave, prudent, subtile though he was,

did present himself wearing a handful of seaweed only

to the most fair Princess Nausicaa, as may be read in

Master Homer's Odyssey."

" Unfortunately," replied Sigognac, u my dear Bla-
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zius, my only likeness to the brave Greek, King of

Ithaca, is that I also am lacking in linen, while my

present poverty is not compensated for by anterior

exploits. I have had no opportunity to display my

valour, and I do not believe I shall ever be sung by

poets. I am bound to say, although one ought not to

be ashamed of honourable poverty, that I feel ashamed

at having to appear in company thus accoutred. The

Marquis of Bruyeres recognised me, though he keeps

the fact to himself, and he might betray my secret."

" Very unfortunate indeed," replied the Pedant

;

" but there is a cure for everything save death, as the

old saw has it. We poor players, shadows of human

life and ghosts of people of every rank, — we have at

least the appearance if we have not the reality of things,

and the two are as alike as the reflection of an object

is like the object itself. Thanks to our wardrobe,

which contains all our kingdoms, patrimonies, and lord-

ships, we may, when we please, assume the dress of

princes, great barons, and noblemen of proud port and

lofty mien. For a few hours we are as bravely attired

as the foppiest ; dandies and bucks imitate our borrowed

elegance which they transform into reality, substituting

fine cloth for serge, real gold for imitation, diamonds
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for Rhinestones, for the stage is the school of manners

and the academy of fashion. As costumer to the com-

pany, I can turn a dastard into an Alexander, a pen-

niless devil into a rich lord, a street girl into a great

lady. If you will not take it ill, I shall turn my

resources to account in your favour, for since you have

been kind enough to cast in your lot with us wanderers,

you ought at least to make use of us. Throw off that

livery of melancholy and poverty that clouds your

natural advantages and fills you with unjustifiable mis-

trust of yourself. I happen to have in reserve in one

of my boxes a very neat black velvet dress, trimmed

with flame-coloured ribbon, which is not in the least

stagey and might be worn by a courtier, for authors and

poets nowadays are very fond of putting on the stage

contemporary events, under fictitious names, and for

this purpose we must have costumes of well-bred

people and not of strollers extravagantly disguised in

antique or romanesque fashion. I have the chemisette,

the silk stockings, the shoes with bows, the mantle, and

all the accessories of the costume, which seems to have

been cut out purposely to your size as if in anticipation

of this adventure. There is nothing wanting, not even

the sword."
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"As for that, there is no need of it," said Sigognac,

with a haughty gesture that betrayed the full pride of

the noble that no misfortune can diminish. " I have

my father's sword."

" Care for it preciously," returned Blazius, " for a

sword is a faithful friend that guards its master's life

and honour. It does not forsake him in times of

disaster, perils, and ugly encounters, as do flatterers,

the vile, parasitical product of prosperity. Our stage

swords have neither edge nor point, for they are in-

tended to inflict feigned wounds only, that are cured by

the end of the play, and without the use of unguents,

lint, or therakia. Your own sword will defend you at

need, as it already did when the scarecrow bandit

worked off his grim and laughable highway robbery.

But suffer me to fetch the clothes from the box in

which they are put away ; I long to see the chrysalis

turn into a butterfly."

Having spoken these words with his customary

grotesque grandiloquence, which he made use of in

ordinary life as well as in his stage parts, the Pedant

left the room and returned shortly afterwards carrying

in his arms a parcel of fair size, wrapped up in a napkin,

which he respectfully placed on the table.
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" If you will put up with an old comic Pedant for a

valet," said Blazius, rubbing his hands with satisfaction,

" I shall prink and curl you in fine fashion. Every

lady will forthwith fall in love with you, for, be it said

without offence to the Sigognac cookery, you have

fasted long enough in your Tower of Hunger to turn

into the very image of a man dying of love. Women

believe in the passion of thin men only ; corpulent

fellows have no chance with them, even did they bear

in their mouths the golden chains, symbolic of elo-

quence, which bound nobles, merchants, and villeins to

the lips of Ogmios, the Gallic Hercules. That is the

reason, and the sole reason, why I have had but scant

success with the fair sex and soon turned to the bottle

divine, which is not so particular and favourably wel-

comes stout men as capable of holding more drink."

Thus did worthy Blazius endeavour to brighten up

Baron de Sigognac while engaged in dressing him, for

the volubility of his tongue in no wise impaired the

deftness of his hands, and even at the risk of being

rated for a chatterer and a bore, he thought it better to

stun the young nobleman with his flow of words than

to allow him to relapse into his moody reflections.

The Baron's toilet was speedily completed, for the
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player's art involving rapid changes of costume, actors

acquire much dexterity in accomplishing these metamor-

phoses. Blazius, satisfied with his work, led Baron de

Sigognac by the tips of the fingers, just as a bride is

led to the altar, to the Venice mirror placed upon the

toilet table, and said to him :
—

" If your lordship will now kindly look at your

lordship."

Sigognac saw in the mirror an image that he at first

supposed to be that of some one else, so different was

it from his own appearance. He involuntarily turned

his head and looked over his shoulder to see if there

were not perchance some one behind him. The image

reflected his own motion. There could not be any

doubt of it, it was he himself; not the wan, sad, pitiful

Sigognac that had become almost ridiculous, so wretched

was he, but a young, elegant, splendid Sigognac, whose

old clothes, cast on the floor, resembled the dull gray

skins shed by caterpillars when, as butterflies with

wings of gold, cinnabar, and lapis-lazuli, they fly upwards

into the heavens. The unknown being who had been

imprisoned in that dilapidated casing, had suddenly

emerged from it and now shone resplendent under the

clear light streaming in through the window, like a
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statue which has just been unveiled in some public

function. Sigognac saw himself in the guise in which

he had occasionally beheld himself in his dreams, a

participant, as well as an onlooker, in an imaginary

scene occurring within his castle, rebuilt and decorated

by the clever architects of dream-land, to receive an

adored Infanta riding upon a white palfrey. A smile

of pride and triumph flitted for an instant like a purple-

flush upon his pale lips, and his youth, so long buried

beneath the weight of misfortune, showed up again

upon his improved features.

Blazius, standing by the toilet-table, was observing

his handiwork, drawing back in order to take it in

better, like a painter who has just given the last touch

to a picture with which he feels satisfied.

" If, as I hope, you make your way at Court and

regain your estates, you will have to give me the post

of superintendent of your wardrobe, and enable me to

retire from the stage," said he, mimicking the bow of

a suitor as he stood before the metamorphosed Baron.

u I take note of your request," answered Sigognac,

with a melancholy smile. "You are the first human

creature, Master Blazius, that ever has asked me for

anything."
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41 After dinner, which we are to have in private, we

are to call upon the Marquis for the purpose of show-

ing him a list of the plays we can perform, and to

learn from him in what part of the mansion we are to

set up our stage. You shall pass for the poet attached

to the company, for there are plenty wits in the prov-

inces who from time to time follow in Thalia's train

in hopes of winning the heart of some actress or other.

The Isabella is a pretty pretext, the more so that she

is clever, beautiful, and virtuous. Girls taking her

style of parts often play more naturally than the

empty-headed and frivolous public imagine."

Whereupon the Pedant, though not conceited, with-

drew to attend to his own toilet.

The handsome Leander, still thinking of the lady of

the castle, was adorning himself to the best of his

ability, in hopes of meeting at last with the impossible

intrigue he was constantly in search of, and that, ac-

cording to Scappino, had so far won him only disap-

pointments and thrashings. As for the actresses, to

whom the Marquis de Bruyeres had civilly sent pieces

of silk dress-stuff, so that they might, if needed, make

themselves gowns for their parts, it will easily be

believed that they made use of every means to which
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art has recourse in order to adorn nature, and that they

got themselves up to kill, so far as their meagre ward-

robes of strolling players allowed them to do so.

Every one being ready, the company repaired to the

dining-room, where the repast was served.

Naturally impatient, the Marquis joined the players

at table ere the meal was ended. He would not suffer

them to rise, and when the ewer and basin had been

passed round, he asked the Tyrant what plays they knew.

u All those of the late Hardy," replied the Tyrant,

in his cavernous voice : " c Pyramus,' by Theophile de

Viaux, ' Sylvia,' ' Chriseides,' 'Sylvanira,' ' Cardcnio's

Folly,' 4 The Faithless Confidant,' ' Phyllis of Scyra,'

1 Lygdamon,' ' The Deceiver Punished,' c The Widow,'

c The Ring of Forgetfulness,' and whatever has been

produced by the prettiest wits of the day."

" For some years past I have lived away from the

Court, and I am not familiar with the latest novelties,"

said the Marquis, modestly. " I should find it difficult

to judge between so many excellent plays, most of which

are unknown to me. I am of opinion that it will be

best to trust to your own judgment, which, backed

by both theory and practice, cannot be at fault."

u We have often performed a play," replied the
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Tyrant, " that might not perhaps stand being printed

and read, but which has always proved most successful

in exciting the hearty laughter of our best society by its

by-play, its comic repartees, its jokes, and horse-play."

11 Then do not look for any other," answered the

Marquis de Bruyeres. " And pray what is that blessed

masterpiece called ?

"

"'The Rodomontades of Captain Hector.'

'

:

" A capital title, by my faith ! Has the maid a good

part ?
" added the Marquis, flashing a glance at Zerbina.

" The daintiest and most roguish of parts, and she

plays it to perfection ; it is her greatest success. She

has always won triumphs in it, and without the aid of

a cabal or of paid applauders either."

At this managerial compliment, Zerbina believed it

her duty to blush slightly, difficult as it was to make

her brown cheeks redden ; modesty, that inward rouge,

was something she did not possess, and would have

been looked for in vain among the cosmetics upon her

dressing-table. She cast down her eyes, thus bringing

to notice her long dark lashes, and raised her hand as

if to protest against words she felt to be too flattering.

The gesture drew attention to a small and shapely,

if somewhat brown, hand, the little finger coquettishly
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apart from the others and the rosy nails shining like

agates, having been polished with powdered coral and

chamois leather.

Zerbina looked fetching just then. The feigned

modesty she affected gives spice to genuine deprava-

tion, and tickles libertines, even though they are not

duped by it, by the piquancy of the contrast. The

Marquis fixed upon the soubrette the hot glance of

the connoisseur, while he treated the other women

in the company with the mere vague civility of a well-

bred man who has made up his mind.

u He did not even inquire what sort of a part the

leading lady has," thought Serafina, with intense annoy-

ance. " It is outrageous, and that wealthy nobleman

strikes me as singularly devoid of discernment, polite-

ness, and good taste. He is unquestionably a man

of low inclinations. His life in the provinces has

spoiled him, and his habitual courting of scullion

wenches and herd-girls has wholly destroyed any

sense of delicacy he ever possessed."

These reflections did not conduce to make Serafina

look amiable. Her features were regular, but some-

what hard, and in order to attract required to be soft-

ened by the studied grace of her smiles and her fluttering
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eyelids. When contracted, as they were at that mo-

ment, they were harsh and grumpy. She was unques-

tionably more beautiful than Zerbina, but there was

something aggressive, haughty, and spiteful in her

expression. Even had love ventured, fancy would have

flown away terrified.

Consequently the Marquis withdrew without having

attempted the least flirtation with Serafina or Isabella,

the latter of whom, besides, he looked upon as on in-

timate terms with Sigognac. Before going out, he

said to the Tyrant :
—

" I have ordered the orangery to be cleared out for

you ; it is the largest hall in the house, and you can set

up your stage there. Trestles, boards, hangings, seats,

and whatever else is needed for an improvised per-

formance have been taken there. Pray oversee the

workmen, who are very inexpert in such matters ; work

them as a galley slave-driver works his gang ; they

will obey you as they would me."

One of the servants conducted the Tyrant, Blazius,

and Scappino to the orangery, for they it was who

usually looked after the ordering of these matters.

The hall was admirably adapted to a dramatic perfor-

mance, owing to its oblong shape, which allowed of the
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stage being set up at one of the ends, and of filling up

the vacant space with rows of arm-chairs, chairs, stools,

and benches, according to the rank of the spectators

and the honour it was desired to pay them. The walls

were painted with a green trellis-work upon a blue

ground, and represented a rustic architecture, with pil-

lars, arcades, niches, domes, and low vaulting, all in

excellent perspective and wreathed round with light

foliage and flowers for the purpose of breaking the

monotony of the lozenges and the straight lines. The

partially arched ceiling represented the sky veined with

a few white clouds and spotted with brightly-coloured

birds. The whole formed a decoration entirely appro-

priate to the novel use about to be made of the place.

At one end of the hall a slightly sloping flooring was

laid upon trestles, and wooden uprights, intended to

support the wings, were set up on either side. Great

curtains of tapestry, running upon cords tightly stretched,

were to act as a curtain and to be gathered in to right

and left on opening like the folds of a proscenium cur-

tain. The frie7.e was formed of a strip of stuff cut in

vandykes, like the trimming of a bed-tester, and com-

pleted the framing in of the stage.

While the stage is being constructed, it may be well
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to say something of the inhabitants of the castle. I

have forgotten to state that the Marquis de Bruyeres

was married, but I may be forgiven for this, seeing

how little he remembered the fact himself. Love, it

need hardly be said, had not made the match, which

had been brought about because the two contracting

parties were equally noble and equally possessed of

landed property. After a very brief honeymoon, the

Marquis and the Marchioness, like well-bred people who

felt uncommonly little drawn to each other, had not

foolishly striven to attain impossible happiness. By

common unspoken consent, they gave up the idea, and

lived apart, though under the same roof, in the most

courteous way imaginable and enjoying the utmost free-

dom compatible with decorum. It must not be inferred

from this that the Marchioness de Bruyeres was either

plain or disagreeable ; such was not the case, and though

a husband may see nothing to admire, a lover may find

much to delight, for love is blind, if marriage is very

clear-sighted. Besides, I shall introduce my reader to

the Marchioness in person, so that he may judge of her

merits for himself.

The Marchioness had her own apartments, into

which the Marquis never entered without having him-
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self announced. The bedroom was very large, high-

ceiled, and sumptuously decorated. The walls were

covered with Flanders tapestries, rich, soft, and warm

in tone, representing the adventures of Apollo. Cur-

tains of crimson Indian damask fell in heavy folds

adown the windows and when traversed by the bright

beams of light had the purple transparency of rubies.

The bedstead was upholstered with the same material,

the breadths of which, marked by galloons, formed

sharply broken folds that shimmered in the light. The

tester was furnished with a lambrequin like that on the

dais, and at the four corners rose great plumes of car-

nation-coloured feathers. The chimney-piece projected

considerably into the room and rose to the ceiling, show-

ing quite plainly, though hung with arras. A tall Ven-

ice mirror in a rich crystal frame, the facets and bevels

of which sparkled with prismatic light, leaned down-

wards from the moulding as if to greet those who

approached it. On the andirons, formed of superim-

posed bulbous forms topped bv a huge ball of polished

metal, blazed and crackled two or three logs that might

well have done service as Yule-logs, but the heat they

gave out was by no means superfluous at that season

and in view of the size of the apartment.
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Two cabinets of quaint design, with small pillars of

lapis-lazuli and inlaying of ornamental stones, with

secret drawers into which the Marquis would not have

pried even had he known how to open them, were

placed symmetrically on either side of a dressing-table

in front of which Madame de Bruyeres was seated in

one of those armchairs peculiar to the time of Louis

XIII., the back of which, at the height of the shoulders,

is formed of an upholstered board trimmed with fringe.

Behind the Marchioness stood a couple of tiring-

maids, offering her, the one a paper of pins, the other a

box of patches.

Her ladyship, although she owned to being twenty-

eight years of age, might well be over thirty ; but how

much over no one, not even the Marchioness herself,

could have told, so ingeniously had she muddled up her

chronology. Historians most expert in settling dates

would have turned gray in the attempt to get at her

true age.

She was a brunette whose complexion had been

improved by the plumpness that comes after maiden-

hood. The olive tones of the thin girl face, that she

had been wont to rectify with pearl white and powdered

talc, had been replaced by a mat whiteness, somewhat
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sickly in the daylight, but dazzling by candlelight.

The oval form of her face had filled out without losing

anything of its noble contours ; her chin melted into

her neck by a plump and still graceful curve. Though

somewhat too aquiline for feminine beauty, her nose

was fine and separated two prominent light-brown

eyes, which acquired an air of wonderment through

the eyebrows being rather far above the eyes them-

selves.

Her long black hair had just been dressed by her

maid, who must have had a difficult task to perform, if

one might judge by the number of curl-papers scattered

on the carpet round the dressing-table. A row of

small ringlets in the form of love-locks, framed

in her face and were crimped at the roots of a mass of

hair brushed back to the chignon, while two large ban-

deaus, lightened up, fluffed out, and crimped with swift,

sharp touches of the comb, purred out on either side her

cheeks that they rendered more graceful. A bow of

ribbon trimmed with jet set off the thick coil twisted on

the back of her neck. The Marchioness' hair was one

of her chief charms, and was so abundant that it might

be dressed in any fashion without recourse to switches

and wigs, and her ladyship therefore was always ready
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to receive visitors of either sex while she was in the

hands of her tiring-women.

The nape of the neck led the glance down a full,

swelling contour to uncommonly white and plump

shoulders, left bare by the low-cut bodice, and made

the more attractive by two alluring dimples in their

plumpness. The bosom, compressed by the whalebone

waist, tended to press together the two half-globes

which poetic flatterers, writers of madrigals and sonnets,

insist on calling the hostile brothers, although they are

but too frequently reconciled, differing in this respect

from the brothers in the Thebaid.

A black silk cord, on which was strung a ruby heart

and from which depended a small cross of precious

stones, was passed round her ladyship's neck, as if

with the intention of combating the pagan sensuality

excited by the display of her well-exposed charms,

and to forbid profane desires from approaching the

bosom but ill defended by the slight protection of

the lace.

Over a white satin underskirt Madame de Bruyeres

wore an overskirt of dark garnet silk, trimmed with

black ribbons and quilted with jet, with wristlets or

cuffs like the gauntlets of men-at-arms.
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Jane, one of the Marchioness' women, handed her

the box of patches, the final touch of the toilet that no

lady of fashion at that time would have dispensed with.

Madame de Bruyeres put one near, the corner of her

mouth and then spent much time wondering where she

would place the other, called " the heart-breaker," be-

cause even the most resolutely cold cannot defend them-

selves from its allurements. The maids, apparently

perceiving the seriousness of the situation, remained mo-

tionless and repressed their breathing in order not to in-

terrupt the coquettish reflections of their mistress. At

last the wavering finger stopped, and a patch of taffeta,

a dark star upon a heaven of whiteness, marked like a

birthmark the curve of the left breast. It was a way

of saying in amorous hieroglyphs that the road to the

lips was through the heart.

Satisfied with her appearance, the Marchioness rose

and moved out into the room after casting a last glance

at the Venice mirror sloping over the dressing-table.

But she turned at once, perceiving she lacked some-

thing, went back to the table, and drew from a casket a

large watch, a Nuremberg egg, as it was called at that

time, richly enamelled in diverse colours, enriched with

brilliants and hung on a chain with a hook by means
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of which she fastened it to her girdle near a little hand-

mirror set in a silver-gilt frame.

" Your ladyship is looking particularly well to-day,"

said Jane, in a caressing tone. " Your ladyship's hair

is dressed to great advantage, and the gown is most be-

coming."

u Do you think so ? " returned the Marchioness,

drawling out her words with absent-minded noncha-

lance. " It seems to me, on the contrary, that I am

looking my worst. My eyes are sunken, and the shade

of my dress makes me look stout. Suppose I were to

put on black ? What think you, Jane ? Black, you

know, makes one seem thinner."

" If your ladyship wishes it, I can dress your lady-

ship in the blackbird's tail taffeta gown or in the plum-

bloom one ; it will not take me a minute, but I should

be afraid of spoiling a costume that becomes your lady-

ship so well."

" Well, it shall be your fault, Jane, if I put Love to

flight and do not gather in this evening my harvest of

hearts. Has the Marquis invited many guests to see

this play ?
"

" A number of messengers have gone off on horse-

back in different directions. There is sure to be a
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numerous company

; people will come from all the

seats in the neighbourhood, for there are so few oppor-

tunities of enjoyment in this part of the country."

" That is true," said the Marchioness, with a sigh.

" We have to put up with a dreadful dearth of pleas-

ures. And what about the actors themselves, Jane ?

Have you seen them ? Are any of them young, hand-

some, and of gallant bearing ?
"

" I can scarcely tell your ladyship, for these people

have masks rather than faces ; powder, rouge, and wigs

make them look well on the stage and jrive them a

totally different appearance. Yet it struck me that

there was one who did not look too ragged and who

assumes the air of a cavalier. He has fine teeth and a

handsome leg."

" He must be the leading lover, Jane," returned the

Marchioness. " They always select for that part the

handsomest fellow in the company, for it would never

do for a knock-kneed man with a turned-up nose to

talk sentiment and fall on his knees to declare his

love."

"Yes, indeed, it would be very unseemly," said the

maid, laughing. " A husband need not be much to look

at, but lovers have to be perfection itself."
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" That is why I am fond of those stage gallants, who

use flowery language, who are expert in dwelling on fine

sentiments, who swoon at the feet of a hard-hearted

mistress, who call Heaven to witness, curse fate, draw

their sword to thrust themselves through, who breathe

fire and flames like volcanoes of love, and say things that

cause the severest virtue to fall into ecstasy. Their

speeches are a delight to my heart, and at times I think

they are addressed to me. Often, indeed, the lady's

refusals irritate me, and I scold her inwardly for making

so true a lover pine and languish the way she does."

" That is because your ladyship is so kind-hearted,"

returned the maid, " and hates to see people suffer.

For my part, I am of a more cruel disposition, and it

would please me greatly to see a man die of love for

me. Fine talk has never yet had any effect upon me."

" You are practical, Jane, and your mind is some-

what gross. You do not, as I do, read novels and

plays. Did you not say just now that the leading lover

in this company is a handsome fellow ?
"

" Your ladyship can judge for herself," said the maid,

who was standing by the window, " for he is even

now crossing the court, no doubt on his way to the

orangery, where the stage is being set up."
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The Marchioness drew near the window, and saw

the Leander walking slowly, sunk in thought, like a man

a prey to an all-consuming passion. In order to be

ready for any chance that might occur, he affected an

air of unrequited passion that ever awakens the interest

of the sex, which so readily divines that there is a heart

to be comforted. As he came by the balcony, he

looked up in a particular way so as to make his eyes

shine, looked long, sadly, and despairingly at the window,

as though the victim of hopeless love, though he took

care to express at the same time the liveliest and most

respectful admiration. On perceiving the Marchioness,

who was pressing her face against the pane, he took off

his hat, swept the ground with the feather, and made

one of those deep bows such as one makes to queens

and to divinities, and that mark the distance that exists

between the Empyrean and nothingness. Then he put

on his hat again with a most graceful gesture, resuming

with a proud air his arrogant cavalier mien that for an

instant he had laid at the feet of the fair. It was done

in clean, sharp, admirable fashion. A genuine noble-

man, used to the ways of the world and a frequenter

of courts, could not have hit more happily on just the

right touch.
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Flattered by this salute, at once discreet and sub-

missive, which paid so well the deference due to her

rank, Madame de Bruyeres could not refrain from re-

plying to it by a slight inclination of the head accom-

panied by a faint smile.

These favourable signs were not lost on the Lcander,

and his native conceit forthwith exaggerated their im-

portance. He did not for a moment doubt that the

Marchioness had fallen in love with him, and his ex-

travagant imagination straightway set to work to build

up a whole romance on this slight basis. He was at

last about to realise the dream of his life, to have a love

intrigue with a real lady of the world, in an almost

princely mansion, he, a poor country actor, full of talent

assuredly, but who had never yet played before the Court.

Pilled with these fancies, he was overwhelmed with de-

light j his bosom swelled, his heart beat high, and as soon

as the rehearsal was over, he returned to his room to

indite a note in the most hyperbolical style, which he in-

tended to get to the Marchioness in some way or other.

As every member of the company already knew his

or her part, the performance of " The Rodomontades

of Captain Hector" began as soon as the Marquis's

guests had arrived.
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The orangery, transformed into a theatre, looked

very attractive. Clusters of wax tapers, fixed to the

walls by brackets and plates, shed a soft light that

enabled the dresses of the ladies to be properly seen,

without, at the same time, interfering with the scenic

effect. At the back of the spectators had been placed,

on boards arranged in the form of steps, the orange-

trees, the flowers and foliage of which, warmed by the

pleasant temperature of the hall, gave out the most

suave of scents that mingled with the perfumes of musk,

benzoin, amber, and iris.

In the front row, close to the stage, in great arm-

chairs, sat in radiant beauty Yolande de Foix, the

Duchess of Montalban, the Baroness of Hagemeau, the

Marchioness de Bruyeres, and other ladies of quality, in

toilets so rich and elegant that it was plain not one of

them meant to be surpassed by any of the others.

There was a wealth of velvet, satin, gold and silver

stuffs, lace, guipure, gold and silver embroidery, diamond

drops, pearl necklaces, aigrettes, pendants of gems that

sparkled in the light and cast dazzling beams, to say

nothing of the still more brilliant flashes of the lovely

eyes of the women. Even at Court it would have been

impossible to see a more splendid gathering.
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If Yolande de Foix had not been present, there were

a number of mortal deities who would have caused a

Paris charged with awarding the golden apple to hesi-

tate, but her presence rendered any rivalry impossible.

Yet she did not resemble indulgent Venus so much as

merciless Diana. The young lady was cruelly beau-

tiful, implacably graceful, despairingly perfect. Her

long delicate face seemed to be of agate or onyx rather

than of flesh, so pure, ideal, and noble were her features.

Her exquisitely turned neck, as flexible as a swan's,

was joined by a pure contour to shoulders still some-

what thin and to a youthful bosom, white as snow,

which did not heave responsive to the beating of her

heart. Her lips, shaped like the goddess's bow, flashed

mockery even when she remained silent, and the glance

of her cold blue eye disconcerted the coolest attacks.

Nevertheless she was irresistibly attractive; her whole

person, so insolently splendid, provoked desire to im-

possibilities. No man could see Yolande without fall-

ing in love with her, but few ventured to caress the

dream of being loved in return.

How was she dressed ? It would take a cooler mind

than mine to answer the question ! Her garments

floated around her like a luminous mist in which she
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alone was discernible, but I believe she had strings of

pearls in her hair that mingled with the golden curls

shining like an aureole.

Behind the ladies were seated, on stools and benches,

the noblemen and gentlemen who were the fathers, hus-

bands, or brothers of these beauties. Some bent grace-

fully over the backs of the arm-chairs and whispered

compliments into willing ears ; others were fanning

themselves with the plumes of their beavers, and others

again, standing up, one hand on the hip, and in an

attitude calculated to show off their fine figure, were

casting a self-satisfied look over the company. A hum

of conversation hovered over all like a light mist, and

the spectators were just growing impatient when three

blows solemnly struck sounded in the hall and at once

secured silence.

The curtains parted slowly, and revealed the stage

set to represent a public square, an undefined sort of

place, convenient for the intrigues and the encounters

of primitive comedy. It was a carfax, with houses

with pointed gables, projecting stories, small windows

set in lead, and chimneys from which naively rose cork-

screws of smoke that ascended to melt into the clouds

of a sky that careful dusting had failed to make as
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bright as it had originally been. One of the houses

standing at the corner of two streets that made des-

perate efforts to produce an effect of perspective by

driving through the canvas, was furnished with a

practicable door and window. The two side-scenes,

connected bv flies representing the sky and spotted in

many a place with oil, were similarly furnished, one

of them having, in addition, a balcony that could be

ascended by means of a ladder concealed from the

spectators, an arrangement that lent itself well to con-

versations and escalades and elopements after the Spanish

fashion. As may be seen, the stage of the little com-

pany was well stocked, considering the period. It is

true that the painting of the scenery would have struck

a connoisseur as somewhat rough and rudimentary;

the tiles on the roofs drew the eye by their crude red

tones ; the foliage of the trees planted in front of the

houses was of the most vivid verdigris, and the blue

of the sky was of the most impossible azure, but the

general effect was that of a public square, if only the

spectators were good-natured enough to see it.

A row of twenty-four carefully snuffed candles cast

a strong light upon the scenery, that was quite unused

to such a brilliant illumination, and the splendour of it
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was greeted with a murmur of satisfaction by the

audience.

The play opened with a quarrel between the worthy

townsman Pandolfo and his daughter Isabella, who,

because she had fallen in love with a fair-haired

younker, obstinately refused to wed Captain Hector,

with whom her father was infatuated. Zcrbina, her

maid, in the pay of Leander, stood by her through

thick and thin, the impudent minx, quick at repartee,

replying to the insults Pandolfo hurled at her with un-

ceasing jeers and nonsense, and advising him to wed

the hectoring captain himself since he was so fond of

him. But as far as she was concerned, she would

never suffer her young mistress to become the spouse of

a dotard fit only to be slapped and set up in a vineyard

to serve as a scarecrow. Whereat the old gentleman,

exploding with rage, and wishing to talk to Isabella in

private, tried to drive Zerbina home, but she would

swing round as the old fellow pushed her and remain

just where she was before, and this with such an easy

swing of the waist, so naughty a twist of the hips, so

coquettish a switching of her skirts, that a professional

ballet-dancer could not have improved upon it. At

every new attempt on the part of Pandolfo to get rid
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of her, she laughed out, apparently caring little that her

mouth was large, and exhibited her pearl-like teeth,

more dazzling than ever in the light, in a way to make

even Heraclitus himself laugh. Her eyes, made

brighter by a touch of powder under the lids, sparkled

like diamonds; her lips were rouged, and her brand-

new skirts, made out of the taffeta presented to her by

the Marquis, shimmered and gleamed where they fell

in folds and seemed to scatter sparks around.

The whole company applauded her performance, and

the Marquis de Bruyeres said to himself that he had

not erred in picking out this pearl among soubrettes.

A new character now appeared, looking to right and

left as if fearing to be surprised. It was Leander, the

terror of fathers, husbands, guardians, the beloved of

wives, daughters, and wards ; the lover, in a word ; the

man dreamed of, expected, and looked for, who is to

fulfil the promises of the ideal, realise the fancies of

the poet, the plavwright, and the novelist ; who is to

prove to be youth, love, and happiness; who suffers

from none of the disadvantages of humanity, who is

never hungry, thirsty, hot, cold, afraid, tired, or ill, but

ever ready, night and dav, to sigh, to murmur declara-

tions of love, to win over duennas, to bribe maids,
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to climb ladders, to draw when surprised or meeting

a rival, and, in addition, who is always clean-shaven,

dainty in his dress and a wearer of fine linen, with side-

long glance and heart in the shape of Cupid's bow.

Perceiving Pandolfo where he had expected to meet

Isabella only, Leander stopped and assumed an attitude

he had carefully rehearsed in front of his mirror, well

aware that it brought out to great advantage the fine

points of his figure. The weight of his body resting

upon his left leg, his right slightly bent, one hand on

the hilt of his sword, the other used to caress his chin

so as to show ofFthe famous diamond solitaire ring, his

glance laden with fire and languor, his lips parted by a

faint smile that allowed his teeth to show, he looked

really very well. His costume, renovated with fresh

ribbons, his dazzlingly white linen puffing out between

his doublet and his trunk-hose, his narrow, high-heeled

shoes, adorned with a big rosette, contributed to give

him the mien of a thorough cavalier.

Consequently he at once won the ladies, and the

mocking Yolande herself did not think him ridiculous.

Turning to account his mute by-play, Leander flashed

across the foot-lights a seductive glance that he let fall

upon the Marchioness with so passionate and beseech-
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ing an expression that she blushed in spite of herself,

then he turned it upon Isabella, carelessly and lacking

lustre, as if to emphasise the difference between real

love and the mere imitation of it.

The sight of Leander turned Pandolfo's wrath to

exasperation. He dismissed his daughter and Zerbina

to their lodging, not quickly enough, however, to pre-

vent the latter slipping into her pocket a note addressed

to Isabella, in which the lover asked for a meeting at

night. The young gentleman, left alone with Pan-

dolfo, assured him in the politest fashion that his

intentions were strictly honourable, that he aimed at

forming the most sacred of connections ; that he was

well born, well thought of by the great, and in good

standing at Court. Further, that nothing, not even

death itself, could part him from Isabella, whom he

loved more than his life, words which the young lady,

bending over the balcony and making signs of ac-

quiescence, drank in with delight. Notwithstanding

Leander's mellifluous eloquence, Pandolfo, with obsti-

nate senile infatuation, swore by all that was holy that

Captain Hector should be his son-in-law, or his daugh-

ter should go into a convent. And off" he went to

fetch the notary to draw up the settlements.
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Pandolfo gone, Leander begged his beauty, who was

still at the window, for the old gentleman had locked

her in, to consent, in order to avoid such a catastrophe,

to his carrying her off and taking her to a hermit of

his acquaintance who did not in the least object to

marry young people the course of whose true love

was crossed by the tyrannical will of their parents.

Whereto the young lady modestly returned, while

avowing that she was not insensible to Leander's

passion, that respect was due to one's parents, and

that perhaps the hermit he spoke of was not fully

qualified to marry people properly, but she did promise

to resist to the best of her ability and to enter a

convent rather than put her own hand in Captain

Hector's big paw.

Then the lover withdrew to put matters in train,

with the help of his valet, a cunning rascal, as full of

tricks and stratagems as the late Ulysses. He was to

return in the evening to report to his lady-love what

success he had met with.

Isabella closed her window, and Captain Hector made

his entry with characteristic timeliness. His appear-

ance, which was expected, was very effective, for the

most morose were moved to laughter by this personage.
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Although there was no earthly reason for his indulg-

ing in such frantic gestures, the Swashbuckler, stretch-

ing his long legs like a pair of dividers and striding

along with six-foot paces, marched down to the foot-

lights and planted himself there in a swaggering, inso-

lent, and provocative attitude as though he challenged

the whole company to mortal combat. He twisted his

mustache, rolled his big eyes, breathed hard through

his nose, and swelled out his chest just as if he were

choking with wrath at an insult that could be atoned

for only by the annihilation of all mankind.

He had drawn from the bottom of his trunk for

this great occasion, a costume, almost new, which he

wore on great days only, and the comical quaintness

and grotesquely Spanish eccentricity of which were

brought out by his skinny figure. It consisted of a

doublet that flared out like a corselet, and that was

striped diagonally red and yellow, the stripes converging

in a row of buttons arranged like overset chevrons. The

point of the doublet reached low down the stomach ;

round the edges and upon the shoulders were round

pads of the same colours ; stripes, like those on the

doublet, wound round the sleeves and trunk-hose,

making his legs and thighs look for all the world like
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an onion roll. If a cock were dressed up in red

stockings it would give a very good idea of the

Swashbuckler's legs. Huge yellow rosettes spread out

on his red slashed shoes like big cabbages ; garters,

with hanging ends, were fastened above the knee

round his legs as straight as a heron's. A ruff mounted

on cardboard, the starched folds of which formed

a series of figures of eight, held his neck rigid and

compelled him to hold his chin well up, a posture well

suited to the impertinence of his part. His head-dress

consisted of a sort of beaver of the Henry IV pattern,

with one side of the brim turned up and adorned with

a crest of red and white feathers. A cloak, the edges

of which were cut like the wattles of a crayfish, and

which reproduced the colours of the rest of the cos-

tume, flew out behind him, cocked up in burlesque

fashion by the end of his immense rapier, the heavy

shell-guard of which caused the point to stick up.

From the end of this long thrusting sword, on which

ten Moors might have been skewered, hung an orna-

ment delicately worked in exceedingly fine brass wire,

representing a cobweb, and testifying irrefutably to the

very infrequent use Captain Hector made of his re-

doubtable weapon. Such of the spectators as were
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gifted with stronger sight were able to make out the

little metal insect hanging at the end of its thread in

the most assured peace, as though certain of not being

disturbed.

Captain Hector, followed by his valet, Scappino, the

health of whose eyes was constantly threatened by the

end of the rapier, strode two or three times up and

down the stage, stamping his heels, pulling his beaver

down over his eyes and indulging in endless absurd

pantomime that made the spectators roar with laughter.

At last he stopped, and attitudinising in front of the

footlights, began a speech full of brag, exaggeration, and

rodomontade, somewhat as follows, and in which a

scholar would have found evidence that the author of

the play had read Plautus' "Miles gloriosus," the an-

cestor of the whole line of braggart swashbucklers.

a To-day, Scappino, I consent to let my slayer rest

in its sheath for a short time, and to leave to physicians

the task of filling the graveyards, of which I am the

great purveyor. When a man has dethroned the Sophi

of Persia, dragged Armorabaraquin from his camp by

the beard, and with the other hand slain ten thousand

infidel Turks, kicked down the ramparts of a hundred

fortresses, defied Fate, flayed Chance alive, burned
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Misfortune, plucked like a gosling Jove's eagle on his

refusing to meet me on the field when I summoned

him, for he dreads me more than the Titans, struck

fire with thunderbolts, torn heaven open with the

curled up end of his mustache, he may surely permit

himself to indulge in a little recreation and sportive-

ness. Besides, the submissive universe no longer resists

my courage, and Atropos has sent me word that her

shears having become blunted by dint of cutting the

thread of the lives garnered in by my bilbo, she has

been compelled to send them to the knife-grinder's.

Therefore, Scappino, I must e'en restrain my valour,

and grant a truce to duels, wars, devastations, sacking

of towns, hand-to-hand fights with giants, and slaugh-

ters of monsters after the manner of Theseus and

Hercules, the ordinary occupations of the ferocity of

my undaunted bravery. I am resting ; Death may

take breath ! But how does Sir Mars, a mere nobody

in comparison of me, spend his holidays and vacations ?

In the plump white arms of Lady Venus, who, like a

wise goddess, prefers warriors to all other men, and

feels the utmost contempt for her lame cuckold hus-

band. That is why I have been kind enough to con-

descend to become more tractable, and perceiving that
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Cupid dared not venture to let fly one of his gold-tipped

shafts at a dare-devil like me, I encouraged him with a

nod. Further, in order that his arrow might strike at

my bold lion heart, I put off the coat of mail made out

of the rings given me by my illustrious paramours, the

goddesses, empresses, queens, infantas, princesses, and

great ladies of every land, and the magical temper of

which protects me in my maddest temerity."

" That means," said the valet, who had listened to

this fiery tirade with an air of extreme disturbance of

mind, " so far as my poor intellect can follow eloquence

so admirable for its rhetoric, and so adorned with suit-

able expressions and with Oriental metaphors, that

your most valiant lordship's fancy has been caught by

some young bud in this town ; in other words, that

you are in love just like an ordinary mortal."

" Truly," replied Captain Hector, with superbly non-

chalant good temper, " you have hit the nail on the

head, and for a valet you are not too much of a fool.

Yes, I have yielded to the infirmity of love, but fear

not that it will diminish my courage; that is all very

well for Samson, who allowed himself to be shorn, and

for Hercules who span. Delilah would never have

dared to touch my hair, and I should have used
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Omphale as a bootjack : at the least sign of refusal, I

should have made her clean the skin of the Nemean

lion on a table like a Spanish cape. In the course of

my leisure time the thought, a humiliating one to a

brave heart, occurred to me that while it is true that I

have conquered the human race, I have overcome but

one-half of it. Women, thanks to their feebleness,

escape me. It would not be seemly to hack oft' their

heads, to lop off" their legs and arms, to cut them down

to the waist, as is my custom with my masculine foes ;

such martial brutality is repugnant to a well-bred man.

The conquest of their hearts, the surrender at discretion

of their souls, the spoiling of their virtue, satisfy me.

Yet, while it is true that those who have yielded to me

are more in number than the sands of the sea and the

stars in heaven, that I drag round with me four coffers

filled with love-letters, amorous epistles and messages,

that I sleep upon a mattress stuffed with nut-brown,

black, golden, and auburn locks which the most modest

of women have bestowed upon me; that Juno herself

made advances to me that I would none of because her

immortality was somewhat over ripe for me, even

though she renews her virginity every year in the Ca-

nathian spring,— yet, I say, I count all these victories
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defeats, for I will not have a laurel wreath in which a

single leaf is wanting ; it would dishonour my brow.

The lovely Isabella dares to resist me, and although au-

dacity is always welcomed by me, I cannot bear with this

impertinence on her part. I mean, therefore, that she

shall herself, dishevelled and praying for pardon and

mercy, on her bended knees, bring me the golden keys

of her heart upon a silver salver. Go and summon that

strong place to surrender. I grant three minutes for

reflection ; during that interval the hour-glass shall

tremble in the hands of terrified Time."

Whereupon Captain Hector assumed an extrava-

gantly angular attitude, that was made all the more

ridiculous by his uncommon emaciation.

But the window did not open in response to the

sarcastic summons of the valet. Confiding in the

strength of the walls, and not afraid of a breach being

made, the garrison, composed of Isabella and Zer-

bina, gave no sign of life. The Swashbuckler, whom

nothing could surprise, was nevertheless amazed at this

silence.

" Blood and wounds ! Heavens and earth ! Thun-

derbolts and gunshots !
" roared he, his mustache brist-

ling like the whiskers of an angry cat. " The hussies
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keep as still as dead goats. Let them hoist the flag

and sound a parley, or with a snap of my fingers I bring

the house down about their ears ! It will serve that

cruel girl right if she is crushed under its ruins. Scap-

pino, my friend, how do you account for so Hyrcanian

and savage a defence against my charms, which, as

every one knows, are unrivalled on this terraqueous

globe as well as in Olympus, the dwelling of the gods ?

"

" I account for it quite readily. There is a certain

Leander, not so handsome as you, no doubt, but then

every one is not endowed with good taste, who has

managed to make friends with the garrison. You are

attacking a fortress that has already surrendered to

another victor; you have won over the father, and

Leander has won the daughter ; that is the whole thing

in a nutshell."

" Leander, did you say ? Do not repeat his execra-

ble and execrated name, lest in mad fury I bring down

the sun, put out the moon, and catching hold of this

world of ours by the end of the axle, shake it in such

fashion as to bring about another diluvial cataclysm

like that which Noah and Ogyges witnessed. To pay

court to Isabella, the lady of my dreams, and that to

my very face ! The damnable coxcomb ! The gal-
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lows bird ! The unmitigated rascal ! Where is he,

that I may slash his face for him, spit him on my rapier,

run him through, pink him in every part of his body,

tear him to pieces, disembowel him, trample upon him,

cast him on a burning pile, and scatter his ashes to the

four winds of heaven ! If he only dared to show his

face while I am in this paroxysm of fury, the mere

thunder of my nostrils would suffice to propel him

beyond the spheres into the region of elemental fires

;

I should hurl him to such a height that he could never

again fall upon this earth ! Poaching on my own pre-

serves ! I shudder at the thought of the calamities and

disasters such audacity must entail for the unhappy race

of men, for I could not punish so black a crime as it

deserves without shattering the planet at a stroke

!

Leander the rival of Captain Hector ! By Mahomet

and Tervagant ! Speech draws back terrified and

refuses to express such enormity. Words will not

come together ; they howl and shriek when caught hold

of by the collar to put them in line, for they know they

would have to answer to me for indulging in such

license. From this time forth and for evermore, Lean-

der— forgive me, O my tongue, for causing thee to

utter that infamous name !— may consider himself a
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dead man, and the best thing he can do is to go and

order his tombstone, provided I am magnanimous

enough to allow him Christian burial !

"

" By the blood of Diana !
" said the valet, " you have

the devil's own luck, for here comes Master Leander

stepping daintily across the square. How gloriously

you will now take him to task, and what a splendid

sight will be the meeting of two such brave men, for I

will not conceal from you that the young gentleman is

considered by the fencing masters in this town to be a

pretty good hand with the rapier. Draw, and for my

part I shall stand guard while you are fighting, so that

you may not be disturbed by the watch."

" The flashing of our swords will suffice to drive it

away ; the fools would not venture to penetrate into the

circle of flames and blood. Keep close to me, good

Scappino, so that if by chance I should be grievously

wounded by a sore thrust, you may be at hand to catch

me in your arms," answered the Swashbuckler, who

greatly enjoyed being interrupted in a duel.

" Plant yourself bravely before him," returned the

valet, pushing his master forward, " and bar his way."

Perceiving that there was no other way out of it, the

Swashbuckler pulled his beaver well down on his eyes,
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curled up his mustache, put his hand on the hilt of

his mighty rapier, and approached Leander, whom he

looked at from head to foot in his most insolent manner
;

but it was plainly all brag on his part, for his teeth

chattered audibly and his spindle shanks were swaying

and quivering like reeds in the blast. His last remain-

ing hope was that he might intimidate Leander by vocal

outbursts, threats, and rodomontades, for hares are not

infrequently concealed under lions' skins.

" Sir, are you aware that I am Captain Hector, of

the famous house of Cuerno de Cornazan, and allied to

the no less illustrious family of Escobombardon de la

Papirontonda? And that I am descended from Antaeus

on the female side ?
"

" You may descend from the moon if you like," an-

swered the Leander, with a disdainful shrug of the shoul-

ders. " I care not a stiver for all your foolery."

"Thunder and lightning ! you will have to care for

it anon ; so while it is still time, get out of this, and I

spare your life. I have pity on your youth. Consider

me well ; I am the Terror of the Universe, the Friend

of Death, the Providence of grave-diggers. Wherever I

pass spring up mortuary crosses. Scarcely does my

shadow venture to follow me, so perilous are the places
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wherein I lead it. When I enter a place, it is through

the breach ; when I go out, it is through an arch

of triumph; if I advance, it is in order to lunge;

if I draw back, it is to take ground ; when I lay down,

it is my adversary, upon his death-bed ; the streams I

cross are streams of blood, and the bridges that span

them are built of the bones of my foes. I plunge with

delight into the melee, killing, hacking, slaughtering,

cutting and thrusting, lunging and piercing. I toss

horses and horsemen into the air, and break the bones

of elephants as if they were but straw. In storming

cities, I escalade the walls with the help of a couple of

stilettoes, and plunge my arm into the barrels of the

cannons from which I extract the balls. The mere

wind of my sword overthrows battalions like sheaves

of wheat upon the threshing-floor. When Mars meets

me on the battlefield, he flees, lest I should strike him

down, great god of war though he is ; in a word, so

wondrous is my valour and so tremendous the terror I

inspire that until now, I, the Apothecary of Death,

have never seen anything but the backs of the bravest

men."

" Well, you shall now see the face of one of them,"

returned Leander, as he smote the Swashbuckler so
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mighty a box on the ear that the burlesque echo of it

resounded throughout the hall. The poor devil was

fairly swung round by the force of the blow, and was

nearly falling when a second box, this time on the other

ear, made him recover his equilibrium.

While this scene was going on, Isabella and Zerbina

had reappeared on the balcony ; the roguish maid was

holding her sides with laughter, and her mistress nodded

in friendly fashion to Leander. From the end of the

square came Pandolfo, accompanied by the notary, who

with eyes like saucers and hands outspread in surprise,

watched Leander thrashing Captain Hector.

" By the scales of the crocodile and the horns of the

rhinoceros !
" howled the boaster, " your grave is yawn-

ing wide, you rapscallion, you ruffian, you caitiff; and

I shall hurl you into it. Better would it have been for

you to pull the whiskers of tigers and the tails of snakes

in the Indian jungle! To dare to tease Hector!

Why, Pluto himself, armed with his pitchfork, would

not be so venturesome. If he were, I should cast him

down from the throne of Hell and usurp Proserpina.

Come, man-slaying sword of mine, flash out, and bury

thy thunderbolt self in the bowels of this hothead. I

thirst for his blood, I hunger for his marrow, for his
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heart and his liver, and I shall drag his soul out from

between his teeth."

While thus shouting, the Swashbuckler, with swelling

muscles, rolling eyes, and clickings of the tongue, seemed

to be making prodigious efforts to draw his unwilling

sword from its sheath. He panted with the exertion,

but the prudent thunderbolt man-slayer proposed to stay

where it was on this occasion, no doubt in order to

avoid dimming its polished steel by contact with the

damp air.

Tired of watching the Swashbuckler's grotesque con-

tortions, the lover bestowed upon the braggart a kick

so hearty that it sent his rival flying to the other end

of the stage, and then, with an exquisitely graceful bow

to Isabella, he withdrew.

Captain Hector, having fallen upon his back, was

kicking his thin legs about like a grasshopper that has

been upset. When, with the assistance of Pandolfo

and his valet, he had at last been set upon his feet,

and had made certain that Leander was really gone, he

burst out, panting and breathing hard as if suffocated

by anger :

—

" I pray thee, Scappino, bind me round with iron

bands; I am bursting with fury, I shall explode like a

vol. i — 1

6
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bombshell ! And as for thee, perfidious blade, that

playest thy master false in the deadliest crisis, is this

how thou rewardest me for imbuing thee constantly with

the blood of the haughtiest warriors and the most val-

iant duellists ? I know not why I do not break thee in

a thousand pieces across my knee, for thy cowardice, thy

falseness, and thy felony ! But no doubt thou desiredst

to make me understand that a true soldier's place is on

the breach, and that he must not dally within the Capua

of love. And it is too true that this whole week I have

defeated no army, slain no monster, fought no dragon,

that I have failed to provide Death with its supply of

bodies, and therefore it is my sword has rusted ; rusted

with shame, stuck through lack of service ! That cox-

comb has insulted me under the very eyes of my love
;

insulted me, jeered at me, challenged me ! It is a

lesson, a profound one ; the very teaching of philoso-

phy ; a moral apologue. Henceforth I slay two or

three men before breakfast, to make sure that my rapier

shall draw easily. Be sure to remind me of it."

" Leander might return," said Scappino. " Suppose

we were to try together to draw your redoubtable weapon

from its sheath."

Forthwith the Swashbuckler braced himself against a
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stone, and Scappino took hold of the shell hilt, Pandolfo

hanging on to the valet, and the notary to Pandolfo.

After a few attempts the blade yielded to the efforts of

the three oddities, who promptly rolled over on their

backs, while Captain Hector tumbled over with his long

legs in the air, still grasping with both hands the sheath

of the rapier.

Picking himself up at once, he seized the weapon

and said grandiloquently :
—

" Now Leander has ceased to live. His only chance

of escaping death is to emigrate to some distant planet,

for even were he to burrow into the very centre of the

earth, I should bring him back to the surface and trans-

fix him with my sword, unless my terrifying Medusa-

like aspect had previously changed him to stone."

Notwithstanding the little unpleasantness, obstinate

old Pandolfo abated not a jot of his belief in the hero-

ism of Captain Hector, and persisted in his absurd idea

of giving his daughter Isabella in marriage to this splen-

did fellow. Isabella melted into tears, and said she pre-

ferred a convent to such a husband, while Zerbina stood

up for the handsome Leander to the best of her ability

and swore by her spotless reputation — a fine thing to

swear by, truly ! — that the marriage should never take
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place. The Swashbuckler attributed the coldness of

his reception to excess of modesty, for well brought up

girls avoid showing their love. Besides, he had not yet

begun to pay his court to the lady ; he had not exhibited

himself in all his glory, imitating in this respect the

discreet conduct of Jupiter towards Semele, who,

because she desired to behold her divine lover in all

the splendour of his power, was blasted by fire and

reduced to a tiny heap of ashes.

The two women returned to their lodging without

listening further to him. Captain Hector, desiring to

play the gallant, had Scappino fetch him a guitar, and

resting one foot upon the post, began to tickle the

instrument to make it lau»;h. Then he began to

miaoul a stanza of a seguidilla, in Andalusian, with

such extraordinary swelling of the voice, such strange

single breaths, and such impossible falsetto notes, that

it sounded like the serenade of Rominagrobis under the

White Cat's gutter.

Zerbina poured a pailful of water upon him, under

pretext that she was watering the flowers, but it failed

to quench his musical ardour.

" Tears of tenderness falling from the lovely eyes of

Isabella," remarked Captain Hector. " In me the hero
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has an artist for his double, and I handle the lyre as

well as I do the sword."

Unfortunately, Leander, worried by the strains of

the serenade, which he heard as he wandered in the

neighbourhood, turned up again, resolved that the

rascal should not perform under the balcony of his

lady-love, and snatched the guitar from the hands of

the Swashbuckler, who was pale with fright. Then he

dealt him such a crack over the poll with it that the

body of the instrument was broken open, and the brag-

gart's head passing through, he was caught by the neck

as in a Chinese cangue. Leander, without letting go the

handle of the guitar, pulled the unhappy Hector hither

and thither, jerking him round, shoving him against the

side-scenes, and pushing him over the footlights till he

nearly caught fire, all of which by-play was as amusing

as it was ridiculous. What the unfortunate Swash-

buckler, who appeared to be wearing a frying-pan on

his head, looked like, may be easily imagined.

But this was not the end of his troubles. Leander's

valet, with his well-known fertility of invention, had

prepared a stratagem to prevent the marriage of Isa-

bella and the Captain. Set on by him, a certain

Doralise, exceedingly coquettish and given to flirtation,
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turned up, accompanied by a brave brother, the part

being taken by the Tyrant, who had put on his most

ferocious expression and who carried under his arm a

couple of long rapiers that formed a Saint Andrew's

cross of terrifying aspect. The young lady complaint!

of having been wronged by Captain Hector, whom she

charged with having deserted her in favour of Isabella,

Pandolfo's daughter, an outrage that could be atoned

for only by the shedding of blood.

" Polish off quickly that cut-throat," said Pandolfo

to his future son-in-law. "It will be mere play for your

incomparable valour, that even a whole camp of Sara-

cens could not daunt."

Much against his will, Captain Hector fell on guard

after innumerable comical grimaces, but he trembled

like an aspen, and the bravo, Doralise's brother, sent

his weapon flying the very first time their blades crossed,

and then smote him with the flat of his sword until the

poor fellow begged for mercy.

By way of topping the ridiculous business, dame

Leonardo, dressed as a Spanish duenna, came on, wip-

ing her owl-like eyes with a huge handkerchief, uttering

sighs unutterable, and waving in front of Captain

Hector's face a promise of marriage sealed with the
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forged seal of the Swashbuckler. Another storm of

blows broke upon the wretch convicted of so many per-

fidies, and he was unanimously condemned to espouse

the Leonardo woman as a punishment for his bragging,

his rodomontades, and his cowardice. Pandolfo, dis-

gusted with him, no longer objected to giving his

daughter's hand to Leander, an accomplished gentleman.

This buffoonery, enlivened as it was by the perform-

ance of the actors, was received with loud applause.

The men thought the maid fetching ; the women

allowed that Isabella was decorously charming, but

Captain Hector it was who won the loudest and most

unanimous plaudits, for it would have been hard to find

any one who united more completely the requirements

of the part in himself : uncommon leanness, pomposity

of speech, and grotesqueness and unexpectedness of

gesture. Leander was admired by the beauties, though

the men thought him a fop. This was the impression

he generally made, and, indeed, he cared not to produce

any other, for he was vainer of his person than of his

art. Nor did Serafina's beauty fail to find admirers,

and more than one young gentleman, at the risk of in-

curring the displeasure of his lovely neighbour, swore

to himself that she was adorable.
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Sigognac, concealed in the wings, had derived the

greatest delight from Isabella's performance, although

he had felt occasional twinges of jealousy on hearing

the tender tones in which she replied to Leander, for

he was not yet used to stage love-making, which

often conceals deep aversion and downright enmity.

So, when the play came to an end, he complimented

the young actress in a constrained fashion that she at

once noted, and the cause of which she guessed without

difficulty.

" You play the part of a girl in love in the most

admirable way ; so well, indeed, that you might easily

be thought to be in earnest."

" That is precisely my business," answered the

young lady, with a smile, " and it is for that very pur-

pose that the manager engaged me."

M No doubt," returned Sigognac j
" but you seemed

really in love with that coxcomb, who can only show

his teeth like a dog that is being teased, turn out his

toes, and parade his shapely leg."

" My part compelled me to look as though I were in

love with him. Would you have had me stand there

like a stick, pulling a sour and disagreeable face ? And,

for the matter of that, did I not maintain the character
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of a well-bred girl ? If I failed in this respect, I beg

you will tell me, and I shall make amends."

" Oh ! no ; you did look like a modest girl, brought

up carefully in the school of good manners, and there

is no fault to be found with your artistic performance,

so true and so modest that it literally held the mirror

up to nature."

" My dear Baron, the lights are going out, the com-

pany has withdrawn, and we shall be finding ourselves

in the dark. Pray throw this cape over my shoulders

and take me to my room."

Sigognac performed, not too awkwardly, though his

hands trembled, the duties, new to him, of escort to an

actress, and they issued together from the hall, in which

there was now no one left.

The orangery was situated a short distance from the

mansion, and somewhat to the left of it, in a thick grove

of trees. The facade of the castle upon this side was

not less splendid than upon the other. As the level of

the park was lower on this side than on that of the

flower garden, the building stretched along a terrace

with a balustrade formed of paunchy pilasters, and

broken at intervals by pedestals that upbore vases of

blue and white china containing shrubs and flowers,
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the last of the season. A double flight of steps, pro-

jecting beyond the supporting wall of the terrace, led

down to the park, the wall itself being formed of great

brick panels framed in stone-work. The general

appearance was quite majestic.

It was about nine o'clock at night ; the moon had

risen, and a light mist, like a silvery gauze, softened

the outlines of objects, though it did not prevent their

being distinguished. The facade of the castle was

clearly seen ; some of the windows glowed red, while

others, on which the beams of the orb of night fell,

sparkled suddenly with a flashing like that of fish-scales.

In that light the rosy tones of the brick-work turned to

a most delicate lilac shade, and the stone courses be-

came pearly gray. White reflections played upon the

slates of the roofs as upon polished steel, and the den-

tellated crest stood out black against a sky of milky

transparency. Drops of light fell upon the leaves of

the shrubbery, splashed upon the enamelled vases, and

diapered with brilliants the sward that stretched out be-

yond the terrace. When the gaze roamed farther

afield, it beheld a no less enchanting sight, the drives

and walks in the park vanishing in the distance, as in

Paradise Breughel's landscapes, in azure dimness and
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mistiness, with here and there the silvery gleam of a

statue or of a pond.

Isabella and Sigognac ascended the steps, and,

charmed with the beauty of the night, took a few

turns up and down the terrace before going to

their rooms. As the place was quite open and in

full view of the house, the young actress' modesty

was in no wise alarmed by this evening stroll. Be-

sides, the Baron's shyness reassured her, for although

her parts were those of innocent young girls, she

knew enough of love to be aware that the charac-

teristic of true passion is respectfulness. Sigognac

had not formally declared himself, but she felt he

loved her, and consequently feared no insult to her

virtue.

With the sweet shyness of nascent love, the young

couple, as they walked side by side, arm in arm, in the

solitary park, talked of the most insignificant trifles

only. Had any one been spying upon them, he would

have overheard, to his surprise, merely commonplaces,

meaningless reflections, and very ordinary questions and

answers. But while the words themselves gave no

inkling of passion, the trembling voices, the accents of

emotion, the long pauses, the sighs, and the low, confi-
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dential tone of the conversation betrayed the inmost

thoughts of the pair.

Yolande's room, being near that of the Marchioness

herself, looked out upon the park, and when the young

lady, after her women had made her ready for bed,

happened to gaze out at the moon that shone above the

great trees, she caught sight of Sigognac and Isabella

strolling on the terrace, unattended save by their own

shadows. Assuredly, haughty Yolande, proud like the

goddess she was, felt naught but contempt for poor

Baron de Sigognac, past whom she had at times flashed

like a dazzling vision in a whirlwind of light and sound

when she was out hunting, and whom, indeed, she had

recently almost insulted. Nevertheless she was an-

noyed to see him under her window, in company with

a young woman to whom he was certainly making love,

for she did not admit that a man could thus throw off

his allegiance to her ; all were bound to die in silence

for her. So she went to bed in a pretty bad temper,

and found it somewhat difficult to woo sleep to her

eyes, for the amorous couple preoccupied her greatly.

Sigognac escorted Isabella to her room, and just as

he was about to enter his own, he observed at the end

of the passage a mysterious individual wrapped in a
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dun-coloured cloak, the end of which, thrown over his

shoulder, concealed his face up to the eyes, while a

beaver pulled well down hid the upper part and pro-

tected him as effectually as a mask. When he saw

Isabella and the Baron, he drew as close to the wall as

he could. It could be no one of the actors, for all had

retired to their rooms ; besides, the Tyrant was taller,

the Pedant stouter, and Leander slimmer; the man did

not look like either Scappino or the Swashbuckler, the

latter of whom was so easily recognisable by his un-

common leanness, that not even the ample folds of a

mantle could disguise.

Not wishing to appear inquisitive and to interfere

with the unknown, Sigognac hastened to enter his own

room, noticing, however, that the door of the Tapestry

Chamber, occupied by Zerbina, was discreetly ajar, as if

she were awaiting a visitor who desired not to be heard

entering. Once within his room, Sigognac was made

aware by a faint creaking of shoes and the soft, careful

shooting of a bolt, that the cloaked prowler had safely

reached the haven where he would be.

An hour later, Leander opened his door very gently
;

looked round to see whether the hall was clear, and

treading as lightly as a gipsy girl performing the egg-
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CAPTAIN FRACASSE
dance, made for the stairs, which he descended more

softly and more noiselessly than ghosts that wander in

haunted castles. Once outside, he followed the wall,

keeping carefully in the shadow, and proceeded towards

a grove or arbour, in the centre of which stood a statue

of Discreet Love, represented with its finger on its lips.

At this place, no doubt indicated to him beforehand,

Leander stopped and seemed to be expecting some one.

I have already mentioned that, interpreting to his

advantage the smile the Marchioness had bestowed

upon him in recognition of his bow, he had boldly

ventured to write her a letter, which Jane, bribed with

a few pistoles, had engaged to place secretly on her

mistress' dressing-table.

The letter read as follows, and I give the copy of it

in order to afford an idea of the style employed by

Leander to seduce great ladies, an art in which he

claimed to excel.

" Madam, or rather Goddess of Beauty, blame your

own incomparable charms alone for the mishap that is

befalling you. They it is that compel me by their

brilliancy to emerge from the shadows in which I ought

to remain buried, and to draw near unto your radiance,

even as dolphins rise from the depths of Ocean attracted
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by the gleams of the fishermen's lanterns, thou *h

these are the signal of their doom, and knowing that

they will pitilessly perish under the blows of the sharp

harpoons, I know too well that the wave will be

imbrued with my gore, yet, as I cannot live, I care not

if I die. It is, I trow, most strange audacity in me to

indulge in the hope, reserved for the gods alone, that I

may receive my death-stroke from your own hand.

Nevertheless I venture to ask it, for being reduced to

desperation beforehand, nothing worse can befall me,

and I prefer your anger to your contempt or your dis-

dain. When one strikes a mortal blow, one must look

upon the victim, and while expiring under your cruel-

ties, I shall taste the supreme joy of having been seen

by you. Yes, Madam, I love you, and if it be a crime,

I none the less do not repent of it. God allows Him-

self to be adored; the stars tolerate the admiration of

the meanest herd, and it is the fate of such exalted

perfection as yours that it can be loved only by its

inferiors, since it has no equal upon earth, and scarcely

in heaven itself. I am, alas ! but a poor strolling

player, but even were I a Duke, a Prince, laden with

all the favours of Fortune, my head would not reach to

your feet, and there would still be between your splen-
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dour and my nothingness the vast space that separates

the highest of summits from the lowest of depths.

You will always have to stoop to accept the offering

of a heart, but mine, I dare say it, Madam, is as proud

as it is tender, and she who did not repel it would find

it filled with the most ardent love, the most perfect

scrupulousness, the most absolute respect, and the most

unbounded devotion. Besides, did such happiness

come to me, your indulgence would perhaps not have to

stoop as low as you may fancy, for, although compelled

by adverse Fate and the jealous rancour of one of the

great of the earth to conceal myself on the stage under

the disguise of the part I play, my birth is not such that

I need blush for it, and if I dared violate the secrecy

imposed upon me by reasons of State, it would be seen

that fairly illustrious blood flows in my veins. The

woman who may love me will not love beneath her

rank. But I have said more than I ought, and I shall

ever be no more than the most humble and the least

of your servants, even if, through one of those recog-

nitions which serve to bring tragedies to a close, every

one should salute in me a Prince's son. Let but one

sign, the faintest, give me to understand that my bold-

ness has not moved you to too disdainful anger, and I
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shall expire without regret, in the fire of your glance,

upon my funeral pyre."

In order to tell what the Marchioness might have

replied to this burning epistle, which had perchance

done service before, one would need to know the

feminine heart very thoroughly. Unfortunately, the

letter never reached its destination. Leandcr, in his

craze for great ladies, never bestowed a single glance

upon their maids and never flirted with them ; wherein

he was wrong, for maids have much influence upon

their mistresses. Had the pistoles wherewith he had

bribed Jane been accompanied by a few kisses and a

few liberties, Jane, whose lady's-maid self-love would

have been satisfied, and deserved to be so as much as a

queen's, would have been more zealous and faithful in

the discharge of her mission.

As she happened to be holding Leander's letter

carelessly in her hand, she was met by the Marquis,

who, not being naturally an inquisitive husband, asked

her, merely as a matter of form, what the paper was

she was carrying.

"Nothing much," she answered; "a letter from

Mr. Lcander to her ladyship."

"From Lcander, the leading man in the company?
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The one who plays the lover's part in c The Rodomon-

tades of Captain Hector ' ? What can he have to

write to my wife about ? No doubt he is asking for a

gratuity."

" I do not think so," answered the dissatisfied maid,

" for when he handed me the note he kept on sighing

and turning up his eyes like a love-sick swain."

" Give me the letter," said the Marquis. " I shall

be answerable for it. And say nothing to the Mar-

chioness about it ; these strollers are occasionally im-

pertinent, and spoiled by our indulgence, forget to

keep their place."

And the Marquis, who dearly loved a joke, caused

a reply to be written to Leander, couched in the same

flowery style, in a big lordly hand, on musk-scented

paper, and sealed with perfumed Spanish wax and a

fancy seal, in order the better to excite the poor fool's

amorous imagination.

When Leander returned to his room after the per-

formance, he found on his table, in the most conspicu-

ous place, a note left by some unknown hand, and

bearing the superscription, " For Mr. Leander."

He opened it trembling with delight and read as

follows :
—
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" As you have said but too truly for my peace of

mind, goddesses may love mortals alone. At eleven

o'clock, when all on earth are sleeping, Diana, not

having to fear mortals' indiscreet glances, will descend

to meet Endymion, not on Mount Latmos, but in the

park, at the foot of the statue of Discreet Love, where

the handsome shepherd must be sure to be sleeping in

order to spare the blushes of the goddess, who will

come unattended by her train of nymphs, shrouded in a

cloud, and having put aside her silvery beams."

It may readily be imagined what mad joy filled

Leander's heart on reading this note, the contents of

which went far beyond his wildest conceit. He poured

a whole bottle of scent upon his hair and his hands,

chewed a piece of mace to improve his breath, brushed

his teeth anew, twisted the end of his ringlets to make

them curl more, and proceeded to the park, to the spot

indicated, where, while I have been telling you all this,

I have left him waiting all forlorn.

The excitement of waiting and the coolness of the

night made him shiver nervously ; he started at the

least fall of a leaf, and listened for the faintest noise

with an ear practised to catch the whisper of the

prompter; the sand creaking under his feet seemed to
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make a dreadful uproar that must certainly be audible

in the mansion. In spite of himself the sacred terror

of the great woods was overpowering him, and the

mighty, sombre trees acted upon his imagination. He

was not exactly afraid, but his thoughts were becoming

somewhat lugubrious. The Marchioness was late in

coming, and Diana was making Endymion wait rather

long in the night-dew. Once he thought he heard a

dry branch crack under the tread of some one, but it

was too heavy to be the step of his divinity ; deities

glide on beams of sun or moon, and alight without

causing even a blade of grass to bend.

" If her ladyship does not make haste," thought

Leander, "instead of a gallant full of ardour she will

find only a very chilly lover. Such tiring long waits

are not conducive to earnest love-making."

He had got no farther in his reflections when four

stout shadows, emerging from behind the trees and the

pedestal of the statue, came simultaneously upon him.

Two of these shadows, which were the bodies of tall

fellows, lackevs in the service of the Marquis, seized

the player's arms and held them like those of captives

that are to be bound, while the two others set about

thrashing him in regular rhythm. The blows rattled
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on his back like sledge-hammers on an anvil, but as the

poor wretch desired above all to avoid attracting people

to the spot by making an outcry and thus rendering his

misfortune public, he bore the pain heroically. Mucius

Scaevola stood having his hand burned off in the brasier

no more stolidly than Leander stood the blows of the

sticks.

The full tale of strokes having been administered,

the four torturers let their victim go, bowed low to

him, and withdrew without having uttered a word.

But oh ! the shameful fall ! Icarus himself, precipi-

tated from high heaven, came not down in more

piteous fashion. Bruised, mauled, sore, and black and

blue all over, Leander limped back to the house, bent

in two and rubbing his ribs ; but so vast was his con-

ceit that it never occurred to him that he was the

victim of a practical joke. His self-love found it more

expedient to give a tragical turn to the adventure.

He said to himself that, no doubt, the Marchioness,

having been watched by her jealous husband, had been

followed and seized upon ere she could reach the

meeting-place, and had been compelled by threats

against her life to confess everything. He could see

her on her knees, her beautiful hair loose, asking
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mercy of the wrathful Marquis, shedding tears in

abundance, and promising to be henceforth more on

her guard against a possible surprising of her love.

Even while stiff and sore from the blows he had

received, he pitied her for having run such peril for his

sake, wholly unsuspecting that she knew not a word

of the business and was even then resting very peace-

fully between her Holland linen sheets, that had been

carefully warmed with a warming-pan filled with

sandal-wood and cinnamon.

As he made his way along the passage, Leander was

annoyed by the sight of Scappino's head stuck out of

his half-opened door ; he noted that the wretch was

sniggering. He drew himself up as well as he could,

but the cunning beggar was not to be fooled.

The next morning the company prepared to depart.

The ox-cart was given up as being too slow a mode of

conveyance, and the Tyrant, handsomely paid by the

Marquis, hired a big four-horse waggon to transport the

actors and their luggage. Leander rose late, as did

Zerbina ; but while the former tried to look unconcerned,

in spite of his pitiful look of suffering, the other was

radiant with satisfied ambition. She even went the

length of patronising her companions, and, a serious
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symptom, the duenna paid her court with a wheedling

obsequiousness she had never before exhibited towards

her. Scappino, whom nothing ever escaped, remarked

that in some mysterious way Zerbina's trunk was twice

as heavy as before. Serafina bit her lips and hissed out

between her teeth, " The jade
!

" but the soubrctte

pretended not to hear her, being temporarily satisfied

with the humiliation of the leading lady.

At last the waggon started and they left the hospita-

ble castle of Bruyeres, which all save Leander regretted.

The Tyrant was thinking of the pistoles he had re-

ceived ; the Pedant, of the excellent wines he had

drunk in such quantities; the Swashbuckler, of the

applause lavished upon him ; Zerbina, of her taffetas,

gold necklaces, and other spoils ; Sigognac and Isabella

thought of their love only, and, satisfied since they were

together, did not even turn round to see for the last

time in the distance the blue roofs and golden walls of

the mansion.
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A SNOW EFFECT

THE players, as will be readily understood,

were well pleased with the stay they had

made at Bruyeres, for such luck was not fre-

quent in their wandering life. The Tyrant had por-

tioned out the money, and each one fingered with a

pleasant sensation a number of pistoles in pockets that

usually were bare as Mother Hubbard's cupboard.

Zerbina, radiant with mysterious and restrained delight,

took in good part her comrades' jokes about the power

of her charms. She was triumphant, and it made Ser-

afina madder than ever. Leander alone, still sore from

the nocturnal thrashing he had received, failed to share

the general joy, and his smile was affected and forced.

His gestures were constrained, and every jolt of the

waggon drew from him a significant grimace. When-

ever he thought himself unobserved, he would rub his

shoulders and arms, a concealed manoeuvre that escaped

the attention of the other players, but could not deceive

the sly curiosity of Scappino, ever on the watch for
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mishaps that might befall Leander, whose conceit was

particularly obnoxious to him.

The wheel of the waggon bumping against a large

stone which the driver had failed to notice drew from

the gallant an exclamation of pain, and straightway

Scappino entered into conversation with him on pre-

tence of sympathising with him.

" My poor Leander, what is the matter with you

that you go on groaning and moaning in that way ?

You seem to be as sore as the Knight of the Sad

Countenance after he had cut so many capers, without

any clothes on, in the Sierra Morena, by way of per-

forming a lover's penance after the fashion of Amadis

on Poverty Rock. So sunken are your eyes, and wan

and sickly your face one would think your bed had

been made of crossed bludgeons, instead of a soft mat-

tress, with a counterpane, pillows, and bolster, which,

after all, are better suited to rest sore limbs. I should

judge that Morpheus did not visit you last night."

" Morpheus may have remained in his grot, but the

little god Cupid is a prowler who needs no lantern to

find his way to a door in a passage," replied Leander,

endeavouring to throw his enemy off the scent.

" I am only a comedy valet and know nothing of love
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affairs. I have never paid court to fine ladies, but I do

know enough to be aware that the little god Cupid, if

poets and writers of romances are to be believed, uses

his arrows, and not the wood of his bow to smite those

he desires to wound."

" What do you mean ?
" broke in Leander, uneasy at

the turn Scappino's mythological subtleties and deduc-

tions were giving to the conversation.

" Nothing, except that you have on your neck, a

little above the collar-bone, a black mark that will be

blue to-morrow, green the next day, and then yellow

until the place regains its natural colour. That mark

is devilishly like a genuine blow of a stick upon calf-

skin, or vellum, if you prefer that."

" No doubt," said Leander, who, previously pale, had

now blushed to his ears, " some fair dead beauty, who

was in love with me during her life, kissed me in my

dreams while I was asleep. Every one knows that the

kisses of the dead make marks on the skin that amaze

one on waking."

" Your defunct and ghostly beauty comes in the nick

of time," retorted Scappino ; " but I could have sworn

that so vigorous a kiss had been bestowed by a pair of

green-oak lips."
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" You motley fool and zany, you," returned Lean-

der ; "you drive my modesty into a corner. I chastely

credit the dead with what might with better right be

claimed by the living. Unlearned and rustic though

you affect to be, you have surely heard tell of pretty

marks, spots, bruises, and bites, that are remembrances

of the mad sport of lovers ?
"

"Me'moram dente notam" interrupted the Pedant, quite

pleased at having an opportunity of quoting Horace.

" Your explanation strikes me as judicious," an-

swered Scappino, " and it is supported by sound author-

ities. Yet the mark is so long that your nocturnal

beauty, whether dead or alive, must have possessed the

single tooth the Gorgons were in the habit of passing

on to each other in turn."

Leander, mad with fury, tried to get at Scappino to

thrash him, but the soreness left by the bastinado on his

bruised ribs and his back striped like a zebra's skin was

so keen that he had perforce to sit down again and to

postpone his vengeance until a more favourable time.

The Tyrant and the Pedant, well used to the quarrels

between the pair, insisted upon their becoming recon-

ciled. Scappino promised never again to allude to such

matters.
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" I will exclude from my speech," said he, M any ref-

erence to wood in any shape or form whatever, whether

in the rough, in balks, in planks, or in bludgeons."

During this absurd altercation, the waggon had been

going on, and soon reached four cross-roads, the meet-

ing of them being marked by a turfed mound on which

rose a rough wooden cross, cracked by the sun and

rain : on it was placed a figure of Christ, one of the

arms of which had parted company with the body and,

held by a rusty nail only, hung down in sinister fashion.

A group of two men and three mules had pulled

up there and was apparently awaiting the coming of

some one. One of the mules, as though impatient at

having to stand, shook its head covered with pompons

and tufts of all colours, with a silvery tinkling of bells.

Although embroidered leather blinkers prevented its

seeing to the right or to the left, it had smelled the ap-

proach of the waggon ; the working of its long ears de-

noted its restless curiosity, and its upturned lips showed

its grinning teeth.

" The bell-mule is wagging her ears and grinning,"

said one of the men. " The waggon cannot be far off

now."

And as he spoke the waggon reached the cross-roads.
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Zerbina, seated in front, cast a quick glance at the

men and animals and seemed in no wise surprised at

their presence in that spot.

" By the gods ! that is a stylish equipage," cried the

Tyrant. " These Spanish mules are fit to travel fifty

or sixty miles a day, and if we had such steeds we should

soon reach Paris. But who the devil are they waiting

for ? No doubt it is a relay prepared for some noble-

man."

" No," put in the duenna. "The mule is equipped

with cushions and blankets, as if for a lady's use."

u Then," said the Tyrant, " it is a case of carrying

of? a lady, for the two equerries in gray livery look un-

commonly mysterious."

"You may be right," said Zerbina, with a strange

smile.

" Can the lady be in our party ? " said Scappino.

" I see one of the equerries coming this way as if he

desired to parley before resorting to force."

" There will be no need of that," interjected Serafina,

casting at the same time upon the soubrette a glance of

contempt which the latter stood with quiet impudence.

"There are good-natured people who drop of themselves

into a ravisher's arms."
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" It is not every one gets the chance to be carried

off," snapped back the maid. " It is not enough to

want to be ; you have to be attractive into the

bargain."

The conversation had reached this point when the

equerry, signing to the driver to pull up, asked, cap in

hand, whether Miss Zerbina were in the waggon.

Zerbina, quick as a flash, put her small brown face

out from under the awning, replied herself to the ques-

tion, and sprang to the ground.

" I am at your orders, Miss," said the equerry in

respectful tones.

The maid shook out her skirts, slipped her finger

round the front of her corsage, as if to free her bosom,

and turning towards the players addressed them as fol-

lows in the most deliberate fashion :
—

" Forgive me, my dear comrades, if I leave you thus.

Sometimes opportunity compels you to grasp it by offer-

ing its lock to you, and this so conveniently that it

would be downright folly not to clutch it with both

hands, for when the chance is once lost it never again

returns. Fortune, which until now had frowned, is

now smiling graciously upon me, and I am going to

profit by its kindly disposition, especially as it may not
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last long. In my humble part of a soubrettc, I could

aspire to Mascarilles or Scappinos only. The valets

alone paid court to me, while their masters made love

to Lucindas, Leonoras, and Isabellas. Scarcely did

these noble gentlemen deign to chuck me under the

chin and to add a kiss on my cheek to the gold they

slipped into the pocket of my apron. Now it has come

to pass that a man of better taste has come to the con-

clusion that off the boards the maid is as good as the

mistress, and as my part does not call for particularly

rigorous virtue, I, in my turn, have come to the con-

clusion that I ought not to grieve the dear man who

was so sorry to see me go. Therefore I will, if you

please, remove my trunks from the waggon and bid you

all farewell. I shall join you in Paris one of these days,

for I am actress first and last, and I have never been

long unfaithful to the stage."

The men laid hold of Zerbina's boxes, and loaded

them upon the transport mule, taking care to even the

weight on either side. The maid, assisted by the

equerry, sprang on to the bell-mule as lightly as if she

had studied horsemanship in a riding-school, then

rapping the animal's flank with her heel, she went off

making a farewell gesture to her comrades.
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" Good luck to you, Zerbina," cried all the players,

save and except Serafina, who felt bitterly towards her.

" I am sorry to see her go," said the Tyrant ;
" I

should have liked to keep her with us, for she is an

excellent soubrette ; but she was bound to us by her

fancy only. We shall have to change the maid's parts

in our plays and adapt them to duennas or chaperons,

who are not as attractive as a saucy face ; but dame

Leonardo can be very funny, and, besides, is a consum-

mate actress. We shall manage somehow."

The waggon started at a livelier gait than the ox-

cart had been wont to do. The country it was travers-

ing contrasted with the appearance of the moors ; the

white sand had been replaced by red soil that afforded

more nourishment to the vegetation. Houses built of

stone, and testifying to a certain amount of comfort,

showed here and there in the midst of gardens sur-

rounded by quickset hedges that had already lost their

leaves, but on which glowed wild haws and sloes.

Along the sides of the road, well grown trees shot up,

their trunks vigorous and their limbs stout; their

yellow leaves covered the ground around them or were

blown by the breeze about Isabella and Sigognac, who,

tiring of the constrained attitude they were compelled
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to adopt in the waggon, rested themselves by walking

along for a time. The Swashbuckler had gone on

ahead, his thin figure, that seemed spitted upon his

rapier, standing out dark against the flaming sunset on

the top of the rise.

" How comes it," said Sigognac to Isabella, as they

walked on, "that you, who, in the modesty of your

behaviour, the soundness of your remarks, and the

choice of your words, exhibit all the characteristics of

a high-born girl, have attached yourself to this com-

pany of strolling players, who, worthy though they are,

yet belong to a different station in life ?
"

" Do not take me," returned Isabella, " because I

happen to have some breeding, for an unfortunate

princess or queen driven from her realms, and com-

pelled to earn her living on the stage. My story is a

very simple one, and since you are interested in it, I

shall tell it you. Far from having been reduced to my

present condition by reverses of fate, unexpected disas-

ters, or romantic adventures, I was born in it, being, as

the saying is, a child of the stage. The car of Thespis

was my birth-place and my travelling fatherland. My
mother, who played the parts of queens in tragedies,

was a very beautiful woman. She took her parts
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seriously, and even off the boards would heed none

but kings, princes, dukes, and such great personages,

looking upon her tinsel crowns and gilded sceptres as

genuine. When she used to come off the stage into

the wings, she swept along so majestically in her imita-

tion-velvet robes that they looked like a train of

purple or a long drawn out royal mantle. Her pride

made her refuse to listen to the avowals, prayers, and

pledges of the sparks who are always fluttering round

actresses like moths round a candle. One evening,

indeed, in her dressing-room, when a young fop

attempted to take liberties with her, she rose, drew

herself up like a real Thomyris, Queen of Scythia,

and called out, 'Seize him, guards!' in so regal, con-

temptuous, and solemn tone, that the gallant, very

much abashed, fairly bolted, afraid of pressing his suit.

Now this pride of hers and her fashion of repelling

would-be lovers, so unusual in a profession ever

accounted of easy morals, having come to the ears of

a very high and mighty prince, struck him as being in

very good taste, and it appeared to him that such dis-

dain of the profane crowd could spring only from a

noble mind. As his rank in the world was equivalent

to that of a tragedy queen, he was received more
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pleasantly and with a gentler smile. He was young,

handsome, of good address, passionate, and had the

great advantage of being a nobleman. Need I say

more ? This time the queen did not summon her

guards, and you see in me the fruit of that love."

" That," gallantly replied Sigognac, " explains the

incomparable grace you possess
;

princely blood flows

in your veins ; I had almost guessed it."

"This connection," continued Isabella, "lasted

longer than is the wont of such affairs in our pro-

fession. The Prince found my mother remained faith-

ful to him, as much from pride as from love, it is true,

but her fidelity never wavered. Unfortunately, reasons

of State compelled him to go off to the wars and to

proceed on embassies to distant countries. A match,

which he put off as long as he could, was arranged in

his name by his family with a lady of very high rank, and

he finally had to yield, for he had not the right to break,

for the sake of an amorous caprice, the long line of

ancestors that went back to Charlemagne, and to cause

his race to die with him. Large sums were offered to

my mother for the purpose of softening a separation

that had become inevitable, and also to preserve her

from want and enable her to bring me up and educate
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me. But she would not accept anything, saying that

she could not take the money when the heart was no

longer hers, and that she would rather the Prince were

indebted to her than she to him, for, with extreme

generosity, she had bestowed upon him what he could

never restore to her. ' Not to be bought, either

before or after,' was her motto. So she continued to

play her parts of tragedy queens, though with a

broken heart, and languished on until her death, which

occurred not long afterwards. I was then a child

seven or eight years of age, and filled the parts of

children, Cupids, and such others as were fitted to my

age and intelligence. My mother's death caused me

grief beyond that natural to my years, and I remember

I had to be whipped that day to compel me to play the

part of one of Medea's children. Then my great

sorrow was gradually lulled by the gentle arts of the

actors and actresses, who rivalled each other in petting

me, never omitting to put some sweets into my little

basket. The Pedant, who was a member of our com-

panv, and who seemed to me even then as aged and

wrinkled as he looks now, became interested in me,

taught me the harmony and rhythm of verse and the

way of reciting it, how to speak and how to listen,
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what attitudes and gestures to adopt, how to harmonise

my expression with the particular situation, in a word,

all the secrets of the art of which he is a master,

although he is only a strolling player ; for he was once

master of a school, and was dismissed on account of

his being an irreclaimable drunkard. Amid the appar-

ent disorders of a vagabond life, I have lived innocent

and chaste ; for to my companions, who had known me

from my birth, I was a sister or a daughter, and to

fops I turned a cold, reserved, discreet mien that has

kept them at a distance and has enabled me to continue

off the boards, as was proper, my part of an ingenuous

maiden without hypocrisy or assumed modesty."

Thus, as they walked on, did Isabella relate to the

delighted Sigognac the story of her life and adventures.

u Do you remember, or have you forgotten, the name

of the nobleman ?
" asked he.

" It might be unwise to mention it," replied Isabella,

" but it is engraved in my memory."

" Is there any proof of his connection with your

mother ?
"

" I possess a seal engraved with his arms," said Isa-

bella, " which is the only gift of his my mother would

keep, its beauty and heraldic meaning surpassing its
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mere pecuniary worth. I shall show it to you some

day, if you like."

It would be tiresome to follow the waggon stage by

stage, the more so that the company did not journey

far every day and that there were no incidents worth

remembering. So I shall pass over some time and

bring the players to the vicinity of Poictiers. Business

had not proved remunerative and dark days had fallen

upon the company. The money received from the

Marquis de Bruyeres had been all spent, as well as

Sigognac's pistoles, for his kindness of heart compelled

him to aid his distressed companions to the utmost of

his power. The waggon, that had started with four

strong animals, was now drawn by one steed, and such

a steed ! a poor brute that seemed to have been fed on

barrel-hoops instead of oats and hay, so prominent were

its ribs. Its bones showed through the skin, the relaxed

muscles on its legs formed long flabby wrinkles, and

spavins swelled its hairy hocks. Its withers, under

the pressure of a collar from which all the stuffing had

vanished, were covered with raw sores, and its thin

flanks were rayed with the marks of the whiplash. Its

face was an incarnation of melancholy and suffering

;

behind its eyes were sunken salt-cellars that might have
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been hollowed out with a dissecting knife ; its blue eyes

were filled with the dull, resigned, pensive expres-

sion of an overdriven animal ; one could read in them

sad indifference to blows, the result of useless efforts,

and the crack of the lash failed to awaken an answering

spark. Its limp ears, one of which had been split open,

hung pitifully on either side its face and kept time by

their flapping to the irregular rhythm of its gait. A wisp

of hair, formerly white, but now yellow, stuck in the

headstall, the leather of which rubbed on the bony

cheekbones, brought out the more strongly by the poor

brute's lean condition. From the nostrils dropped the

sweat of its difficult breathing, while the tired lips hung

down as if it were sulking.

Perspiration had marked its white coat, dappled with

bay, with lines like those made by rain upon plastered

walls, made the hair under its belly stick together,

washed its lower limbs and mingled hideously with

the mud. Most pitiable was it to look at, and the

pale horse on which Death is represented as riding in

Revelation, would have appeared like a spirited steed,

fit to parade in a joust, by the side of this worn and

exhausted animal whose shoulders seemed to give way

at every step, and whose sorrowful glance begged the
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favour of speedy death at the knacker's hands. The

temperature was falling and it plodded on in a cloud

of vapour that rose from its flanks and nostrils.

The three women only were in the waggon, the

men walking in order not to overload the poor brute,

with whose pace they could easily keep up, and which

indeed they could readily distance. As none had any

pleasant suggestions to make, they were all silent and

walked apart, wrapping themselves in their cloaks as

closely as they could.

Sigognac, almost discouraged, was wondering whether

he would not have done better to remain in his ances-

tral home, ruined as it was, and to run the risk of

starving to death in it by the side of his damaged

escutcheon, in solitude and silence, than to be taking

the chances of the road with strollers as he was actually

doing. He thought of good old Peter, of Bayard, of

Miraut, and of Beelzebub, the trusted companions of

his long, weary hours, and in spite of himself his heart

sank within him, and a nervous gasp, that usually ends

in tears, choked him for a moment ; but a glance at

Isabella, huddled in her cloak and sitting on the front

of the vehicle, renewed his courage. The young girl

smiled at him; she did not appear to mind the wretch-
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edness of their situation; her heart was happy, so what

mattered bodily suffering and fatigue ?

The landscape itself was not calculated to dispel

gloomy thoughts. In the foreground grew the twisted

trunks of a number of old storm-beaten, distorted elms,

their tops broken off, their network of black branches

standing out against a lowering, yellowish-gray sky,

threatening snow and shedding a livid light. In the

middle distance, stretched an uncultivated plain, bounded

by bare hills and russet woods. Here and there a hut,

from which rose a faint wisp of smoke, showed like a

chalkmark between the pole-fences. The ground

was cut by the channel of a brook that formed a sort of

cicatrice. In springtime, and clothed with verdure,

the country would no doubt have looked attractive,

but in winter's gray livery it was monotonous, dismal,

and wretched. From time to time went by a wan and

ragged peasant or old woman, bending under a faggot

of dead wood ; yet far from giving life to the waste,

they merely deepened the feeling of loneliness. Mag-

pies, hopping about on the brown earth with their fan-

like tails outspread, seemed to be the real inhabitants

of the region ; they chattered as the waggon drew near

as though they were passing remarks upon it, accom-
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panying their twittering with derisive dances in front

of the players, like wicked birds that they were,

hardened against the sufferings of the wretched

travellers.

A bitter wind was blowing, biting the faces of the

strollers and whipping their cloaks about them. The

gusts of wind were soon accompanied by flakes of

snow that rose and fell and mingled, without settling

on anything, so violent were the blasts. The snow

was so thick that at a short distance in front of the

blinded wayfarers it looked like a white darkness, the

silvery mist transforming the appearance of the nearest

objects, that soon ceased to be distinguishable.

" The old lady above must be plucking geese and

shaking the feathers down upon us," said the Pedant,

who was tramping on behind the waggon for shelter.

" I should greatly prefer their flesh to their plumage,

and I could eat it without lemon or spices."

" Yea, even without salt," answered the Tyrant,

" for my stomach has wholly lost remembrance of the

omelet made with eggs that chirped as they were

being broken, and which I disposed of under the fal-

lacious and sarcastic name of breakfast, in spite of the

beaks that bristled in it."
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Sigognac also had taken refuge behind the vehicle,

and the Pedant turned to him, saying : —
"This is frightful weather, Baron, and for your sake

I am sorry that you should be sharing our wretched

plight, but it is only a passing misfortune, and al-

though we are not making much progress, nevertheless

we are drawing nearer to Paris."

" I was not nurtured in the lap of luxury," returned

Sigognac, " and a few flakes of snow do not appal

me. It is these poor ladies whom I pity, for in

spite of their feebler strength they are compelled to

bear with privations and fatigue like old travellers."

" They have long been used to it, and what would

be painful to ladies of rank or to townswomen does

not particularly incommode them."

The storm was now increasing ; driven by the gale

the snow was drifting in clouds along the ground,

stopping only when it met with some obstacle, such

as a mound, a stone wall, a hedge, or a ditch. Then

it would heap itself up with amazing rapidity, and

speedily overflow on the other side of the temporary

dike. At other times it was caught in the whirl of an

eddy and curled up heavenwards to fall at once in heavy

masses immediately blown away by the wind. In a few
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moments Isabella, Serafina, and dame Leonardo, though

they had bestowed themselves in the most sheltered

part of the waggon and were protected by the luggage

under the flapping awning, were dusted all over with

snow.

Bewildered by the driving snow and wind, the poor

horse could scarcely make way against the blast ; it panted

hard, its flanks heaved, and it slipped at every step.

The Tyrant caught hold of the bridle, and walking

alongside of it, helped it along, while the Pedant, Sigo-

gnac, and Scappino pushed at the wheels, Leander mean-

while cracking the whip, to urge on the animal; as for

striking it, that would have been unmitigated cruelty.

The Swashbuckler had fallen behind, for he was such

a light-weight, thanks to his phenomenal leanness, that

the wind prevented his pushing on, although he had

endeavoured to ballast himself with stones in his pockets

and in each of his hands.

The snowstorm, instead of diminishing, was growing

wilder and wilder, and blew furiously about the innu-

merable white flakes that were tossed hither and thither

like the spume of the sea. It became so violent that

the strollers were obliged to come to a stop and to turn

the waggon round to leeward, anxious though they were
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to reach the village. The poor horse was done ; its

legs were growing stiff, and its smoking, perspiring

coat was ruffled by shivers. If it had been called upon

to make another attempt, it must have fallen dead

;

indeed a drop of blood was already showing on its nos-

trils widely dilated by its hard breathing, and its eyes

were becoming glazed.

It is easy enough to fancy the darkness full of terrors,

for it readily inspires dread, but the horror of whiteness

is less intelligible. Nevertheless, nothing could well be

more sinister than the situation of the poor players,

pale with hunger, blue with cold, blinded by the snow,

and lost on the high-road in the mad whirl of icy parti-

cles that enshrouded them. The whole company had

snuggled under the awning of the waggon until the

squall should blow over, and pressed close to one another

so as to keep as warm as possible.

At last the storm broke, and the snow, so long

whirled through the air, was able to fall less tumultu-

ously to the ground. As far as the eye could reach the

landscape was covered with a white pall.

"Where is Hector ? " queried Blazius. "Can the

gale have whipped him off to the moon?"

" Yes, where is he? " added the Tyrant. " I cannot
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see anything of him, but perhaps he is lying sheltered

under the scenery at the bottom of the waggon. Here,

Swashbuckler ! Wag your ears if you are asleep and

answer to your name."

But never a word did Captain Hector utter, nor did

any one move under the heap of old scenery.

" Hallo, Hector !
" roared the Tyrant again in his

deepest tragedy-voice and with a volume of sound that

would have wakened the Seven Sleepers and their dog.

" We have seen nothing of him," said the women
;

" and as the drifting snow was blinding us, we did not

think anything of it, supposing he was close to the

waggon."

" The devil !
" said Blazius. " That is strange. I

hope nothing has happened to him."

" No doubt," put in Sigognac, " he took shelter,

when the storm was at its worst, behind the trunk of a

tree, and he will soon catch up with us."

It was resolved to wait a few moments, and then, if

he did not turn up, to start out in quest of him.

Nothing showed on the road, against the white back-

ground of which, even though it was now becoming

dark, a human form would have been easily perceived

at a great distance. Night, which falls so early
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during the short December days, had already come on,

but it was not quite black. The reflection of the snow

diminished the obscurity of the sky, and by a strange

opposition, it seemed that the light was produced by

the earth. The horizon showed in clear, white lines,

and did not vanish in misty distance. The whitened

trees resembled the frosty efflorescence on window-

panes, and from time to time the flakes of snow shaken

down from a branch fell, like the silver tears on palls,

upon the black curtain of the darkness. The sight was

of the gloomiest ; a dog began to howl by way of giving a

voice to the desolate landscape and to express its dread-

ful melancholy. It does seem at times as though na-

ture, tired of remaining mute, confides her secret woes

to the moans of the wind or the howl of an animal.

Every one knows how dismal sounds in the silence

of night the desperate bark that ends in a rattle and

that seems called forth by the passage of ghosts invisi-

ble to the human eye. The animal's instinct, com-

municating with the soul of things, foresees misfortune

and bewails it even ere it has happened. Its howl,

that is mingled with sobs, has in it the terror of the

future, the dread of death, and the horror of the super-

natural. The boldest man cannot hear it without a
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shudder and, as Job says, it makes the hair of the flesh

stand up.

The howling, distant at first, had drawn nearer, and

it was now possible to make out in the middle of the

plain a great black dog, seated on its haunches, its

head lifted to the sky and uttering its lamentable call.

" Something has happened to our poor friend," ex-

claimed the Tyrant ; " that accursed brute is howling

as if for the dead."

The women, seized with a presentiment of misfor-

tune, devoutly crossed themselves, and tender-hearted

Isabella began repeating a prayer.

"We must set out in search of him without further

delay," said Blazius. " And we must take the lantern,

so that it may be a beacon and a Polar star to him if

he has strayed away off the road and is stumbling about

in the fields ; for in snowy weather such as this, which

covers up the roads with a white pall, it is easy enough

to lose one's self."

The flint was struck and the bit of candle in the

lantern soon shed a light through the horn panes suffi-

ciently bright to be seen at a distance.

The Tyrant, Blazius, and Sigognac started on the

quest, Scappino and Leander remaining behind to guard
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the waggon and to reassure the women, who were

beginning to get frightened at what had happened.

The dog's persistent howling deepened the gloom of

the scene, while with a low roaring the wind drove its

aerial chariots over the land as if it were bearing away

wandering spirits.

The storm had so drifted the snow that all tracks

had disappeared, or at least were nearly obliterated.

The darkness added to the difficulty of the search, and

when Blazius studied the ground in the light of the

lantern, he would come upon the vast footprints of the

Tyrant, deeply sunk in the snow, but he could not

find those of the Swashbuckler, who, even had he

managed to progress so far, would have made no

deeper imprint than a bird.

They proceeded thus for nearly a mile, lifting the

lantern up in order to enable the lost actor to see it,

and shouting at the top of their voices, " Hector

'

Hector! Oh! Hector!"

But there was no response to the cries, which re-

called the farewell to the dead which the ancients

uttered ere leaving the tomb. Alone the silence was

audible, or a frightened bird would fly awav with sud-

den whir of wings and quick call, and disappear
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farther away in the darkness, or else the hooting of an

owl disturbed by the rays of the lantern sounded dole-

fully. At last Sigognac, who was very keen-sighted,

thought he made out in the obscurity, at the foot of

a tree, a curious shape, strangely stiff and dreadfully

immobile. He informed his companions, who hastily

followed him in that direction.

It was indeed the poor Swashbuckler. He was

leaning against the tree and his long legs outstretched

on the ground were half buried in a snow-drift. His

long rapier, from which he was never parted, formed

so comical an angle with his body that it would have

provoked laughter at any other time. He lav like a

log as his comrades approached, and Blazius, made

uneasy bv his motionless attitude, flashed the light

upon his face and nearly dropped the lantern, so terri-

fied was he at the sight it revealed.

The face the beams illumined had lost the colour-

ing of life ; it was waxy white ; the nose, pinched in

by death's bony fingers, shone like a piece of cuttlefish,

and the skin was drawn tight over the temples. Flakes

of snow had caught on the eyebrows and eyelashes,

the wide-open eyes were fixed in a glassy stare, while

at each end of the mustaches hung an icicle that caused
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them to droop. The lips from which had flown so

many amusing rodomontades were closed with the

seal of eternal silence, and the death's-head, carved

by emaciation, was already showing under the pale

face, in which the custom of making grimaces had

drawn horribly comical wrinkles that survived death

itself; for it is one of the penalties of the player's

profession that even death loses its solemnity in his

case.

Still clinging to hope, the Tyrant endeavoured to

shake the Swashbuckler's hand, but the arm, already stiff,

fell back with a sharp sound like the wooden arm of an

automaton when the string is let go. The poor devil

had left the stage of this world for that of the next.

Yet unable to make up his mind that Captain Hector

was really gone, the Tyrant asked Blazius if he had his

flask about him. The Pedant never went without it;

there were a few drops of wine left in it, and he ap-

plied it to the blue lips of the body, but they remained

obstinately closed, and the red drops of the cordial

filtered out at the corners of the mouth. The vital

spark had fled for ever from the frail clay, for the

faintest breath would have condensed into vapour in

the bitterly cold air.
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" Leave the poor fellow alone," said Sigognac. "Do

you not see that he is dead ?
"

"Alas ! yes," returned Blazius. "As dead as Cheops

under his great pyramid. No doubt he was overcome

by the blizzard, and being unable to struggle against

the fury of the blast, he stopped by this tree, and thin

as he was the cold quickly froze him to the marrow.

In order to make a sensation in Paris, he had been

eating less and less every day, and he was thinner than

a greyhound after the hunting season is over. Poor

Hector ! you are safe now from all slaps, boxes on the

ear, kicks and thrashings which your part required you

to put up with. Nobody will ever laugh in your face

again !

"

" What are we to do with the body ?
" broke in the

Tyrant. "We cannot leave it on top of the ditch to

be picked to pieces by wolves, dogs, and birds, even

though his flesh be but poor pittance that would scarce

serve to feed the worms."

" Of course we cannot leave him," returned Blazius.

" He was a true and faithful comrade, and as he is not

heavy, you shall take the head, I will take the feet, and

the pair of us shall carry him to the waggon. To-

morrow, when daylight has returned, we shall bury him
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as decently as possible in some corner or other, seeing

that our unnatural iYIother Church closes the cemetery

gates against us poor players and denies us the satisfaction

of resting in consecrated ground. After spending our

lives in entertaining the godliest people, we have to go

and rot on a charnel like dead dogs and horses. Pray

take the lantern and walk ahead of us, Baron."

Sigognac nodded assent to the plan. The two

players stooped down, cleared away the snow that

already covered the Swashbuckler like a pall prema-

turely outspread, raised the lean corpse that weighed

less than a child's body, and started, preceded by the

Baron, who lighted the way with the lantern.

Fortunately no one was travelling along that way at

the time, for a passer-by would have thought the fune-

real group, illumined by the wavering, reddish reflection

of the lantern, and casting long, misshapen shadows

upon the snow, a strange and mysterious sight indeed,

and would naturally have concluded that it was a case

of crime or witchcraft. The black dog had ceased to

howl, as though it had done its duty in giving warning

of the death. The silence of the tomb reigned over

the land, for snow deadens sound.

Scappino, Leander, and the other players had
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caught sight of the little glowing red light swinging in

Sigognac's hand and casting upon the surrounding ob-

jects sudden flashes that drew them out of the darkness

in strange or formidable shapes until they again van-

ished in the shadows. Seen intermittently in the uncer-

tain light, the figures of the Tyrant and Blazius,

connected by the stiffened body of the Swashbuckler, as

two words are connected by a hyphen, had a lugu-

brious and enigmatical appearance. Impelled by anx-

iety and curiosity, Scappino and Leander started to

meet them.

" Well, what is the matter ?
" said the former when

they came up to their comrades. " Is Captain Hector

ill that you are carrying him that way, as stiff" as if he

had swallowed his own rapier ?
"

" He is not ill," returned Blazius. " He is in the

enjoyment of perfect health ; neither gout, fever,

catarrh, nor the stone can hurt him now. He is cured

for ever of the disease for which no physician, whether

Hippocrates,Galen, or Avicenna, has ever found a remedy.

I mean life, which always ends by killing one."

" So he is dead !
" said Scappino, in accents of sor-

row and surprise, as he bent over the dead man's face.

" Quite dead -

y
could n't be deader, supposing there
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are various degrees of deadness, for to the natural cold-

ness of death is added in his case the coldness of frost,"

replied Blazius, in a voice that betrayed more emotion

than his speech expressed.

" He is no more ! as the confidants say at the end of

a tragedy," added the Tyrant. " But please relieve us
;

it is your turn to carry him. We have borne our poor

comrade long enough, and without expectation of vails

or tips either."

Scappino took the Tyrant's place, Leander that of

Blazius, little as he cared for that sort of mortuary job,

and the procession started afresh. In a few minutes

they reached the waggon, stalled in the road. Isabella

and Serafina had, spite of the cold, got out from the

vehicle, in which the duenna alone was squatting and

opening wide her owl-like eyes. At the sight of the

Swashbuckler, white, stiff", frozen, on his features the

motionless mask through which the soul no longer

looks forth, the actresses uttered a cry of terror and

grief. Tears sprang from Isabella's clear eyes and

were at once frozen on her cheeks by the bitter night

blast. She clasped her lovely hands, reddened by the

cold, and a fervent prayer for the repose of the soul of

him who had so suddenly vanished through the trap-
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door of eternity rose on the wings of faith into the

depths of the sombre sky.

What was to be done ? The situation was rather

embarrassing, the village where the company had in-

tended to spend the night being still four or five miles

distant. It was certain that by the time they could

reach it every house would long since have been shut

up and the inhabitants asleep. On the other hand, it

was impossible to remain stuck in the snow in the road

without wood to light a fire with, without food to com-

fort the living, and to await daybreak, which came very

late at that season, in the gruesome company of a dead

body.

A start was resolved upon, the hour's rest and a feed

of oats administered to the poor old worn-out horse by

Scappino having restored some strength to the animal,

which looked brighter and capable of doing the distance.

The body of Captain Hector was placed in the bottom

of the waggon and covered with a cloth. The actresses,

shivering a little with fright, placed themselves in the

front part; for death turns the friend with whom one

was but now chatting into a spectre, and he who had

been entertaining now terrifies as might a hobgoblin or

a bogy.
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The men tramped on foot, Scappino lighting the

way with the lantern, into which a fresh candle had

been put, and the Tyrant holding the horse's bridle to

prevent its stumbling. They did not make very rapid

progress, for the going was bad ; nevertheless, in the

course of a couple of hours they made out, at the foot

of a steep hill, the outer houses of the village. The

snow that covered the roofs made them stand out

against the sombre background of sky in spite of the

darkness. The alert watch-dogs, hearing in the distance

the clanking of the iron-work of the waggon, bayed

loudly, and their barking awoke other dogs in the iso-

lated farms afar off". This produced a concert of

howls, some low, some shrill, with solos, responses, and

choruses, in which the entire canine population of the

countryside took part, so that when the waggon reached

the village the whole place was up and awake. More

than one night-capped head showed in the windows or

the upper panels of half-open doors, making it easier for

the Pedant to carry on negotiations tending to secure

lodging for the company.

He was told where the inn stood, or at least the

house which did duty as an inn, for travellers did not

frequent the place, being accustomed to push on farther.
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CAPTAIN FRACASSE
It was at the other end of the village, and the pour horse

had to buckle to it again ; but it smelt the stable and

with a tremendous effort it struck sparks from the

stones through the snow.

The place could not be mistaken ; a holly-bush hung

over the door, not unlike the boughs that dip into lus-

tral waters, and Scappino, raising his lantern, made sure

of the presence of the symbol of hospitality. The

Tyrant drummed on the door with his big fists, and

soon the clatter of pattens descending the stairs was

heard within. A ray of reddish light filtered through

the cracks of the door, which opened and exhibited, in

all the repulsiveness of a most unattractive neglige, an

old woman whose withered hand, shading the trembling

flame of a penny dip, seemed to be catching fire. She

showed the players into the kitchen, placed the candle

upon the table, stirred up the ashes on the hearth to

start a few glowing cinders that soon set fire to a hand-

ful of brushwood, and then returned to her room to put

on a skirt and jacket. A stout lad, rubbing his eyes

with his dirty hands, opened the gates of the yard,

drove in the waggon, unharnessed the horse, and

stabled it.

" Look here," said Blazius, "we cannot leave poor
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Hector in the waggon like a dead deer after a day's

hunting. The dogs would be sure to get at him.

After all, he received Christian baptism, and he deserves

to be waked like the good Christian that he was."

The body of the dead comedian was therefore

brought in, stretched upon the table and respectfully

covered with a cloak. Under the great folds of the

stuff showed the stiff lines of the body and the sharp

profile of the face, that was even more terrifying thus

than when it was uncovered. The consequence was

that when the old hostess entered the room she nearly

fainted with terror at the sight of the corpse, which she

took for that of a man murdered by the players. Hold-

ing out her trembling old hands, she besought the

Tyrant, whom she looked upon as the leader of the

band, not to put her to death, promising to maintain

absolute secrecy, even were she to be tortured. Isa-

bella reassured her, and told her briefly what had hap-

pened. The old woman then fetched a couple more

candles, and placed them symmetrically round the

corpse, offering to watch the dead with dame Leonardo,

for she had often prepared the village dead for burial

and knew what needed to be done on such sad occasions.

These matters settled, the players withdrew to an-
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other room, where they made a pretence of supping,

for the lugubrious scenes they had just taken part in

and the death of the worthy Hector were not calculated

to give them an appetite. Probably for the first time

in his life, Blazius, good as the wine was, left his glass

half-full, having forgotten to drink it down. He must

certainly have been deeply afflicted, for he was of the

breed of wine-bibbers that ask to be buried under a

barrel so that the spigot may drip into their mouths,

and he would have risen in his coffin to answer the call

of " A bumper, and no heel-taps !

"

Isabella and Serafina had a cot in the neighbouring

room; the men lay down upon bundles of straw

brought in by the stable-boy, but every one slept badly

and was up betimes, for the Swashbuckler had to be

buried.

For lack of a sheet, Leonardo and the hostess had

made a shroud for him out of a piece of an old drop-

scene, representing a forest ; a winding-sheet worthy of

an actor, as is a military cloak of a warrior. A few

traces of green paint on the threadbare canvas simulated

wreaths and foliage, and looked like armfuls of grass

cast upon it in honour of the corpse that was bundled

and sewn up into the shape of an Egyptian mummy.
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The bier was formed of a plank placed upon two

stretchers, the ends of which were taken by the Tyrant,

Blazius, Scappino, and Leander. A long, black, velvet

robe, covered with spangle-stars and half-moons, and

which was used for the costumes of pontiffs and nec-

romancers, made a fairly decent pall.

In this order the procession went out by a back door

opening out upon the fields, in order to avoid the atten-

tion and the remarks of the curious-minded, and pro-

ceeded towards a piece of waste ground which the

hostess had pointed out as a place where the Swash-

buckler might be buried without any one objecting, for

it was the spot where animals that had died of disease

were thrown. No doubt it was a most unfit place for

the interment of a human being, but the canons of the

Church were plain, and a player, being excommunicated,

could not rest in consecrated ground unless he had given

up the stage, its works and its pomps, which certainly

was not the case with Captain Hector.

Gray-eyed Morn was just awakening and was com-

ing down the slope of the hills in the snow. A cold

light fell upon the plain, the whiteness of which made

the pale tones of the heavens look livid. Surprised

at the strange appearance of the procession, unaccom-
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panied by cross or priest, a few peasants, on their way

to pick up fallen branches, stopped and looked askance

at the strollers, suspecting them to be heretics, sorcerers,

or Calvinists, yet not daring to interfere. At last a

fairly open spot was reached, and the stable-boy, who

carried the spade with which the grave was to be dug,

said it would be well to stop there. The ground was

strewn with carcasses of animals half-covered with snow

;

skeletons of horses, picked clean by the vultures and

the crows, stretched out their long fleshless heads with

empty sockets, and the vertebrae of their necks ; their

ribs, bare as bare could be, opening out like the leaves of a

fan the paper of which has been torn away. Touches

of snow fantastically fallen increased still more the

horror of the charnel by bringing out the projections

and the articulations of the bones. It seemed like

a collection of the chimerical animals which harpies

and ghouls bestride in the cavalcades of the witches'

sabbaths.

The players laid the body on the ground, and the

stable-boy began to dig vigorously, throwing the spade-

fuls of black earth upon the snow,— a peculiarly repel-

lent performance, for the living cannot help thinking

that the dead, though past all feeling, must be colder
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under the layer of frost which is to cover them on

their first night in the grave.

The Tyrant took turns with the lad, and the grave

was being rapidly dug. It yawned already sufficiently

wide to swallow the poor body at a mouthful, when

the peasantry, who had drawn near, began to yell

" Huguenots !

" and seemed about to assault the

players. They even threw a few stones, which, hap-

pily, hit no one. Seized with anger against the rabble,

Sigognac flashed out his sword and fell upon the rascals,

striking them with the flat and threatening them with

the point. Hearing the row, the Tyrant sprang from

the grave, caught hold of one of the stretchers, and laid

on handsomely upon the backs of those overthrown by

the Baron's impetuous charge. The band scattered

with howls and curses, and the obsequies of poor

Hector were concluded.

Lying at the bottom of the hole, the corpse, sewn

up in the piece of forest scenery, looked more like an

arquebuse wrapped in green serge and buried for con-

cealment than like a human body committed to its last

resting-place. When the first shovelfuls of earth fell

upon the poor remains of the dead actor, the Pedant,

unable to master his emotion and to keep back a
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tear that rolled down his red nose and fell into the

grave like a pearl of the heart, uttered in a doleful

voice by way of funeral discourse, " Alas ! poor

Hector! " And this was the dirge and threnody of the

deceased.

The worthy Pedant, as he spoke the words, did not

suspect that he was repeating the very words of Ham-

let, Prince of Denmark, as he addressed the skull of

Yorick, the former court-jester, as may be seen in

Master William Shakespeare's tragedy, a poet well

known in England and patronised by Queen Elizabeth.

In a few minutes the grave was filled up ; the

Tyrant spread snow over it, to conceal the spot and

prevent any outrage being perpetrated upon the body.

This done—
" Now," he said, " let us be off smartly ; there is

nothing more we can do here. Back to the inn, and

let us away as fast as we may, for the rascals, returning

in greater numbers, might attack us. Neither your

sword nor my fists would suffice to defend our party,

for a host of pygmies can overcome a giant. Victory

itself would be inglorious and profitless, for even were

you to dispose of half a dozen of these louts, your

glory would not grow thereby and the killing of the
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fellows would get us into trouble. We should have

the wailing of widows and the howls of children, a

wearisome and pitiful performance that lawyers turn to

account to influence the judges."

The advice was sound and it was followed. An

hour later, the bill having been settled, the waggon had

started again.
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WHICH JUSTIFIES
ditches. But the symbol brought out more vividly the

hidden meaning, and Blazius, whose tongue was itch-

ing to talk, began to moralise on this theme with end-

less quotations, apothegms, and maxims with which he

had stored his memory as he learned his parts.

The Tyrant listened to him without uttering a word

and with a preoccupied look. His thoughts were

running in another channel, and Blazius at last noticed

his comrade's anxious expression and asked him what

he was thinking of.

" I am thinking," replied the Tyrant, " of Milo of

Croton, who killed an ox with one blow of his fist, and

ate up the animal in a single day. I feel capable of

repeating the feat, in which I much delight."

" Unfortunately we have not got the ox," put in

Scappino, taking part in the conversation.

" True," returned the Tyrant. " I have but the fist

— and the appetite. Oh ! happy the ostrich that feeds

on pebbles, pieces of broken glass, gaiter-buttons,

knife-handles, belt-buckles, and other victuals indigesti-

ble by man. At this present moment I could swallow

every one of our stage properties. I feel as if while

digging poor Hector's grave I dug one within myself,

so deep, so long, and so wide that it can never be filled
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up. Wise indeed were the ancients who followed up

funerals with repasts plentifully furnished with viands

and copiously watered with wine, to the greater glory

of the dead and the improvement of the health of the

living. I should love to perform even now that philo-

sophical rite so well fitted to dry our tears."

11 In other words," said Blazius, "you would like to

eat. You Polyphemus, you ogre, you Gargantua, you

Gouliaf, you disgust me."

" You," retorted the Tyrant, " would mighty well

like to drink. You sand-pit, you funnel, you wine-

skin, you barrel, you siphon, you hogshead, you excite

my pity."

" How delightful would a combination of these two

principles prove at table ! "said Scappino, conciliatingly.

" Here is by the roadside a clump of wood admirably

adapted to a halt. We might turn the waggon in

there, and if there be any food left, we might eat it,

such as it is, sheltered from the north wind by that

natural screen. The stop will give the horse time to

rest and us to discuss, while nibbling our crusts, the

future of our company, a future that strikes me as

pretty dark at this moment."

"Wisely spoken, friend Scappino," returned the
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Pedant. " We shall draw from the depths of the

provision bag, which, alas ! is flabbier and more limp

than a prodigal's purse, a few remains of the good

cheer of other days ; the crust of pasties, a ham-bone,

the skins of sausages, and crusts of bread. In the box

there are left two or three flagons of wine, the last of

a valiant company. With the help of these we may,

not satisfy, but at least fool our hunger. Pity 't is that

the soil of this inhospitable district is not like the clay

that certain American Indians ballast themselves with

when both hunting and fishing have proved a failure !

"

The waggon was driven off the road into the thicket,

and the horse, having been unharnessed, sought under

the snow for scanty blades of grass it nibbled with

its long yellow teeth. A carpet was spread upon an

open space, the players sat down round this improvised

table-cloth in Turkish fashion, and Blazius placed upon

it in due order the remains of former meals that he had

brought along in the waggon, as solemnly as if he were

setting out a regular feast.

" Admirably done !
" exclaimed the Tyrant, delighted

at the sight. " A prince's majordomo could not have

done better. Although you are wonderful as a Pedant,

Blazius, your real vocation was that of steward."
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" Such was my ambition, I own, but adverse for-

tune came in the way," returned the Pedant in modest

tones. " I particularly recommend you, my dear hun-

gry friends, not to fall to like gluttons. Masticate

slowly and devoutly. For the matter of that, I shall

myself divide the rations among you, as is done on

rafts after a shipwreck. To you, Tyrant, I assign

this ham-bone, from which still depends a morsel of

meat. With your strong teeth you can break it and in

philosophical fashion extract the marrow from it. Your

share, ladies, shall be this bottom crust of the pasty,

overlaid with dressing in the corners and internally for-

tified with a layer of bacon ; it is a delicate, savoury

dish, so nutritious that you will not care for anything

more after it. This butt-end of a sausage is for you,

Baron de Sigognac ; only you must be careful not to

swallow the string which fastens the skin after the man-

ner of purse-strings. You must lay it aside for supper;

for dinner is an indigestible, abusive, and superfluous meal

which is hereby suppressed. Leander, Scappino, and I

will make shift with this venerable piece of cheese, as

hairy as a hermit in his grot. As for the bread, those

who find it too hard may soak it in water and extract

the straws from it if they want tooth-picks. In regard
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to the wine, each member of the company is entitled to

one glass, and as cellarer, I have to insist on no heel-

taps, so that there may be no loss of liquor."

Sigognac had long been inured to more than Spanish

frugality, and in his Tower of Hunger had made many

a meal which left no crumbs for the mice to nibble,

seeing he was the chief mouse in person. Nevertheless,

he could not help admiring the bright temper and the

comic spirit of the Pedant, who found food for fun

under circumstances in which other men would have

bemoaned their hard fate and wept over it. But he

was worried about Isabella ; a deadly pallor overspread

her cheeks, and her teeth chattered as she ate with a

feverish clanking she in vain endeavoured to repress.

Her thin clothing ill-protected her against the bitter

cold, and Sigognac, seated by her side, threw round her

shoulders, in spite of her protestations, the half of his

cloak, and drew her close to himself, so that the warmth

of his own body should cheer and revive her. Isabella

warmed up quickly by her lover's side, and a faint flush

reappeared on her modest features.

While the strollers were eating a curious sound was

heard, to which at first no attention was paid, as it was

supposed to be caused by the wind whistling through
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the bare branches of the coppice. Soon it became

more distinct ; it was a sort of hoarse and strident rat-

tle, at once stupid and angry, the character of which it

was difficult to determine. The women exhibited signs

of alarm.

"It may be an adder!" exclaimed Serafina. "I

shall die of fright, for those horrid creatures terrify me."

" Serpents are benumbed in such weather," replied

Leander, " and sleep sound as logs in their holes."

11 Leander is right," put in the Pedant. u It must be

something else ; some wild animal disturbed by our

presence here. There is no reason why it should spoil

our meal."

At the sound of the hissing, Scappino had pricked

up his foxy ears, which though reddened by the cold

had lost none of their acuteness of hearing, and he cast

a piercing glance in the direction from which the noise

came. The grass was disturbed as by the passage of

an animal. Scappino signed to the players to remain

still, and presently there emerged from the thicket a

superb gander, with neck outstretched, head up, and

waddling along with majestic stupidity upon its broad-

webbed feet. Two geese, its wives, followed it trust-

fully and confidingly.
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" There is a roast coming to the spit of its own ac-

cord," whispered Scappino. " Heaven, touched by our

agony of hunger, has sent it to us most timeously."

The clever rascal rose and moved away from the

rest of the company, describing a semicircle so lightly

that the snow did not even creak under his steps.

The gander's attention was attracted by the group of

players that it watched with mistrustful curiosity, the

reason of their presence in a place ordinarily deserted

not being quite clear to its unintelligent brain. Seeing

that the bird was absorbed in its contemplation, the

player, who apparently was used to marauding, stole up

behind the gander and covered it up with his cloak

so accurately, skilfully, and quickly that the business

was done in less time than it takes to tell it.

Having secured the fowl, he sprang upon it and

seized it by the neck under the cloak, which the flap-

ping of the wings of the poor suffocated bird speedily

threw off. In this attitude Scappino resembled that

much admired group of antique sculpture called " The

Boy and the Goose." Soon the choking gander

ceased to struggle ; its head fell limp upon Scappino's

closed fist; its wings no longer flapped; its legs, with

their orange-morocco gaiters, stretched out in a dying
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kick j it was no more. The widowed geese, dreading

a like fate, uttered by way of funeral dirge a lament-

able quack and fled into the coppice.

" Well done, Scappino ! a clever trick, by my faith,

and worth more than all those you play on the stage.

Geese are more difficult to fool than Gerontes and

Truffaldinis, being naturally very vigilant and constantly

on the alert, as we learn in history, which teaches us

that the geese of the Capitol scented the night attack

of the Gauls and thus saved Rome. This noble gander

saves us also in another, but no less providential

fashion."

Dame Leonardo bled and plucked the fowl, and

while she was doing her best to remove the down,

Blazius, the Tyrant, and Leander, scattered in the

thickets, collected dead wood, shook off* the snow from

it and heaped it up in a dry spot. Meantime Scappino

was busy cutting a wand with his knife and stripping

off" the bark, so as to make it into a spit. Two forked

sticks, cut above the knot, were driven into the ground

to serve as supports and andirons. With the help of a

handful of straw taken from the chariot and on which

the flint and steel was struck, the fire was speedily

lighted and soon blazed merrily, colouring the spitted
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bird with its flame and restoring by its vivifying warmth

the company seated in a circle round the hearth.

Scappino, with the modest look of a man who feels

that he is the hero of the hour, stood in his place, with

downcast eyes and devout face, turning the bird from

time to time as, under the influence of the glowing

coals, it assumed a fine golden colour, most appetising

to behold, and gave forth a scent so succulent that it

would have caused Cataligirone, who, in the whole

extent of the fair city of Paris, admired nothing so

much as the cook-shops of the Rue aux Oiies, to fall

into a state of ecstasy.

The Tyrant had risen and was striding about in

order, he said, to avoid yielding to the temptation of

falling upon the half-cooked roast and swallowing it,

spit and all, while Blazius had gone to the waggon

to get out from a box a huge pewter platter used in

stage banquets. The goose was placed thereon with

much solemnity, and as soon as the knife was stuck

into it, it gave out a sanguineous gravy that smelled

most exquisitely.

The fowl was cut up into equal portions, and the

meal was resumed anew. This time the food was no

longer imaginary and fallacious, and no one felt any
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scruple concerning Scappino's action, for hunger had

deadened every conscience. The Pedant, who was

most particular in matters culinary, asked to be for-

given for not having slices of Seville oranges to serve

with the goose, that condiment, as every one knows,

being obligatory ; but he was readily forgiven.

" And now that we are satisfied," said the Tyrant,

as he wiped his beard with his hand, " it would not be

out of the way to discuss our future movements. I

have not much more than three or four pistoles in my

bag, and my office of treasurer is fast becoming a sine-

cure. We have lost two valuable members of the

company, Zerbina and the Swashbuckler ; and even

had we not done so, we could not well perform in the

open country for the benefit of the crows, ravens, and

magpies. They would not pay for their seats, having

no money of their own, save, it may be, the pies,

which are reputed to steal coin, jewellery, spoons, and

mugs ;
yet it would not be wise to reckon upon profits

from this source. With the apocalyptic horse that is

trying not to die in the shafts of our waggon, we

cannot possibly reach Poictiers for a couple of days.

Now this is most tragical, for we run the risk of

starving to death or being frozen stiff" in a ditch before
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then, seeing that it is not every day roast geese emerge

from the bushes."

" You have admirably stated the trouble we are in,"

said the Pedant, " but you have not said how we are to

get out of it."

" My advice is that we should halt in the first village

we come to. Field work has stopped, and the long

evenings have set in. We can surely secure the loan

of some barn or stable. Scappino shall play the drum

in front of the door, and promise a wonderful and

unrivalled performance to the open-eyed yokels, who

shall furthermore be graciously allowed to pay their

entrance-money in kind. A chicken, a piece of ham

or meat, or a measure of wine shall entitle the payer

to a front seat. A couple of pigeons, a dozen eggs,

a bunch of vegetables, a loaf of household bread, or

similar victuals shall admit to the back seats. Peasants

grudge paying out money, but they do not mind paying

with the provisions they have in their hutches, for they

cost them nothing, provided as they are by kindly

Dame Nature. We shall not fill our purses, it is true,

but we shall at least fill our stomachs, an important

matter, since it is on Gastcr that the whole economy

and health of the body depend, as has been wisely
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remarked by Menenius. After that we ought not

to have any difficulty in reaching Poictiers, where I am

acquainted with an innkeeper who will give us credit."

" But what play are we to perform ? " inquired

Scappino ; "that is, supposing we come upon a

village. Our repertory is badly disarranged. Trage-

dies and tragi-comedies would be Greek to rustics who

are ignorant of fable and history, and who do not

even understand the beautiful French tongue. What

we need is a rattling, jolly farce, seasoned not with

Attic but with kitchen salt, with lots of stick play,

kicks, comical tumbles, and buffoon scurrilities in the

Italian fashion. c The Rodomontades of Captain Hec-

tor ' would have been the very thing, but unfortunately

the Swashbuckler is no more, and it is to the worms

alone that he will henceforth spout his tirades."

As Scappino ceased, Sigognac signed with the hand

that he desired to speak. A faint blush, the last

despatched from the heart to the cheeks by his aris-

tocratic pride, flushed his features, usually colourless

even under the biting breeze. The players remained

silently awaiting his words.

" Though I lack poor Hector's talent, I am almost

as lean as he was. I propose, therefore, to take his
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part and to fill it to the best of my ability. I am your

comrade ; I mean to be so completely. Besides, I am

ashamed to have profited by your good luck and to be

useless to you now that times are bad. Then who

cares for the Sigognacs ? My ancestral home is falling

in ruins upon the tombs of my forbears ; forgetfulness

is overwhelming our name, famous of yore, and the

ivy is growing over my escutcheon upon my deserted

porch. It may be that some day the three storks will

joyously spread out their silver wings and that life and

happiness will return to the poor dwelling where I

have spent my sad and hopeless youth, but meanwhile

I ask you, who held out your hands to me to help me

out of that hole, to accept me frankly as your comrade.

Henceforth I am no longer Sigognac."

Isabella laid her hand on the Baron's arm as if desir-

ous of interrupting him, but Sigognac paid no attention

to the young girl's beseeching look, and went on :
—

" I fold away my title of Baron and put it at the

bottom of my trunk as a garment that is no longer

suitable for wear. Do not again call me Baron, and let

me see whether, thus disguised, misfortune will continue

to know me. Now do I succeed to the Swashbuckler,

and my stage name shall be Captain Fracasse !

"
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" Long live Captain Fracasse !

" shouted the com-

pany in assent, " and may he be applauded wherever he

goes !

"

Sigognac's resolve, which surprised the players, was

not so sudden as it seemed to be. He had long turned

the matter over in his mind ; it was painful to him to

be a charge to the kindly strollers who shared their

own resources so generously with him, never making

him feel that he was a burden, and he had come to the

conclusion that it was less unworthy of a nobleman to

tread the boards and honestly earn his living than to

accept it as an idler in the form of sportula or alms.

He had indeed thought of returning to Sigognac, but

had dismissed the idea as base and cowardly, for it is

not in time of rout that a soldier should leave his com-

mand. Besides, even could he have made up his mind

to go, his love for Isabella would have kept him back,

and in addition, though he did not easily indulge his

imagination, he fancied in a vague way that all manner

of surprising adventures, changes of fortune and strokes

of luck might befall him, and these possibilities he would

have had to give up if he resumed his old solitary life

within his ruinous castle.

The matter having thus been disposed of, the horse
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was again harnessed and a fresh start made. The

whole company had been revived by the meal, and all,

save the duenna and Serafina, who never went on foot

when they could drive, walked behind the waggon, to

the great relief of the poor animal. Isabella leaned on

Sigognac's arm and turned upon him at times a loving

glance, for she was sure that it was love for her that

had induced him to turn actor, a step so repugnant to

the pride of a well-born man. She had meant to scold

him for it, but she had not the heart to blame him for

a mark of devotion that she would have had him with-

hold had she foreseen his intention ; for she was of

those who forget themselves and think only of the

interests of the man they love. Presently, feeling

somewhat tired, she climbed into the waggon and

curled herself up under a blanket by the duenna's

side.

On both sides of the road the country, covered with

snow, was deserted as far as the eye could reach.

There was no sign of town, village, or hamlet.

u There does not seem to be much hope of a full

house," said the Pedant after glancing over the distance,

" for there does not appear to be much of a public, and

the pickled pork, fowls, and strings of onions with which
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the Tyrant was making our mouths water a while ago

strike me as becoming more and more remote. I

cannot see the smoke of a single chimney, and as

far as my vision reaches I behold not the meanest

of weather-cocks."

" Do not be impatient, Blazius," returned the Ty-

rant, " and remember that crowded dwellings vitiate the

air. It is healthful to place villages well apart."

" At that rate, the people of this district need not

fear epidemics, black plague, dysentery, diarrhoea, or

malignant and confluent fevers, which, according to phy-

sicians, are due to the crowding of the population. But

I am very much afraid that if this sort of thing goes

on Captain Fracasse will not have a very early oppor-

tunity of making his first appearance on any stage."

Meanwhile day was rapidly drawing to a close, and

it was scarcely possible to distinguish in the heavy bank

of cloud's a faint red flush that marked the spot where

the sun was setting, tired of illuminating the livid and

gloomy landscape dotted with crows.

The snow, hardened by the cold wind, gleamed and

glittered. The poor old horse found it increasingly

hard to get along ; the least slope made it slip, and

though it braced itself to the best of its ability on its
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broken-kneed legs and held back with its thin quarters,

the weight of the waggon overbore it, notwithstanding

the fact that Scappino, walking at its head, held it up

by the bridle. Cold as it was, the perspiration streamed

down its ribs and debilitated limbs, turning to lather

where the harness rubbed it. The animal panted like

the bellows of a forge, a strange dazed look came into

its eyes that seemed to behold phantoms, and it

swerved now and then as if stopped by an invisible

obstacle. Its shaky frame bumped in drunken fashion

now against the one shaft, now against the other; it

raised its head and drew its lips up over its gums, and

then bent down as if to graze on the snow. Its last

hour had struck and it was fighting death standing, like

the brave horse it was. At last it went down all of a

heap, feebly lashed out for the last time at death, lay

down on its side, and never rose again.

Terrified by the sudden jolt that nearly threw them

to the ground, the women uttered shrieks of distress

;

the men hastened to their aid and quickly relieved them

from their awkward position. Neither Leonardo nor

Serafina were hurt, but the violence of the shock had

caused Isabella to faint. Sigognac lifted her up inert

and senseless, while Scappino, bending down, felt the
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ears of the horse, lying flat on the earth as if it were

cut out of cardboard.

"It is dead and gone, and no mistake," said Scappino,

rising with a look of discouragement ;
" its ears are cold,

and the pulse in the auricular vein has ceased to beat."

" So, then," exclaimed Leander mournfully, " we

shall now have to hang on to a rope like beasts of

burden or boatmen hauling a boat, and to drag the

waggon along. Cursed be the fancy that led me to

turn player !

"

" This is no time to weep and moan," roared the

Tyrant, exasperated by the young man's unseasonable

lamentations. " Let us be men, and decide, like men

whom fate cannot dismay, what we had best do. First

and foremost, let us ascertain if our good Isabella is

much hurt. But no; she is opening her eyes and

coming to, thanks to the help of Sigognac and dame

Leonardo. Well, then, we must divide into two

parties ; the one shall stay by the waggon with the

women, and the other shall scour the country in search

of help, for we are not Russians inured to Scythian

cold, and consequently we cannot remain here in winter

quarters, squatting in the snow. We should need furs

to do that, and dawn would find us frozen stiff* and
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covered with ice, like candied fruit. Come, Captain

Fracasse, Leander, and you Scappino, who are the

lightest and as swift-footed as Achilles Peleades, leg it

as fast as you can, run like hares, and bring us speedily

some assistance. Blazius and I shall mount guard over

the vehicle."

The three men were making ready to start, although

they had no great hopes of accomplishing anything, for

the night was as black as the inside of an oven, and

the reflection of the snow alone enabled one to distin-

guish objects. Darkness, however, if it conceals ob-

jects, also brings out light more strongly, and just then

a little reddish dot began to glimmer at the foot of a

hill some distance from the road.

" Behold the star of safety !
" cried the Pedant

;

" the terrestrial star, as welcome to the sight of the

lost wayfarer as the Polar star to sailors in peril of the

sea. That star with its blessed rays is a candle or a

lamp behind a window-pane, and indicates a well closed

room, comfortably warmed, and forming part of a

dwelling inhabited by civilised human beings rather

than by savage Lestrigonians. There is undoubtedly a

bright fire blazing on the hearth, and on the fire a pot

wherein is cooking a rich soup ; most luscious thought,
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that makes my mouth water, as, in fancy, I wash it

down with two or three bottles of old crusty wine

draped in antique fashion with cobwebs."

" You are raving, old man," said the Tyrant. " The

cold is congealing the gray matter of your brain in your

old bald head and makes you see visions. There is,

however, this much truth in your ravings, that the light

does indicate an inhabited house, and our plan of cam-

paign is therefore changed. We shall all proceed to-

gether towards that beacon of salvation ; it is scarcely

likely that thieves are abroad on a night like this for

the purpose of carrying off our forest, our public square,

and our drawing-room. Let us each take our own

things, which make a light bundle, and to-morrow

morning we shall come back to fetch the waggon. In-

deed, I am getting so miserably cold that my nose is

losing all feeling."

The players set off, Isabella leaning on Sigognac's

arm, Leander assisting Serafina, Scappino dragging the

duenna along, and Blazius and the Tyrant forming the

vanguard. They cut across the fields, straight for

the light, bothered at times by bushes or ditches, and

occasionally sinking in the snow nearly to the knees.

At last, after more than one tumble, they reached a
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large building surrounded by long walls, with a waggon

gate. The place looked like a farm-house, so far as

they could make out in the darkness.

The lamp cast a bright square patch of light upon

the dark wall and revealed the sash of a small window

the shutter of which had not yet been closed. The

watch-dogs, having scented the approach of strangers,

tumbled out and began to bark. They could be heard

running, leaping, and scrambling about in the silence of

the night behind the wall ; then steps and voices of

men mingled with the baying, and presently the whole

place was aroused.

" Do you remain at a distance, most of you," said

the Pedant. " Our numbers might perhaps frighten

these worthy people, who will think we are a band of

roughs seeking to invade their rustic homes. As I am

old and of kindly aspect, I shall go alone and knock at

the door, and negotiate with them. They will not be

afraid of me."

This wise advice was followed. Blazius, crooking

his fore-finger, knocked at the door, which was first

partially opened and then thrown wide open. From

the spot where they stood in the snow, the players be-

held a rather strange and, to them, inexplicable sight.
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The Pedant and the farmer, who had raised his lantern

to throw its light upon the face of the man who had

thus disturbed him, began, after exchanging a few words

which the actors were unable to catch, to gesticulate

in most eccentric fashion and to hurl themselves into

each other's arms, as is the wont on the stage of two

persons who recognise each other.

Encouraged by this reception, the meaning of which

they could not fathom, but which they judged, from

the pantomime that accompanied it, to be warm and

favourable, the players drew near timidly, assuming a

woe-begone and modest air, as beseemed travellers in

distress seeking hospitality.

" Come on, you people !
" shouted the Pedant joy-

ously. " Come on without fear. We have lighted upon

a child of the stage, a pet of Thespis, a favourite of

Thalia, the comic Muse, upon the famous Bellumbre,

in a word, formerly the delight of the Court and the

city, as well as of the provinces. You are all familiar

with his unsurpassed fame. Return thanks to kind

fate that has led us straight to the philosopher's retreat,

where the glory of the stage is resting upon his laurels."

" Come in, ladies and gentlemen," said Bellombre,

advancing towards the players with the graceful cour-
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tesy of a man who has not put aside his fine manners

though wearing a peasant's dress. " The chill night

air might make you hoarse, and modest though my

home is, you will nevertheless be more comfortable in

it than in the open air."

It will readily be believed that the company required

no pressing, and that they entered the house delighted

with the adventure, in which, for the matter of that,

the only extraordinary thing was the appositeness of

the recognition. Blazius had once belonged to the

same troupe as Bellombrc, and their respective parts

precluding any rivalry between them, they had learned

to appreciate each other and had become great friends

through a community of affection for the bottle.

Bellombre, who had taken to the stage after a very

turbulent youth, had withdrawn from it, having in-

herited the farm and surrounding land at his father's

death. As his parts called for a youthful appearance,

he had not been sorry to leave before wrinkles com-

pelled him to give up. People thought him dead long

since, and old amateurs enjoyed worrying young actors

by holding him up as an example.

The players entered into a large room that, as is

usual in farm-houses, was at one and the same time a
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bedroom and a kitchen. A chimney with broad

mantel, the shelf of which was hung with a border of

faded green serge, took up one of the sides. A brick

arch in the brown, varnished wall formed the opening

of the oven, just then closed with a sheet-iron door.

On huge iron andirons, the hollowed balls of which

were fitted to hold plates, blazed with delightful crack-

ling four or five huge logs, or rather tree trunks. The

light of this splendid fire illumined the room so

brilliantly that the lamp was unnecessary. The reflec-

tion of the flame showed in the shadow the outline of

a bedstead of Gothic form, ran in brilliant rays along

the beams of the ceiling, cast from the legs of the table

placed in the centre of the room shadows of the most

bizarre form, and flashed in sudden spangles upon the

corners of the earthenware and the utensils ranged on

the dresser or hung on the walls.

In a corner near the window two or three books

thrown upon a carved wooden table proved that the

master of the house had not turned wholly into a

rustic and that he devoted to reading, a souvenir of his

former profession, the leisure time of the long winter

evenings.

Revived by the warm atmosphere and the hospitable
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welcome, the whole company experienced a sensation

of comfort. The rosy flush of life reappeared on the

pale faces and on the lips chapped by the cold
; gaiety

illumined the eyes but now lustreless, and hope sprang

anew in every breast. The squinting, lame, and

annoying god of ill-luck had at last wearied of per-

secuting the strollers, and appeased, doubtless, by the

death of the Swashbuckler, it condescended to be

satisfied with that meagre prey.

Bellombre had summoned his servants, who covered

the tablecloth with plates and big-bellied jugs, to the in-

tense delight of Blazius, who had been born thirsty,

and was ever ready to imbibe, even in the depth of

night.

M Now you see," said he to the Tyrant, " how

logical were my deductions from the sight of the little

gleam of red light. They were neither a mirage nor a

phantasm. Behold the rich vapour that ascends in

spirals from the soup abundantly plenished with cab-

bage, turnips, and other vegetables. The wine, newly

drawn, is sparkling red and bright in jugs crowned with

rosy foam. The fire is blazing the brighter because

of the cold outside, and to top it all, we have for our

host the great, the illustrious, and never sufficiently to
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be praised Bellombre, the very flower and cream of

players past, present, and to come ; be this said without

offence to the talents of the present company."

" Our happiness would be complete if only poor

Captain Hector were with us," said Isabella, with a

sigh.

" Why, what harm has come to him ? " asked

Bellombre, who had heard of the Swashbuckler's fame.

The Tyrant told the tragical tale of the freezing to

death of the Captain.

" And but for our having fortunately come across a

good old friend," added Blazius, " we should have

shared his fate to-night, and have been found frozen

stiff like sailors in Cimmerian darkness and cold."

" That would have been a great pity," answered

Bellombre, with a meaning look at Isabella and Serafina,

" but I am sure these young goddesses would have

made the snow melt and nature thaw by the mere fire

of their eyes."

" You attribute more power to our glances than

they possess," replied Serafina. M They could not

have warmed a heart even, in that dreadful, icy-cold

obscurity. The tears of frost would have put out the

fires of love."
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In the course of the meal Blazius informed Bellombre

of the condition in which the company found itself, but

this did not appear to surprise the ex-actor.

41 The fortune of the stage is more capricious than

the fortune of the world even," said he. " Its wheel

revolves so rapidly that it finds difficulty in balancing

itself for more than a moment. But if it falls off

frequently, it springs up again skilfully and lightly, and

quickly recovers its equilibrium. In the morning I

shall send my plough-horses to fetch your waggon

here, and we shall build a stage in the barn. There is

a large village not far from us which will provide a very

good audience. Then, if the performance proves in-

sufficiently remunerative, there are still in my old

leather purse a few pistoles of better metal than stage

coins, and by Apollo ! I shall not leave my old friend

Blazius and his comrades in the lurch."

" I see," returned the Pedant, " that you are the

same generous Bellombre as ever, and that you have not

grown rusty in your rustic and bucolic occupations."

" No, indeed," said Bellombre, " for while I culti-

vate my land I do not allow my brain to lie fallow. I

read over the old authors by the fireplace, my feet on

the andirons, and I glance through such of the plays of
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the present-day wits as I can obtain in this land of

exile. By way of passing the time I study the parts

that would be suited to me, and I have come to the

conclusion that I was only a very conceited fellow in

the days when I was applauded for my sonorous voice,

my gallant mien, and my well shaped limbs. At that

time I had no real knowledge of the art, and I slammed

along like a crow cutting down walnuts. My success

was due to lack of intelligence on the part of the

public."

" No one but the great Bellombre could venture to

say such a thing," put in the Tyrant courteously.

" Art is long and life is short," went on the ex-actor;

" and that is especially true of the player who has to

render his conception of a part with the help of his per-

sonality. I was just acquiring talent, but I was also

getting stout, which makes a sentimental and tragedy

hero look ridiculous. I made up my mind not to wait

for the day when a couple of supernumeraries would

have to help me to rise when my part required that I

should throw myself on my knees before the princess in

order to confess my passion with asthmatic gasps and

tearful, rolling eyes. I took advantage of the legacy

left me, and withdrew from the stage at the height of
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my fame, resolved not to imitate those obstinate actors

who are finally driven from the boards by abundant

supplies of apple-cores, orange-skins, and hard-boiled

eggs-"

" You did right, Bellombre," said Blazius, " although

you did retire prematurely, for you might well have re-

mained on the stage ten years longer."

Indeed, Bellombre, though tanned by the country

air, had retained his handsome mien. His eyes, accus-

tomed to express passion, became animated and flashed

as he talked; his nostrils swelled broad and well cut;

his lips, as they parted, showed teeth of which a co-

quette might have been proud ; his dimpled chin was

firmly rounded, and abundant hair, streaked with a very

few silver threads, fell in rich curls upon his shoulders.

He was still a remarkably handsome man.

Blazius and the Tyrant went on drinking in company

with him ; the ladies withdrew to a room in which the

servants had lighted a blazing fire. Sigognac, Leandcr,

and Scappino stretched themselves out in a corner of

the stable on fresh straw litter, thoroughly protected

from the cold by the warm breath of the animals and

the wool of the horse-blankets.

While some of my characters are drinking and the
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others are sleeping, let us return to the waggon and see

what befell there.

The dead horse still lay between the shafts ; only, its

legs had stiffened like wooden posts, and its head lay

flat on the ground upon the hair of its mane, the per-

spiration on which had frozen into ice crystals in the

cold night wind. The glassy eyes were sinking deeper

within the sockets, and the thin cheeks seemed to have

been dissected.

Day was beginning to break ; the winter sun showed

half its leaden-white disk between two long banks of

clouds, and shed its pale light upon the sad landscape, on

which the skeletons of trees stood out black and dismal.

Over the white snow hopped ravens, guided by their

sense of scent, and prudently drawing nearer the dead

animal, mistrusting a trap, a snare, or a danger, for the

dark, motionless mass of the waggon frightened them
;

and they remarked to each other with loud caws that

the concern very probably concealed a sportsman in

ambush and that a raven looks uncommonly ill in a

stew-pan. They hopped on with feverish desire, and

then retreated in terror, performing a queer sort of

pavan. One, bolder than the rest, broke away from

the flock, flapped its heavy wings twice or thrice, rose
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from the ground, and settled upon the horse's head. It

was already bending forward to pick out the eyes, when

it suddenly stopped, bristled up its feathers, and seemed

to listen.

Far down the road a heavy step was crunching the

snow, and though a human ear might not have noted it,

it sounded clear to the raven's keen hearing. The peril

was not pressing, and the sombre bird did not leave its

position, but it remained watchful. The steps drew

near and presently the dim shape of a man carrying a

burden loomed up through the morning mists. The

raven considered it wise to withdraw, and flew off" with

a loud caw of warning to its companions in danger.

The whole flock whirred away to the neighbouring

trees with harsh, discordant cries. The man had got

up to the waggon, and, surprised at coming upon an

ownerless vehicle in the middle of the road, with a

horse whose main drawback, like Roland's mare, was

that it was dead, he stopped short, and cast a suspicious,

circumspect glance around him.

Then, in order to examine matters more easily, he

laid down his burden, which stood up and began to

walk; for it was a little girl some twelve years of age,

who, when wrapped up in the long cloak that covered
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her from head to foot, and hoisted upon her com-

panion's shoulder, might readily have been mistaken for

a valise or a travelling-bag. A pair of black, fiery eyes

flashed sombre under the fold of the stuff in which she

was clothed, eyes that were identically like Chiquita's ;

a string of pearls made luminous points in the tawny

shadows on her neck, and round her bare legs were

twisted rope-shaped rags that contrasted with this piece

of luxury.

It was none other than Chiquita herself, and her

companion was Agostino, the bandit with the mannikins,

who, weary of plying his trade upon untravelled roads,

was bound for Paris, where every talent can find occu-

pation, walking by night and hiding by day, as is the

habit of all carnivorous and predatory beasts of prey.

The child, worn out by fatigue and stiff with cold, had

been unable to keep up, in spite of her courage, and

Agostino, in search of a shelter, was carrying her as

Homer and Belisarius were wont to carry their guides,

save that Agostino was not blind, but, on the contrary,

possessed eyes as sharp as the lynx, which, as the elder

Pliny affirms, is able to see through a stone wall.

"What is the meaning of this ?
" said Agostino to

Chiquita. M As a rule it is we who stop carriages, but
~~
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this time it is the carriage that holds us up. We had

better look out that it is not full of travellers who will

call on us to stand and deliver."

"There is no one in it," said Chiquita, who had

peeped in under the canvas top.

" There may be something, then," went on the

bandit. " Let us search."

Thereupon, for the daylight did not yet illumine the

interior of the waggon, drawing flint, steel, and tinder

from the folds of his belt, he struck a light in the dark-

lantern he was accustomed to carry on his nocturnal

explorations. Chiquita, forgetting her fatigue in the

hope of booty, slipped into the vehicle and directed the

rays of the lantern upon the parcels it contained, but

could make out only a few old stage-drops, properties,

and rags of no value.

" Look carefully everywhere, my dear Chiquita,"

said the highwayman while keeping a bright look-out.

" Rummage in the pouches and bags hanging on the

sides."

"There is nothing, absolutely nothing worth taking.

Stay ! here is a bag that chinks as if it contained money."

" Hand it out quick," said Agostino, " and bring the

light near while I examine our find. By the horns and
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CAPTAIN FRACASSE
hoofs of Lucifer, we have the devil's own bad luck !

I reckoned on good money, and this is nothing more

than stage coin of brass and gilded lead. Well, let us

make the best of a bad bargain, and rest a while under

the awning, which will protect us against the cold wind.

Your poor dear little feet are bleeding, and can be

of no service to you on this long, rough road. Get

under that canvas and sleep for an hour or two.

Meanwhile I shall keep watch, and if any one happens

along, we can clear out in a twinkling."

Chiquita snuggled away as comfortably as she could

within the waggon, pulling the old scenery over herself

for the sake of warmth, and soon fell sound asleep.

Agostino remained in front, his open navaja by his

side and within reach, examining the country with

the keen eye of the prowler who allows nothing to

escape his glance. The silence was profound and the

land deserted. On the distant hills patches of snow

gleamed in the pale light of early morn, looking like

white phantoms or marble monuments in a graveyard.

But everything was reassuringly quiet. Agostino, in

spite of his strong will and his iron constitution, felt

sleep overcoming him. More than once his eyelids

had closed and he had re-opened them with quick reso-
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lution. But objects were beginning to look hazy to

him and the sense of things to vanish, when, through

the incoherent, half-dreamy state into which he had

sunk, he seemed to feel a warm, moist breath on his

face. He woke up and his eyes opened upon the

glare of two burning orbs.

u Wolves do not eat one another, my lad," mur-

mured the highwayman, " and your teeth are not

strong enough to tear me."

Then, quicker than thought, he clutched the brute's

throat with his left hand, while, picking up his knife

with the right, he plunged it up to the hilt in the

animal's heart. Nevertheless, though he had come off

a victor, Agostino did not think the waggon a place

good enough to stay in, and he awoke Chiquita, who

exhibited no fear whatever at the sight of the wolf

stretched out dead in the road.

"We had better make off," said the bandit. "That

dead horse is attracting the wolves, which are mad

with hunger in this snowy weather when they can find

nothing to eat. Of course I could kill a number of

them just as I have killed this one, but they might turn

up in scores, and if I happened to fall asleep I should

greatly dislike awaking inside the stomach of a car-
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nivorous animal. Then, once they had finished me,

they would make but one mouthful of you, my little

one, for your bones are still soft. Therefore, let us

make tracks. That dead brute will delay them. You

can manage to walk now, can you ?
"

"Yes," returned Chiquita, who was no spoiled child

brought up in cotton wool, " the short sleep I have

had has restored my strength ; so, dear Agostino, you

will not have to carry me like a troublesome bundle.

Besides," she added with fierce energy, w when I can

no longer walk, just cut my throat with your big knife

and chuck me into a ditch. I shall consider it a

favour."

The highwayman and the little girl walked away

with rapid steps and were soon lost in the mist. Re-

assured by their departure, the ravens came down from

the trees, swooped down upon the dead horse, and

began their horrid feast. Ere long two or three

wolves turned up to take their share of the free meal,

quite undisturbed by the flapping wings, the croaks, and

the beak-thrusts of their black fellow-guests. Birds

and quadrupeds alike wrought so heartily that in the

course of a few hours the horse, picked clean, showed

in the morning light like a skeleton prepared by veteri-
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nary surgeons ; there was nothing left of it but the tail

and the hoofs.

As soon as it was broad daylight, the Tyrant came

along with a farm hand to fetch the waggon. He

stumbled upon the half-eaten carcass of the wolf, and

between the shafts, still clothed with the harness that

had been left untouched by beak and tooth alike, beheld

the bones of the poor horse. The contents of the bag

of stage coin had been scattered upon the road, and in

the snow were plainly imprinted tracks both large and

small that led to the waggon and then away from it.

M It looks as if the car of Thespis had been visited

by various callers during the night," said the Tyrant.

" Lucky was the accident that compelled us to inter-

rupt our comic odyssey. I really cannot be suffi-

ciently thankful for it. Thanks to it, we have escaped

the two-legged and the four-legged wolves, all of them

dangerous, the latter perhaps more so. What a treat

for them would have been the tender flesh of the dear

little pullets Serafina and Isabella, to say nothing of my

own tough meat."

While the Tyrant was thus soliloquising to himself,

Bellombre's servant had cast the waggon loose and was

harnessing to it the horse he had brought along, though
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the animal snorted with terror at the terrifying sight

of the skeleton and at the evil scent of the wolf whose

blood stained the snow.

The waggon was put under a shed in the farm-yard

;

nothing had been removed from it, and indeed something

had been left in it,— a small knife, one of those man-

ufactured at Albacete, which had fallen from Chiquita's

pocket while she was asleep, and which bore upon its

sharp-pointed blade the threatening Spanish motto, —
" Cuando esta vivora pica,

No hay remedio en la botica."

This mysterious find greatly puzzled the Tyrant and

rendered Isabella thoughtful, for she was somewhat su-

perstitious and apt to draw omens, favourable or the

reverse, from trifling incidents that others either did not

notice or laid no stress upon. Like all fairly educated

persons at that time, the young lady spoke Spanish, and

the alarming meaning of the inscription did not escape

her.

Scappino had started for the village, dressed in his

handsome red and white striped costume, his great rufF,

duly pleated and starched, his toque pulled down over

his brows, his cloak on his shoulder, and with the air

of a proud conqueror. As he walked, his drum bumped
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against his thigh with an automatic, rhythmic motion

that smacked of the trooper; and indeed Scappino had

followed the wars before he had taken to the stage.

When he reached the church square, already escorted

by a number of boys attracted by his curious dress, he

pressed down his toque more firmly, took his stand, and

striking his drum with the sticks, performed a roll so

sharp, so masterly, and so imperative that it would have

wakened the dead as surely as the last trump. The

effect on the living may therefore easily be guessed ;

every door and window flew open as if moved by one

and the selfsame spring, and from one and all issued

kerchiefed heads that cast comically bewildered glances

on the square. A second roll of the drum, crackling

like a rattling fire of musketry and booming like the

thunder, emptied the houses, wherein were left only

the sick, the bedridden, and the women abed with

child. In a few minutes the inhabitants of the village

had formed a great circle around Scappino. Then, in

order to completely fascinate his audience, the sly fel-

low performed upon his drum a number of long and

short rolls alternately, so rapidly, so accurately, and so

skilfully that the sticks became invisible, although he-

did not appear to be moving his wrists. As soon as
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he saw the wide-open mouths of the worthy villagers

assume the form of an O, which, according to master-

painters, as set forth in their works on expression, is

the highest manifestation of wonderment, he broke his

racket short off; then, after a brief moment of silence,

he began in a shrill voice, with fantastic variations of

intonation, the following grandiloquent and burlesque

address :

—

" Unique opportunity this evening ! Magnificent per-

formance ! Extraordinary representation ! The illus-

trious comedians of the travelling company managed by

my lord Herod, who have had the honour of performing

before crowned heads and princes of the blood, will, on

the occasion of their passage through this region, present,

this evening only,— for they are awaited in Paris, to

which they are called by the Court, — a surprisingly

entertaining and altogether comical play, entitled ' The

Rodomontades of Captain Fracasse,' with new dresses,

entirely new by-play, and set bastinadoes unequalled

as mirth provokers. At the close of the perform-

ance Mademoiselle Serafina will dance the Moresco,

with the addition of passepieds, swings, and gambadoes

in the very latest style, while accompanying herself on

the tambourine, on which she performs more skil-
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fully than any Spanish gipsy. This will prove most

delightful as a spectacle. The performance will take

place in Master Bellombre's barn, specially arranged

for the purpose and abundantly furnished with scats

and lights. As the company seeks fame rather than

profit, victuals and other provisions will be accepted

in lieu of cash from those who are not provided with

coin. Pass the word to that effect."

His speech finished, Scappino beat his drum so madly

by way of peroration that the glass in the church

windows rattled in its lead setting, and a number of

dogs bolted away, more terrified than if they had had

brass saucepans fastened to their tails.

Meanwhile, up at the farm, the players, assisted by

Bellombre and his servants, were already at work. At

the end of the barn a stage, consisting of boards laid

upon empty barrels, was erected. Three or four

benches borrowed from the tavern served as settles,

but, considering the price of admission, it was not to be

expected that they should be stuffed with hair and up-

holstered in velvet. The spiders had already under-

taken to decorate the ceiling and had spun great cobwebs

from rafter to rafter. No decorator, even one in

employ of the Court could have produced more tenuous,
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more delicate, and more aerially elaborate hangings, even

had he used China satins. The pendent webs resem-

bled the blazoned banners that may be seen in the

chapter-houses of royal and knightly orders, and formed

a most noble sight for any man capable of appreciating,

in imagination, this analogy.

The cattle, whose litter had been carefully swept

back, were much disturbed by the unusual upheaval,

and often turned their heads away from their mangers

to cast long looks at the stage, on which the players

were rehearsing in order to practise Sigognac in his

entrances and exits.

" My first appearance on the stage," said the Baron,

laughing, " is before an audience of calves and horned

cattle. It might well wound my self-love, if I had any."

" Nor will this be the last time you will play before

such an assembly," returned Bellombre ;
" for in every

audience you will have fools and husbands."

For a novice Sigognac did not play at all badly, and

it was evident that he would speedily get the hang of

his work. He had a good voice, an accurate memory,

and a mind sufficiently cultured to enable him to add to

his part those repartees that spring from fortuitous cir-

cumstances and which add so much to the vivacity of a
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performance. The pantomimic portion of his part

troubled him far more, on account of its being plentifully

sprinkled with whackings, against which his pride

revolted, even though the blows were administered with

sticks formed of painted canvas stuffed with sawdust.

His comrades, aware of his rank, spared him as much

as they could, but he became wrathy in spite of him-

self, and made the most terrific grimaces, frowned

most formidably, and cast furious glances around.

Then, quickly remembering the nature of his part,

he resumed his frightened, bewildered, and suddenly

cowardly mien.

Bellombre, who was watching him with the clear-

sightedness of an old actor, an expert past master of

his art, called to him from where he was sitting :
—

" Take care not to repress any of those natural

movements of yours ; they are excellent and will pro-

duce a new variety of the Hector type. Even when

you cease to feel that sudden anger and that burning

indignation, you must feign to do so. Fracasse, the

character you have to create,— for an imitator never

rises above a subordinate rank,— would give anything

to be a brave man ; he admires courage and valiant

men, and is mad with himself for being a coward.
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When no danger is near, he dreams only of heroic

exploits and superhuman and gigantic enterprises ; but

in the presence of peril, his too lively imagination brings

vividly before him the smart of wounds, the hideous

face of death, and his heart fails him. He revolts at

first at the thought of being thrashed, rage swells his

proud stomach ; but the very first blow dispels all his

resolution. That is a better plan than making your

legs tremble, opening your eyes wide, and indulging in

other grimaces fitter for monkeys than men, with which

inferior actors strive to make the public laugh while

themselves straying far from the paths of art."

Sigognac took Bellombre's advice and played in con-

formity with his instructions ; so well indeed that he

was applauded by his comrades, who predicted that

he would win success.

The performance was to take place at four in the

afternoon. At three, Sigognac put on the Hector

costume, which dame Leonardo had made easier by let-

ting out the tucks which the increasing leanness of the

deceased owner had rendered necessary. As he slipped

it on, the Baron thought it would have been pleasanter

to be putting on the buff" jerkin and the steel corselet of

his ancestors than to be rigging himself out as a player
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in order to perform the part of sham hero ; the more

so that he was really a brave man, capable of high

deeds and heroic exploits. But adverse fortune had re-

duced him to this unpleasant condition and he had no

other means of livelihood.

The country people were already pouring into and

crowding the barn. A few lanterns hanging from the

roof rafters cast a reddish light upon the mass of dark,

fair, and gray hair, amid which showed the white caps

of a few women. Other lanterns had been placed as

footlights along the front of the stage, for it was neces-

sary to be careful not to set fire to the hay and straw

in the place.

The play began and was followed attentively. Be-

hind the actors, for the back of the stage was not

lighted up, the great shadows cast by them seemed to

be playing a parody of the piece, and to counterfeit the

movements of each and all with queer jerking motions.

This grotesque detail, however, remained unnoticed by

the simple-minded spectators, who were absorbed by the

plot and the performance of the actors, every one of

whom they believed to be really the character he or she

represented.

A few of the cows, unable to sleep on account of the
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noise, gazed upon the scene with those great eyes of

theirs from which Homer, the Greek poet, drew a com-

parison in praise of Juno's own, and even a calf, at a

most interesting point, uttered a lamentable moan that

in no wise impaired the robust illusion of the worthv

spectators, but nearly caused the players to burst out

laughing on the stage.DO O

Captain Fracasse was repeatedly applauded, for he

played his part capitally, free as he was, in presence of

that humble public, from the emotion he would have

felt had he had to do with more cultured spectators

who would have been harder to please. Then he felt

quite sure that not one of these people knew who he

was. The other performers were vigorously applauded

when they made their hits, by the horny-handed sons

of toil, who spared not themselves, and who, in Bel-

lombre's opinion, gave proof of much discernment.

Serafina danced her Moresco with haughty voluptu-

ousness, bending and posing in most alluring fashion,

with springs light and graceful, rapid changes of foot,

and charms of all kinds that would have delighted even

people of quality and courtiers. She was particularly

fascinating when, holding her tambourine above her

head, she rattled the brass disks, and again when,
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thumbing its dark skin, she drew from it a low rumbling

sound as cleverly as any professional panderera.

Meanwhile on the walls of the ruinous manor-house

of Sigognac, the dusty ancestral portraits assumed a

grimmer and sulkier expression than ever before. The

warriors shook their heads in most melancholy fashion,

and uttered sighs that made their steel cuirasses heave.

The dowagers pouted disdainfully above their pleated

ruffs, and drew themselves up stiffly in their whale-

boned bodices and farthingales. A low, slow, toneless

whisper, the ghost of a whisper, issued from their

painted lips, murmuring, "Alas! the last of the

Sigognacs has derogated !

"

And in the kitchen, seated sadly between Beelzebub

and Miraut, who looked long and questioningly into his

face, Peter was thinking, and saying to himself,

"Where is my poor master at this hour?" And a

tear, licked away by the old hound's tongue, rolled

down the tanned cheek of the old servitor.
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